TRANSPORTATION
CHAPTER 16
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Our modes of travel — private car, taxi cab, subway/rail, bus, ferry, bicycle, or by foot — form the basis of New York
City’s extensive and interrelated transportation infrastructure and system. A positive effect on one mode of travel
el may
negatively impact another, while a negative effect on travel modes may negatively impact several aspects of the
transhe tran
portation system. The objective of the transportation analyses is to determine whether
er a proposed projectt may have a
potential significant impact on traffic operations and mobility, public transportation
facilities
on facilitie
acilit and services,
ces, pedestrian
elements and flow, safety of all roadway users (pedestrians, bicyclists and vehicles),
ehicles),
es), on- and
a off-street
-street
street parking, or
goods movement.
As with each technical area assessed under CEQR, it is important for applicants
work closely
pplicants
ants to wo
se with the lead
le agency
during the entire environmental review process. As appropriate, the
of Transportation
he New York City
C Department
epart
epartme
T
(DOT), the Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA), its affiliates
subsidiary agencies,
atess and subsid
encies, should
shou also work with
the lead agency during the CEQR process to provide information,
review,, recommenda
recommendations and approvals
on, technical rre
recommendat
relating to transportation and any required mitigation. It iss recommended
recommende that the
he lead agency
ag
agenc consult with expert
agencies as early as possible in the environmental review process.
may vary based
ocess. The level
le and
nd extent of consultation
con
co
upon the in-house technical expertise of the lead agency.
700 further
appropriate coordination with
ncy.
cy Section
ction 70
her outline
outlines ap
these agencies.

This chapter describes each technical area to be addressed
assessment, and outlines the general
dressed in a transportation
ansportatio
nsportat
elements needed for any transportation assessment.
discusses
essment. This chapter
c
er also
so discus
discusse each specific technical area separately, beginning in Section 340, “Detailed Traffic
analysis be needed. A proposed project and
afficc Analysis,” should
s
d a detailed ana
any recommended improvement or mitigation
measures, if any,
tigation
tion measu
meas
ny, should,
should to the extent practicable, be guided by the policies of Sustainable Streets: Strategic
New York City Department
of Transportation 2008 and Beyond, which
ic Plan
lan for the N
Depart
Departm
seeks to promote efficient means
modes” like transit, pedestrians or bicycles.
ns of travel with
wit emphasis on
n “alternative
er
er
The specific DOT guidelines applicable
mitigation
pplicable
cable to mit
n measures
me res are discussed in greater detail in Section 510.

100. DEFINITIONS

The transportation analyses should
following major technical areas:
shou address
ress the follow

TRAFFIC FLOW
W AND
AN OPERATING
ERATIN CONDITIONS
DITI
DITIONS
, including
includi the traffic volume expected to

be generated in the future with the
proposed
of the project-generated volume on traffic levels of service. The purpose
ed project in place and
nd thee impact o
of this
the
his assessment is to evaluate
evaluat
valu
he ttraffic operating conditions and ability of roadway elements to adequately
traffic
the future With-Action condition.
process the expected
expe
exp
ffic flow under
un
RAIL AND SU
SUBWAY FA
FACILITIES
TIES
ES AND SSE
SERVICES,

including the capacity of subway lines (known as "line haul" capacity), staplatforms,
and passageways, station agent booths/control areas, turnstiles, and other
tion plat
s, stairwells,
stairwe
tairw , corridors,
co
critical station
critic
critica
ion elements
ements tto accommodate projected volumes of passengers in the future with the proposed project
in place.
BUS SERVICE
RV ,

including
includi
ncl
the ability of existing routes and their frequency of service to accommodate the expected
level off bus dem
demand without overloading existing services. MTA has three agencies that operate bus service in
de
New Yorkk Cit
City: MTA Bus Company (MTABC), MTA Long Island Bus (LIB) and New York City Transit (NYCT). In addition to these entities, privately operated fixed-route service should be included in these analyses to the extent
known.
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PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES, which include three elements – sidewalks, crosswalks and intersection corners (corner reservoirs). The purpose of the assessment is to evaluate the capacity of these elements to safely and conveniently
process or store the volume and activities of pedestrians expected to be generated by the proposed project.

principally focus on the effect of the proposed project’s generated demand at existing high-crash locations or at locations that may become unsafe due to the proposed project.

PEDESTRIAN, BICYCLE AND VEHICULAR SAFETY ASSESSMENTS

which include occupancy levels of parking lots and garages (public and accessory) as well as
curbside parking utilization. The purpose of the on- and off-street parking assessment is to determine what effect
e
ef
the proposed project may have on parking resources in the study area.
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PARKING CONDITIONS,

GOODS DELIVERY, which includes the capacity of proposed loading areas to accommodate
modate
oda the expected volume of deden and
nd bicycle
bicycl
bicyc traffic or compromising
compromisin
liveries and the ability to do so without interfering with vehicular, pedestrian
safety.
CONSTRUCTION PHASE IMPACTS,

which include projected impacts on transportation
sportation
rtation (traffic,
(traf
pedestrian,
destrian, parking,
park
p
etc.)
during a proposed project's construction phase. Guidance for conducting
ucting
ng the transportation
trans
tran
atio analyses
ation
alyses for
fo
f construction activities is presented in Chapter 22, “Construction Impacts.”

To analyze each of these technical areas, specific technical methodologies,
have been dehodologies, databases,
da
es, and procedures
procedu
proce
veloped and are referenced in this chapter. It is also important
the traffic analynt to
o note the iinterrelationship
elationship
tionship between
betw
sis, and air quality and noise studies, which should be kept in
collection and analysis
n mind during
durin the course
ourse
urse of the data
da
d
stages. Both the air quality and noise analyses may calll for
traffic information
fo
f extensive
tensive traffic information; therefore,
t
should be collected and formatted in a way that can be easily
It may also be necessary to
easi used
ed for the other
her analyses.
analys
assess transportation impacts on residential streets
studies.
ts ass part of the
th
t neighborhood
hborho character
cha
chara

200. DETERMINING WHETHER A TRANSPORTATION
PORTATION
ORTATION ASSESSMENT
MENT IS APPR
PPROPRIATE

While interrelationships between the keyy technical
of the transp
transportation
system — traffic, transit, pedestrians,
technica areas
a
transpor
and parking — should be taken into
individual technical areas are separately assessed
o account in any
aan assessment, the in
to determine whether a project hass the potent
potential to adversely
ely and
a significantly affect a specific area of the transportation system. Consequently, each area is discussed
separately.
disc
d
separ ely.
ely
It is possible that detailed
ed transportation
transportati
transportatio analyses
alyses
yses may not
no
n be needed for projects that would create low- or low- to
moderate-density development
particular
velopment in p
lar sections of tthe City. Before undertaking any transportation analysis, reference should be made
to
numerical analysis is needed.
ade to Table 16-1
1
o determine
ermine whether
wh
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Table 16-1
Minimum Development Densities Potentially Requiring Transportation Analysis
Development Type

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

Zone 5

240
115
30
20
25
85

200
100
20
20
25
85

200
100
20
15
25
80

200
75
10
15
15
60

100
40
10
10
15
60
0

Residential (number of new dwelling units)
Office (number of additional 1,000 gsf)
Retail (number of additional 1,000 gsf)
Restaurant (number of additional 1,000 gsf)
Community Facility (number of additional 1,000 gsf)
Off-Street Parking Facility (number of new spaces)
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With the following zone definitions:
Zone 1: Manhattan, 110th Street and south; Downtown Brooklyn.
Zone 2: Manhattan north of 110th Street, including Roosevelt Island; Long Island City; Downtown Flushing; Fort Gree
Greene; Park Slope;
ope; Portions of Br
Brooklyn
Heights; Greenpoint-Williamsburg; Jamaica; all areas within 0.25 miles of subway stations (excluding
ng Staten Island,
Is
Broad
ad Channel and the Rockaways, Queens); South Bronx (south of 165th Street).
Zone 3: St. George (Staten Island); all other areas located within 0.5 miles of subway stations (except
except in Staten
S
Island, Broad Chan
Channel and the Rockaways, Queens).
Zone 4: All areas in Staten Island located within 0.5 miles of subway stations; all other areas
eas located
locate within one-m
one-mile of subway stations (except in
Staten Island, Broad Channel and the Rockaways, Queens).
Zone 5: All other areas.
The attached map shows the zone boundaries.

determ
eter
ed by
ed
b applyingg typical travel
tra demand factors (i.e., daily
tr
The development thresholds cited in Table 16-1 weree determined
person trips, temporal distribution, modal split, vehicle
etc.)
ehicle
cle occupancy,
occupa
c..) for the land uses cited in the table for each of
the zones, up to a development density at which
and
ch vehicle, transit,
tran
tra
nd
d pedestrian
pedestr
pedestria trip generation would not likely cause
significant adverse impacts, based on a review
ew of prior Environmental
Env
mental
ental Assessment
Assessm
Assessme Statements (EASs) and Environmental Impact Statements (EISs) conducted under
densities cited in Table 16-1 generer the CEQR process.
ess. The development
develo
ally result in fewer than 50 peak hourr vehicle
"trips"
to trip ends), 200 peak hour subway/rail or
ehicle trips (with
(
ps" referring
referr
bus transit riders and 200 peak hour
our pedestrian ttrips, where significant
gnifica adverse impacts are generally considered unlikely. Should the proposed project
ect involve a mix
m of land uses,
es, it is appropriate to conduct a preliminary trip generation
assessment (see Levels 1 and
Assessment
300) for each land use or use a weighted average to
d 2 Screening A
ment in
i Section
ec
ection
determine whether the total
generated trips
otal site gener
genera
ips
ps exceed the
th threshold for analysis. If the proposed project would result in development densities
the levels
ensities less than
tha
t
els shown in Table 16-1, further numerical analysis would not be needed
for any technical area,
circumstances.
ea, except in unusual
un
cumstance Conversely, if a proposed project surpasses these levels, a preliminary trip generation
analysis, described
er on analy
analysis
ribed below in Section 300, is needed.

300. ASSESSMENT
SESSMENT METHODS
DSS

If Section
indicates that
tion 200 indica
indicat
at an
n analysis
analy is warranted, a preliminary trip generation assessment and Travel Demand Factors
should
following the two-tier screening process described below to determine
rs (TDF) memorandum
memo
hould be prepared
p
whether a quantified
qu
qua
d analysis
ana iss of any
an technical areas of the transportation system is necessary:
LEVEL 1 (PROJECT
ECT TRIP
RIP GENER
GENERATION) SCREENING ASSESSMENT determines the number of person trips

by mode as well as vehic
analysi peak hours. Except in unusual circumstances, a further quantified analysis would typically
hicle tripss for all analysis
not be
e needed for a ttechnical area if the proposed development would result in fewer than:
•

50 peak hour vehicle trip ends;

•

200
00 peak hour subway/rail or bus transit riders; or

•

200 peak hour pedestrian trips.

If the threshold for traffic is not surpassed, it is likely that a parking assessment is also not needed. The methodologies available for use in determining trip generation involve either: (a) utilizing approved available trip generation
rates for the type of land use proposed and available modal split characteristics for the site of the proposed
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project; or (b) obtaining these data from new surveys at a comparable facility in the same (or comparable) part of
the City. The methodologies are presented below in Section 310.
assigns the trips to specific intersections, bus
routes, subway lines, or parking spaces. If the results of this level of analysis conclude that the proposed development would generally result in intersections with 50 or more vehicle trips, pedestrian elements with 200 or more
pedestrian trips, 50 or more bus trips in a single direction on a single route, or 200 or more passengers at a subway
station or on a subway line during any analysis peak hour, further detailed analysis may be needed for a particular
technical area. Guidance for conducting detailed assessments is located in Section 330.
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LEVEL 2 (PROJECT GENERATED TRIP ASSIGNMENT) SCREENING ASSESSMENT

310. LEVEL 1 (PROJECT TRIP GENERATION) PRELIMINARY SCREENING ASSESSMENT
A TDF memorandum should be submitted to the lead agency and DOT for
or review
eview and approval,
val,
al, identifying the
t
land use types (dwelling units for residential uses; square feet for commercial,
and other
seats for
ercial,
al, retail an
er land
nd uses; sea
se
movie theaters; beds for hospital facilities; etc.), trip generation rates,
tems, modal
odal splits, vehicle occupancy rates,
ra
poral distribution, etc. The memorandum summarizes and presents
ents generated person
on and
a vehicle trips for all
peak hours. In addition, the memorandum cites all sources used
Each eleed in developing
developin
develop the TDF memorandum.
m
memo d
ment of the Level 1 preliminary screening assessment is described
cribed below.
311. Trip Generation
Trip generation analyses provide the estimated number
of perso
person trips expected to be generated by the prom
posed project over the course of the entire day, ass well
we as during
dur the peak
duri
eak analysis hours. The classification of
a proposed project's daily trip ends by hour of the day is
i also referred
ferre to as its temporal distribution. There
ferred
are several options available for obtaining thee trip generation
information:
genera
nformation
formatio
•

Use of existing information (i.e.,
approved
e.,, recently ap
app
d EISs and EASs),
EASs where the sources cited in the traEAS
vel demand factors are based
sed on a survey of a similar land use
us with comparable travel characteristics
and are considered appropriate
in the trip generation
analysis;
ropriate
iate to be used
u
gene
gener

•

In absence of existing
is to conduct original trip generation and
tingg information,
informatio
information the preferable
ab option
abl
pt
modal spilt surveys
setting of the City; and
eys of the same land use in a comparable
com
compa

•

If a comparable
identified within the City, the rates in most recent edition of the
ablee survey site cannot
ott be identif
identifie
Institute of Transportat
Transportation
Engineers
Transport
gineers
ers (ITE) Tr
TTrip Generation (the “ITE Trip Generation Report”) may be
used. However, care must be exercised in
i using the ITE Trip Generation Report since most of its trip
generation
ner on rates
rate aare based
ased primarily on
o surveys conducted in suburban settings and need to be adfor New York City
justed
usted fo
ity conditions.

Additional
guidance for calcula
calculating
ditional
tional guidanc
alcu
g trip generation rates follows in Subsections 311.1 through 311.3.

311.1. Use of P
Previously
sly Researched
Researched/ Approved Trip Generation Rates

The hass been
TThere
b n conside
considerable
consid
trip generation analysis work done in the City to date as part of prior
environmental
and studies and rates for certain specific land use types in specific parts of the
onmental
ment reviews
view
i
Cityy havee been defined
and approved for use on these projects. Table 16-2 presents a list of pred
and approved trip generation rates that may be used provided that the proposed
viously researched
researc
resear
project being
bein analyzed matches the building(s) or land uses surveyed.
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Table 16-2
Examples of Previously Approved and Researched Trip Generation Rates (Weekday and Saturday)
Weekday Peak Hour
Percentage
Weekday Daily
Person Trips

Midday

AM

PM

Saturday
Peak Ho
Hour
Percentage
rcentage
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Land Use

Saturday Daily
Person Trips

Office (multi-tenant type
building)

18.0 per 1,000 sf

12

15

14

3.9 per 1000 sf
3.

17
7

Residential (3 or more floors)

8.075 per DU

10

5

11

9.6
9. per DU
U

8

Residential (2 floors or less)

12.6 per DU

10

5

11

13.7 per DU

8

Hotel

9.4 per room

8

14

13

9.4
4 pe
per room
ro

9

Home Improvement Store

72 per 1,000 sf

7

7

8

96.4
6.4 per 1,000
1
sf

10

Supermarket

175 per 1,000 sf

5

6

10

231 per 1,00
1,000 sf

9

Museum

27 per 1,000 sf

1

16

13

20.6 per
pe 1,000 sf

17

44 per acre

3

5

6

62 per acre

6

Passive Park Space
Active Park Space

139 per acre

3

5

6

196 per acre

6

Local Retail

205 per 1,000 sf

3

19

10

240 per 1,000 sf

10

Destination Retail

78.2 per 1,000 sf

3

9

9

92.5 per 1,000 sf

11

Academic University

26.6 per 1,000
00
0 sf

16

NA

26

13.5 per 1,000 sf

16

3.26 perr seat
at

1

3

8

6.25 per seat

5

Cineplex

Health Club

Television Studio

44.7 per 1,000
000 sf

4

9

5

26.1 per 1,000 sf

9

10 per 1,000 sf

12

15
15

11

NA

NA

Saturday Daily
Vehicle Trips

Daily Veh
Vehicle Trips
ps

Truck

Local Retail

0.35 per
er 1,
1
1,000
,000 sf

8

11

2

0.04 per 1,000 sf

11

Office

0.32
2 per
pe 1,000
1,000
00 sf

10

11

2

0.01 per 1,000 sf

11

0.06 per DU
0

12

9

2

0.02 per DU

9

Residential

NOTES: NA = Not Availa
Available
Available;; DU = Dwellingg Unitt
These trip generat
generation rates are
re forr all boroughs.
boroug
boroughs.
The truck trip generation
gen
rates
es are
re based on tthe
h use of a 50-50 directional split.

Trip
p generation
eration rrates should be based on information for generally similar facilities. There may also
be a condition to
t the specific proposed project being analyzed that makes its trip generation expectations significantly
different from those listed in Table 16-2. For example, the trip generation rate
signific
cited fo
midtown office space may not be appropriate for back-office space outside Manhattan, or
for m
even w
within Manhattan, since back-office space generally does not generate the same number of visitor and business trips that general office space does.
Should the survey for the source cited be considered “stale” by the lead agency, in consultation with
DOT, it is recommended that an original survey be conducted for the same land use in a comparable
setting of the City. In addition, all findings from this survey should be provided to the lead agency
and DOT.
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It is also appropriate to determine the number of truck and van deliveries generated by a proposed
project separately from the trip generation/modal split analyses. In order to obtain accurate truck
trip generation rates for a proposed project, it is recommended that original surveys of a similar existing facility be conducted. Truck trip generation rates cited in the 1969 Wilbur Smith and Associates'
Motor Trucks in the Metropolis and the Federal Highway Administration's 1981 Curbside Pick-up and
Delivery Operations and Arterial Traffic Impacts have been used previously in EASs/EISs, but are not
recommended for use due to the staleness of the information. For projects that generate predominantly heavy vehicles, such as trucks and/or buses, the PCE factors should be applied to determinee
the number of new vehicle trips (see Table 16-3). Examples of these types of projects include
de a
warehouse, waste transfer facility, freight or bus terminal, etc.

311.2. Conduct of Original Surveys

As indicated previously, if usable trip generation rates are not listed
ed in Table 16-2
16
16- and are not availaavaila
availa
ble from other surveys, or the available trip generation rates are
re considered
onsidered ““stale,” conducting origo
inal surveys in comparable settings is the recommended course
ursee of action. Although
oug conducting
ough
nductin such
nducting
a survey may seem rather straightforward, it often calls for considerable
judgment.
it is
considerab
considera
dgment. In
dgmen
I general,
en
not easy, or necessary, to find a survey target that is perfectly comparable
proposed
project in
compa
com
e to the propos
prop
its study area. Due to the many variables of a survey,
vey,
y, the lead aagency should submit the scope and
format to DOT prior to conducting the survey. Factors to consider
in selection of a survey site and
con
proper use of survey data include:
•

Is the facility to be surveyed comparable
mparable
able to
t the
he proposed
os facility?

•

Is the site of the facility to be surveyed
urveyed comparable
cco
rable
able in its
it
i transit
an service availability and its
modal split characteristicss to the site of the proposed
roposed
osed project?
proj
projec

•

Is the size of the site
surveyed comparable
e to be surveye
mparable to that
tha of the proposed project, and does
any difference in size play a role in trip making
aking to and
an from the site?

•

Are the hourss and operation
similar to those of the proposed project?
operatio of the surveyy site sim

•

Is the on-site
off the site
n-sitee parking area
a
s tto be surveyed comparable to that of the proposed
project?
ct?

For example,
of a hospital on Queens Boulevard, it may be possiple, if a project
projec would
d facilitate
cilitate creation
crea
ble to find
hospital along
nd another ho
ng the same
sam corridor that is equivalently sited with regard to bus and
subway
not a similarly sited hospital along the same corridor, the survey
way service.
ervice.
e. However,
H
er, if there is no
at a hospital located
in another neighborhood that may be assumed to have simicould
ould b
be cconducted
duc
loca
loc
larr modal split
ssp characteristics
rac
racte
tics to tthose of the proposed project.

determiningg whether
that hospital is appropriate to survey, a number of other factors should be
In
n deter
hether th
considered.
Forr example, is the hospital to be surveyed of a comparable size to that of the proposed
consi
si
project?? Doe
Does the
to be surveyed have functions and health care facilities generally compap
pr
he hospital
hos
hosp
rablee to the o
one being
i proposed? If one is a teaching hospital while the other is not, the former may
generate
or fewer trips during key periods of the day.
enerate
rate more o

be necessary or advisable to survey more than one facility deemed potentially comparaIt may also b
ble to tthe proposed project in order to make a reasoned judgment as to where the proposed project
would fit within the available range of data.
In conducting a trip generation survey, there are several important considerations to keep in mind:
•

The survey should be conducted for two typical midweek days throughout the normal business hours and, if applicable, include a weekend day for the type of facility being surveyed.
If the data from the survey are not consistent, then a third midweek day survey may need to
be conducted to confirm the appropriate trip generation.
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All entry and exit points should be covered--not just the main entrance/exit location--so that
all trips are recorded.

•

All person and vehicle trips should be recorded separately at their respective entries and exits in 15-minute intervals throughout the survey period, since they are eventually translated
into arriving and departing person and/or vehicle trips.

•

Vehicle occupancy should be recorded for each entry and exit vehicle.

•

Weather conditions should be noted along with any other occurrences that may affect the
he
volume of trip-making on the survey day, since adjustments may be needed afterward.
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•

The survey methodology, data, significant findings and assumptions should
ould
d be summarized in a mem morandum for submission to the lead agency and DOT. Often, this
information
is body
ody of inf
in
on serves as
supporting documentation for the analyses and may subsequentlyy be used by others.
ot
oth
311.3. Use of the ITE Trip Generation publication

If a comparable survey site cannot be identified within the
he City,
ity, the rates
rat in the ITE Trip
T Ge
Generation
ntains auto
aut trip generation
eneration
eration rates
rate for a wide
Report may be used. The ITE Trip Generation Report contains
range of land uses, but most of these rates reflect nationwide
averagess based on surveys
conducted
ationwide ave
av
surv
in suburban settings, often with little or no available
transportation.
these rates
ailable public tr
ortation. Therefore,
There
Th
may not be appropriate for the urban character of New Yor
York City. However,
owever, the rates may be useful
for interpolating rates or factors that are not available
rates when only
lable (such ass deriving Saturday
SSat
Sunday and weekday rates are available,
distributions),
provided the rates are ade, orr certai
certain temporall di
butio
butions),
justed for New York City conditions. In using
sing the ITE
IT trip rates, which
w
wh are
ar usually presented as vehicle
trips rather than as person trips, thee data should
local modal split characteristics in
shou be adjusted
justed for lo
the proposed project's study area.
Therefore,
ea. Therefo
Therefor it iss recommended that the lead agency consult with
DOT before using the ITE Trip
rip Generation Report.
R
311.4. Linked and Pass-By Tripss

The determination of a proposed project's
ct generation
nera
nerati
of person trips may need to recognize that a
percentage of itss trip generati
generation mayy bee considered
generatio
cons
con ered either "linked trips" or “pass-by trips” for certain
types of development,
Person linked trips are trips that have mulelopment,
pment, particularly
part
y retail or commercial.
com
co
tiple destinations,
nations, either
eithe within
n the proposed development site or between the development site and
existing adjacent sites
sites. Pass-by
s-by trips are trips
tr that are already present on the adjacent network, have
direct
ct aaccess
ess to tthe site and enter the ssite only as an intermediate stop on the way to their final destination.
that there would be a proportion of true ‘pass-by’ trips that
ination.
nation If it can be clearly
arly demonstrated
demonstr
aree already on the net
network,
ne
ork, then these trips may be deducted from the total site-generated vehicle
trip ends ffor thee development.
developm
evelo
nt

O
ut

For example,
a proposed retail
component in a mall would be expected to generate vehicle trips to it
ex
e
r
on
trip generation rate, yet a portion of these trips may not be newly genero the basis
sis of its
ts expected
expec
expe
ated because
ause some
so e of the vehicle trips to the mall’s retail component may be trips that are already
made
another component in the mall and may now include an additional “link” to it. This pheade from anot
anoth
nomenon may be reflected in the analyses by either a higher "walk" modal split percentage for the
proposed
or by dividing the project's overall trip generation into "linked" and "non-linked"
osed project
p
components
and assigning them separately to the study area network. Up to 25% of “linked and/or
compon
compone
pass-by”
trip credit for retail developments is allowed, unless valid information based on an original
asssurvey support a higher linked and/or pass-by trip credit. Care must be exercised in determining
whether the linked trip credit should be applied to the total person trips or to a specific mode of travel.
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312. Modal Split
Modal split analyses provide information on the travel modes likely to be used by persons going to and from
the proposed project, including autos, taxis and livery services, subways, buses, ferries, commuter rail, bicycles, and walking. These modes are considered in terms of percentages—i.e., what percent of the total
number of people traveling to and from the site would travel by that particular mode. The modal split percentages are then applied to the hourly trip generation estimates to determine the number of persons traveling to and from the site by each mode for each of the analysis peak hours. It is important to remember that
pedestrian trips refer not only to walk trips (people who walk all the way from/to their starting point to/from
om
the project site), but also to the pedestrian component associated with walking between the site and other
modes of travel, such as the subway station, bus stop, or parking facility (unlesss on-site
parking is provided).
onon
Thus, the number of pedestrian trips to be included in the pedestrian analysis
sis should include the
he combined
assignments of all pedestrian trips (which include pure walk trips as well as the
component
he pedestrian
pedestr
pedest
omponent
mponent of all
a
other modes).
A subsequent step applies to both traffic and transit. For traffic, an average vehicle
occupancy
veh
occ
occu
ncy factor
facto is applied to the number of persons using autos or taxis/livery services
determine the
that
ces to determi
e num
number of vehicles
ve
the proposed project would generate for each peak hour. For
or transit,
ransit, bus
bu ttrip generation
eneration
neration also
a considers subway-to-bus transfers for sites substantially distant from thee nearest subway
subw station.
ation.
tion.

For many combinations of land use types and geographic
there are previously rephic locations
location within
in
n the City, the
th
searched modal splits available for use. For other combinations,
co
com
nations, tthere are sources of iinformation that may be
investigated. Similar to the previous discussion on trip ggeneration,
theree is a signifi
significant body of data available
era
erat
signif
from previous EASs/EISs, as well as other databases
including
tabases
ases inclu
includ thee U.S. Census
sus (the
(t annual American Community Survey (ACS)) and the New York Metropolitan
ropolitan
politan Transportation
Tran
Trans
tion
on Council
Counc (NYMTC) Household Interview Survey (HIS). Census data, described below, provide
provides substantial
bstantial data on mode choice for journey-towork/reverse journey-to-work tripss in different pa
parts off the City and is useful for analysis of both residential
and office uses. The HIS provides
es a snapshot of
o typical household ttravel patterns for all purposes (work and
discretionary travel). However,
er, care should be exercised prior
rior to using this information since the data set includes the travel patterns of the suburba
suburban counties surrounding
New York City; it is recommended that the
urr
urro
lead agency consult with
Sometimes, an original survey is needed. It is emphah DOT
OT prior to
t using this data.
da
Som
sized that the City has
as undergone a noticeable
eable mode shift resulting in a higher transit ridership, walk, and bicycle trips. Therefore,
recommended
fore, it is recom
re
ded
d that a trip generation survey with an emphasis on modal split be
conducted to verify the modal
EASs/EISs. In no case should modal split data more than
moda splitt used
ed in previous
previo
previ
ten years old
d bee used.
ed.
312.1. Use
se of U.S. C
Census Bureau’s
’s American
America Community Survey

Another important
im
nt source
sou
sour of modal
mo split information is the U.S. Census Bureau’s American CommuniSurvey, which
tyy Surve
ich contain
contains data on journey-to-work trips by mode for each census tract in the City.
Therefore,
journey
work modal split percentages can readily be obtained for residential projects
There
re
ourney
ney to wo
wor
ffor any study
fo
tudy area.
rea.
ea. It is
i also possible to obtain reverse journey-to-work information for a particular
census
which
us tract,
ract, wh
w
h provides information on how people travel to a workplace. These data are used
to determine
termine modal
mo split characteristics for residential and/or office spaces proposed in a given area.
Updated census
cens data may be obtained from the New York City Department of City Planning (DCP).
U.S. Censu
Census transportation data by New York City census tract is available on the DCP website. These
data are also available on the U.S. Census website.

312.2. Use of Previously Accepted Modal Splits

Because there has been a considerable amount of survey and analysis work done on previous studies,
researched modal splits are available for use for various combinations of proposed projects in certain
parts of the City. If the survey for the source cited is considered “stale” by the lead agency, in consultation with DOT, it is recommended that an original survey be conducted.
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In certain cases, previously accepted modal splits may need to be adjusted if there is a special aspect
of the proposed project that calls for its modal split to be significantly different. For example, journey-to-work modal splits for high-rise residential buildings in Midtown Manhattan may be obtained
from the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Community Survey. If a project proposes a similar type of
building to be the residence of foreign consuls or diplomats, it may be appropriate to modify the
modal split to reflect a heavier reliance upon vehicular travel because a significantly higher use of autos, taxis, livery and limousines services is expected in lieu of mass transit for this population.
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In other cases, recent initiatives by the City, including Select Bus Service (SBS); expansions to the bibicycle route network; and improvements to public transportation, pedestrian and bicycle facilities,
s,, are
ar
expected to change modal splits in affected areas and should be reflected
ed
d in the
t travel demand
and facfa ctors.

312.3. Conduct of Original Surveys

In the absence of previously accepted modal splits, it is recommended
mmended
nded tha
that original surveys
rveys of m
modal
ct bee conducted in thee same
sa
com
splits for the same type of land use as the proposed project
or comparable
setting. When a proposed project is similar to land uses
area, this is
es that
hat currently
currentl existt in the study
s
relatively straightforward task. If not, a similar studyy area with similar
and mass
sim
simi travel
avel characteristics
characteris
character
transit availability should be identified in preparing
ng an
n appropriate
appropria modal
odal
al split survey.
sur
survey This is generally the case when the proposed project includes a land use that
an amusement
tth is either
ther unique (e.g.,
(
park), unique to the proposed project's study
downtown section of St.
tu area
tud
rea (e.g.,
(e g a hotel
(e.g
otel in the do
dow
George, Staten Island), or the survey source
split for the
urcee cite
cited forr the
t modal
o
th land use is considered
“stale.” If this is the case, the guidance
generation surveys in Subsecnce regarding the conduct
nduct of
o trip
ip gge
tion 301.2 is also appropriate here..

In conducting modal split surveys,
to determine th
the mode of travel both to and from
veys,
ys, it is important
impor
imp
the site being surveyed. For several land use types,
ypes, there may
m be a tendency for people to travel
there by one mode and leavee by another.
For example,
proposed
restaurant, concert hall, or enteranoth
anot
mple, a pr
p
tainment facility in midtown
may cater
transit and walk-in population when
dtown Manhattan
Manha
Manh
er to a primarily
p
patrons arrive at 6:00
0 p.m. or 7:00
7: p.m.,
m., but
b may be significantly more taxi-oriented for their departures later at night.
ight.

The same facility may aalso have different
ferent modal
moda
mod split and vehicle occupancy characteristics by time of
day. Forr the same mid
midtown eatery/enterta
eatery/entertainment
facility cited above, the heavy walk-in trade during
ery/entert
the da
daytime
higher auto-oriented clientele at nighttime. Daytime
me may be replaced
aced by a significantly
signif
sign
arrivals
may be mostly single individual arrivals, while nighttime arrivals may be more multirrivals
rivals by
b taxi
axi m
groups.
person
erson grou
Consequently, it is important
Conseque
import
imp
t that surveys consider the nature of the facility being surveyed, as well
patterns,
as how
ho its activity
tivity
ty patterns
pattern clientele, surrounding area and transit services change by time of day for
t analysis
the
ysis hours
urs
rs being
bein studied.

Manyy off the same
ssam guidelines cited in Subsection 342 for the selection of traffic count days are also
appropriate
ppropriate
opriate for trip
t generation and modal split surveys. Days and hours of operation typical for that
facility should be chosen for survey. Consultation with the lead agency and DOT is recommended
conducting the survey.
prior to con
Other factors to consider when preparing for, and conducting, modal split surveys include:
•

Survey staff should be properly positioned. For example, if people traveling to a particular
building by subway typically approach the building from its west side, positioning survey staff
on the east side of the entrance to the building may result in missing several or many subway
trips.
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All entry and exit points should be surveyed. Although a building's rear door may look inconspicuous, it may in fact be used by a substantial number of people who get off the subway on that side of the building or people who park in a garage on that street.

•

Weather conditions should be noted since they may play a significant role in the decision of
how to travel to work, particularly on days with inclement weather.

•

Survey staff should be directed not to approach people selectively, i.e., to avoid a tendency
to approach people based on their age, race, or sex, since this may bias the findings of the
survey. One acceptable strategy is to approach every second or third person in order to not
statistically bias the survey.
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•

It is recommended that trip generation and modal split surveys be conducted
ducted
cted concurrently.
co
con
. This helps
to provide an understanding of whether the particular modal split characteristics
acteristics surveyed
yed
ed represent
a particularly busy day or light day at the site. It is possible that
at for major trip
tri generators,
rators, choice of
o
travel mode may be influenced by the patrons' expectations of travel
area.
ravel to the site and
n to the area

Studies have found that some people would use bicycles
facilities
es to travel to work if bicycle
bic
lit were
available at their place of work instead of using otherr modes, such as
may ina driving.
ving.
ing. Such facilities
ffaci
clude: bicycle storage areas (racks, bicycle lockers, storage
Use of
orage room), locker
err rooms, and showers.
sh
bicycles depends on the distance that a person must travel. As part of PlaNYC, DO
DOT promotes bicycle
use by designing and installing new bicycle lanes and racks throughout
ghout
ut the City. In addition, DCP has
approved a zoning text amendment, Article
25-80,
ticle
cle II,
I Chapter
apt 5, Section
apte
tion 25-80
2580, requiring
r
on-site bicycle
parking facilities.
312.4. Use of the NYMTC Best Practices Model
odel

For projects that would cause major
ajor changes
change in regional
gional
ional and cityw
citywide travel patterns (i.e., Congestion
ate to use NYMTC’s
NYM
est Practic
M
Pricing), it may be appropriate
Best
Practices Model
(BPM) to determine shifts in trace arising from
f
oposed p
vel patterns and mode choice
the proposed
project. It is recommended that the lead
OT if the BPM is proposed to bee used
us for analysis of mode shift or traffic diveragency consult with DOT
sions.
312.5. Determination
n of the Trips by TTravel Mode

Once the modal split cch
characteristics
eristics
cs of a pro
proposed project have been determined on a percentage
basis, the
by multiplying the number of person trips to be
he number of trips by mode is determined
det
generated
era d in each
eac analysis
sis hour by the modal split percentage. This yields the number of persons
traveling
raveling
avelin by each
eac modee (i.e.,
(
auto, taxi, bus, subway, walk and bicycle and, for certain projects in
settings, byy rail
unique
nique sett
set
r or ferry).
ferry To determine the number of vehicles—i.e., autos and taxis—
generated in thee analysis
naly hours,
ur an average vehicle occupancy factor is applied. This factor differs for
urs
different
land
parts of the City. As one example, average auto and taxi occupandiffere
ffer
d uses
ses and in different
d
cies
have most often been used for office and residential projects in
c of 1.65
65 and
nd
d 1.40, respectively,
re
Midtown
Manhattan.
M
wn Man
Ma
ttan
ttan.

O
ut

At thee conclusion of this analysis element, it is advantageous to summarize in a table the number of
person trips by
b mode (i.e., auto, taxi, subway, bus, walk, bicycle, and others) and vehicular trips by
characteristic
characterist
acterist (i.e., auto, taxi and truck) for each of the analysis peak hours, both to document the
number of trips generated and to facilitate the subsequent trip assignment task. For projects requiring
ng an air or noise analysis, further categories of vehicles would likely be needed.

313. Determining Whether Further Analysis is Necessary
This subsection, based on the above trip generation and modal split assessments, determines whether further
study of any of the following technical areas of the transportation system is necessary:
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313.1. Traffic
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If the proposed project would generate fewer than 50 peak hour vehicle trip ends, the need for further traffic analysis would be unlikely. A trip end is defined as a vehicle (i.e., auto, taxi, truck, etc.)
traveling to or from a site. Should the vehicle travel to and from the site within the same peak hour
(i.e., auto pick-up/drop-off, taxi-trip, etc.), two trip ends (one in, one out) are included. However, it
should be emphasized that proposed projects affecting congested intersections have at times been
found to create significant adverse traffic impacts when their trip generation is fewer than 50 trip
ends in the peak hour, and therefore, the lead agency may require further analysis of such intersections of concern.
For proposed projects that generate a significant number of trucks and/or
which aree consid/or
/or buses,
b
cons idered to be "equivalent" to more than one car, such vehicle trips should
converted to Passenger
ould
d be conv
con
assenger
Car Equivalents (PCEs) to determine if the 50 peak hour vehicle trip
p end threshold is exceeded.
ceeded.
eded. Table
16-3 lists the suggested PCE factors.
Table 16-3
Passenger Car Equivalents (PCEs)

PCE
Factor
Facto

Vehicle Type

Personal Auto
Trucks/Buses with 2 Axles
xles
les
and
Waste Collection Vehicles*
Vehicles
icles**

1.0

Trucks/Buses
es with 3 Axles

2.0

Trucks with
h 4 or more Axles

2.5
2
.5

1.5
1

* PCEE factor
tor for waste
was
wa transfer trailers should
ssh
be
determined based
on number off ax
axles.
ba
b

It should be noted
or lot is considered one trip end, whereas a
ed that
hat an auto
au trip to
o a parking
pa ng garage
gar
drop-off by auto
(one
Similarly, most taxi trips are two trip ends. Howuto is two trip ends
e
one in, one out).
o
ever, in thee Manhattan CBD
Street) a 50 percent taxi overlap (inbound full taxis are asCB (south
uth of 60th Stre
Str
sumed to be available for outbound
is a standard practice, whereas all other taxi moveutbound
ound demand)
dema
dem
ments are
taxis. Further, in the vicinity of inter-modal facilities (such as the Grand Central
re empty ta
Terminal,
Port Authority
Penn Station, the South Street Ferry Terminal, etc.) up to a
ermina the
erminal
he Por
hority Bus Terminal,
Term
For Manhattan north of 60th Street and other CBDs, a
75
5 percent taxi overlap
rl would be applicable.
a
iss acceptable.
25 taxi overlap
ove
accept
ccep
e. In all other areas of the City, the taxi overlap assumption is not permitted.
ed.
the combination
projected trip generation (50 or more vehicle trip ends per peak hour) and locaI th
If
mb tion
on of pro
p
proposed
indicates the potential for a significant traffic impact, a Level 2 Screening
ttion off thee pro
pr
sed project
p
Assessment,
in Section 320, should be conducted before undertaking a quantitative traffic
essment,
ent, described
desc
des
analysis.

313.2.
.2.. Transit

According to general thresholds used by MTA agencies, if the proposed project is projected to result
Accord
in fe
fewer than 200 peak hour subway/rail or bus transit riders, further transit analyses are not typically required as the proposed project is considered unlikely to create a significant transit impact. For
generic projects that affect more than one neighborhood, the 200-rider threshold would generally be
applied on a per-neighborhood basis. If a generic project would result in an increase of fewer than
200 riders per neighborhood, but the combined ridership impact on a single subway or bus route is
200 or more riders, an assessment is still required.
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For example, consider that a generic project affecting the neighborhoods of Prospect Heights and
Park Slope in Brooklyn would result in an increase of 199 transit riders in each neighborhood. Based
on the location of the project, it is expected that all of the transit riders from both neighborhoods
would use the 7th Avenue Station of the B/Q Lines. In this example, although on a per-neighborhood
level the programmatic project would fall below the threshold, the cumulative impact on a single
subway station would be 200 or more riders, and further transit analysis would be required.
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It is also possible that higher transit trip projections would not be expected to impact transit services,
especially for stations, bus or subway routes that are not heavily patronized today. Should the proojected transit ridership be deemed clearly unlikely to produce significant impacts, this finding should
hould
oul
be documented and further analyses would not be needed. If the proposed
might have
sed
ed project
pr
p
ve a sigsignificant impact, a Level 2 Screening Assessment should be conducted
d before
efore undertaking
und
un
g a detailed
transit analysis.
313.3. Pedestrian

For pedestrian elements, pedestrian trips include not only “walk”
alk” trips, but
b also
o trips
tri of other modes
that usually have a pedestrian component. For example,
component from
e, subway trip
trips have
e a walk com
subway stations, bus trips from bus stops, and vehicle
cle
le trips from parking
p
g facilities (except
(exce where on(exc
site parking is provided). If the proposed project would
trips durld result in fewerr than
han 200 pedestrian
p
pede
ing the analysis peak hours, a further detailed analysis
under all cirnalysis would be unnecessary.
necessary.
ecessary. However,
Ho
How
cumstances, if the project proposes to remove
ov or reduce ccapacity
ove
tyy of a pedestrian
pedestr
pedestri element (for example, reducing the width of a sidewalk),, then
en further
ffu er analysis
ys iss necessary.
necessar
necessary Should the proposed
project result in 200 or more pedestrian
a Level 2 Screening Asrian trips during
durin
duri the analysis
analysi peak
ak hours,
ho
h
sessment should be conducted before
pedestrian analysis.
foree undertaking
undertakin a detailed
etailed
ailed pedest
pede

The above thresholds for pedestrian
estrian
rian elements
elemen
element assessment
essment do not apply for new or expanded schools,
for which detailed pedestrian
ian analyses are
ar typically
ally required.
require These analyses should concentrate on
safety and operations off pedestrian
(i.e., intersections
with high number of pedestrian acdestrian elements
eele
interse
intersec
cidents, uncontrolled
d pedestrian crossing(s), narrow
na w sidewalks, non ADA-compliant pedestrian
ramps, etc.) along principal
access routes
to/from
the school. For example, the route between a new
ncipal acces
tes to
om th
high school and
be assessed. This analysis should be coordid the nearest subway
s
y station(s)
station(s
tation should
h
nated with the traffic analy
analysis.
313.4. Parking

An on- and
d off-stre
off-street
f-st
parking
rking analyses may likely be needed if the proposed project exceeds the dedensities
identified
Table 16-1 and a quantified traffic analysis is necessary based on
velopment
elopm
en
entified in Ta
the Levels 1 and 2 Screening
Scr
Scre
ng Analyses.
Anal
Ana

O
ut

320.
(PROJECT GENERATED
ASSIGNMENT) SCREENING ASSESSMENT
0. LEVEL 2 (PRO
(PR
NERATED TRIP
TR
T
proposed
50 peak hour vehicle trip ends or 200 peak hour pedestrian or transit trips as
When a p
sed
ed project
p ect exceeds
exc
determined
1 Screening Assessment, a Level 2 Project Generated Trip Assignment Screening Assessdeterm
eterm
by the Level
Lev
L
ment should
prepared to determine whether a detailed assessment of any technical areas is warranted.
me
ould
d be prepa
Project
and pedestrian trips should be assigned to the traffic network for all peak hours in
ct generated vehicle
vve
which
proposed project exceeds the Level 1 Assessment. Project-generated transit trips should be assigned
ch
h the propos
to specific
and lines and specific entrances within each station. Bus trips should be assigned to specific
ecific stations
stat
sta
bus routes
tes ((by direction) and bus stops.
321. Trip Assignment
This element of the assessment entails the routing, or "assignment," of vehicular and/or pedestrian trips by each
travel mode to specific roadways; subway/rail lines and stations; bus routes; sidewalks, crosswalks and intersection corners; and bicycle and parking facilities en route from their origin to their destination. To estimate which
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roadways, transit services, pedestrian elements, or parking facilities are likely to be used and the extent to which
each of these facilities/services would receive project-generated trips, origin-and-destination (O&D) studies
should be used. Prevailing vehicular, transit, and pedestrian traffic volume patterns in the area should be reviewed and may be used as a guide in developing the origin-destination patterns. If the proposed project would
generate truck trips, the trucks should then be assigned to designated truck routes.
321.1. Trip Origins and Destinations
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The first step in the trip assignment process is to determine the extent to which trips to the project
site would be made from various parts of the metropolitan region. The best source of this informamation, if available, is origin and destination (O&D) data, or information about
ut the
t location wheree a trip
began and the location where it would end. Such data may be readilyy available
for certain
availab
aila
n parts of
the City that have been previously studied or surveyed. An example
le off this is Midtown
M
n Manhattan
office space, for which there exists a body of information on whatt percentage
percentag of Midtown's
town's emeem
m
ployees typically come from Manhattan, the other boroughs, New
w Jersey, Long
Lo Island,
nd, etc. This
T information has been derived from the U.S. Census (i.e., reverse
ersee journey-to-work
journey-to
journey-to
k data)
da
d
or othe
other O&D
surveys. The U.S. Census also contains information on where
residents of individual
census
re reside
residen
indivi
ns tracts
work, which gives the same information for journey-to-work
to note
to-work
work trips.
trips Yet, itt is also important
impor
im
that the O&Ds—or regional distribution—of transit
it trips may be very different from that for traffic
activities. For example, a project located in Midtown
Manhattan may draw 30 percent
of its total
idtown Manha
p
trips, or even 30 percent of its transit trips, from the borou
borough of Manhattan,
boro
nhattan, but
bu only 1 or 2 percent
of its auto trips from that same borough because
residents
unlikely
to drive to work in
caus Manhattan
anh
anha
idents
dents are u
un
the same borough.
Another potentially useful source of general information
O&D patterns and trends is
info
on
n about regional
reg
re
the NYMTC Household Interview
ew Survey (HIS).
(HI
Additionally, O&D
O& data may be extracted from
O
NYMTC’s BPM for any appropriate
as Subarea Extraction and/or
opriate
iate analysis year,, via such procedures
proc
Select Link Analysis for affected
that the lead agency consult
ffected
ed roadways.
roadway
roadwa However,
ver, it is recommended
re
reco
with DOT before this approach
taken to ensure thatt any use of the BPM is appropriate.
pproach is take

It is also possible to survey O&D patterns
site, similar to the types of surveys outerns of a comparable
co
com
lined regardingg trip generatio
generation and modal
odal sp
ssplit. Such surveys would ask travelers where their trip
originated from
conducted
rom (i.e.,
(i.e.,, for surveys
(i.e.
su
onducted at
a a work site for a commercial project) or where their
trip was destined to (i.e
conducted at a residential building for people en route to their
((i.e.,
i. for surveys
veys conduc
work places).
would
aces). The
T survey
su
d also ask the
t trip purpose because there may be important differences ident
identified
iden
ed between
betw
etw
work trips and re
rrecreational, educational, or other trips.

surveyy guidelines
Many
any of the
th same su
guideli
guideline discussed previously are followed, such as finding and surveying
study area as the site of the proposed project. In this case, the
a similar type
ty off facility
cilit in the same
s
data to be obtaine
O&D da
obtained and applied to a proposed residential building in Flushing should be obtained via surveys
residential building in Flushing, and not in Astoria, because the choice of traffic
taine
veys
ys of a res
different.
On the other hand, a more unique type of proposed project, such as an amphirroutes aree di
ro
dif
ent. O
theater
Coney Island area of Brooklyn, may not have a comparable survey location in the same
ter in the Co
area.
rea. In this case,
cas information could be drawn from either similar types of facilities elsewhere in the
City or different
differe types of recreational/entertainment facilities in Brooklyn or Queens to make a reaand reasoned judgment for the specific proposed project being analyzed.
sonable
le an
certain projects, the sponsors or developers of the project may have conducted market studies
For ce
that indicate the likely distribution of its users. Such studies may be used as a surrogate for new O&D
studies. Once such O&D or market analysis data have been obtained, these may be used as the basis
for the more specific traffic assignments that follow, which are presented below.

As part of many larger regional transportation studies, travel models have been developed that simulate the routes expected to be used by projected future projects. These studies may use one of sevCEQR TECHNICAL MANUAL
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eral models that are currently in use nationally. The objective of these models is to define the travel
characteristics of individual links in the regional roadway network to simulate how people decide to
use specific routes and, thus, to predict how future trips would likely be made. They are generally
beyond the means or required scope of the type of analyses covered in this Manual, unless the proposed project's sponsor/analyst team independently chooses to develop such a model. The analyst
should contact DOT, NYSDOT, DCP or NYMTC to identify whether any recent studies have such modeled O&D information available for public use.
321.2. Assignments
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Once the trip origins and destinations have been established, the assignment
men
e of both vehicularr trips
to specific streets and through specific intersections, transit trips to specific
pecific
fic su
ssubway/rail, commuter
ommuter
and/or bus lines, and walk trips to particular pedestrian elements is conducted.
onducted This assignment
ssignment is
generally accomplished using the judgment of an experienced traffic
professional.
ffic professiona
The standard method for assigning trips is described in the following
sections.
In some
ollowing
ing section
sectio
me cases, it may
be appropriate to supplement professional judgment with
the
use
of
a
micro-simulation
model
h e
m
simu
simulat
mod (Section 321.1.5) that captures the routing of traffic under complex,
conditions.
mplex, congested
conge
onditions.
ndition
321.1.1. STANDARD METHOD FOR TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENTS, USING
NG PROFESSIO
PROFESSIONAL JUDGMENT
DGMENT
GM

First, the major routes available to approach or depart the stu
study area
eaa from each of
o the major trip origins or destinations are identified. For example,
xa
e, if the proposed
p
sed project is a shopping center in
downtown Flushing and available O&D sources
urce indicate
ica that 30
icat
0 percent o
of the traffic would likely
come from Long Island, the westbound
d Long
ong Island Expressway
sway and Grand
Gra Central Parkway would be
identified as the major routes available
travelers.
ablee to these tr
rs.
s.

Next, the traffic assignment process
identifies the "target" for which
motorists would aim to park
rocess
ocess identifie
w
their cars. If this is an on-site
routes to it would be identified for each
te parking
arking garage,
garag the most direct ro
arriving vehicular component.
nent.
t. In some cases, there
re may be a single desirable route to the site, while
for other cases there may be two o
or more reasonably
alternatives. The site-generated
bly equivalent
e
traffic would be assigned
(percentage-wise) to the extent deemed apsigned
ned to each of these
ese likely
ly rroutes
rou
propriate.

A proposed
multiple
d project may have
h
tiple parking
parkin facilities available to it, both on-site and off-site. In
this case,, the assessment
specific arrival routes could link up with the different parking
assessmen considers
assessme
siders
ers how spe
sites via a reasoned
judgment
reaso
ment as to where
whe motorists coming from different directions are likely to
w
park.
has multiple
available to it, more cars cannot be assigned to any of
rk. If
I a site ha
tiple parking facilities
fa
accommodate.
If the proposed project were a corporate headquarters ofthem
em than
th its capacity can
an accom
accomm
fice space, for example,
may be assigned parking spaces, or employees may be expected to
xample
mpl there
here m
"learn," for example,
ample,
ple, that
tha after 8:30 a.m. the closest garage always fills up and that those arriving at
8:45
or 9:00
not touch the site but, in fact, go directly elsewhere to park. Also, note that
5 a.m.
a
0 a.m. do n
parking
garages that are occupied at 98 percent of their capacity in the existing or future Nop
pa
lots
ots aand
d garage
Action
conditions
should
be considered to be “at capacity,” and therefore would be unable to attract
n conditio
ndit
sh
new
ew vehicles to the
t parking facility.

multitude of factors that, with the motorists' point of view in mind, should be carefully
There are a m
considered.
This traffic assignment step is the major determinant in selecting study intersections,
conside
considere
where a proposed project could have significant impacts. Again, factors for consideration include,
butt are not limited to, the following:
•

Where are trips to the site of the proposed project expected to originate? To where would
return trips go?

•

What are the major roadways expected to be used by these motorists from their individual
trip origins (and to their respective destinations)?
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•

Which streets are most likely to be used by motorists in getting to the project site? How do
they link to the facilities at which project-generated trips would park?

•

Would traffic destined for the project site be accommodated at the site's primary parking facility, or would it be necessary for project-generated trips to circulate through the study area
in search of hard-to-find parking? How may such a travel pattern be "modeled" in the traffic
assignment?
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The definition of vehicular traffic assignments may also account for pass-by trips and diverted-linked
d
trips in addition to a site's primary trips. The incorporation of an adjustment factor in the analysess to
account for these phenomena is generally most applicable for major retail projects.
Primary trips
p
pr
ipss are
trips made for the specific purpose of visiting the trip generator. Pass-by
on the other hand, are
by trips,
ips, o
made as intermediate stops on the way from an origin to a primary
destination.
ry trip
rip destina
destin
They are ata ttracted to the site from traffic passing the site on an adjacent street
contains direct
eet that
hat contain
ct access
ccess to the
generator. Diverted-linked trips are trips attracted from streets
ets near
ear the site but that
at re-quire some
so
diversion from one street to another to gain access to the site.
publication
e. The ITE TTrip Generation
ene
ener
n publi
presents an excellent elaboration on accounting for these
including a range of p
pass-by
se trips,
ps, includ
inclu
b and diverted-linked trip percentages surveyed at shopping centers and o
other
land
ot
nd uses across
acro the country.
The estimates of the percentages to be used should
ld reflect the eextent of retail activity
activit already in the
vicinity of the site and volumes on adjacent and nearby roadways.
roadwa
roadw
In addition to auto trip assignments, taxi and
nd truck
t k trips are
a also assigned to
t the
th street network. It is
important to note that project-generated
ed taxi
xi and
aan truck
u trips
ps mayy have a vvery different assignment
than auto trips, especially in Manhattan
ttan where most
mo taxi trips ar
aare local.
oca It is also important to note
ocal.
that all taxi trips assigned "in" to the
or "out" of the site, regardless
he site should also
a bee assigned away
aw
a
of whether they are occupied orr unoccupied. DOT has recently co
ccompiled new data on the taxi O&D
patterns in the Manhattan CBD.. It may be helpful
to consult with
h
wit DOT to obtain this data.

Project-generated truckk trips
ps are routed
route
rout on designated
ated truck
tru routes, as per DOT truck route regulations. These regulations
to use designated
ions
ns require trucks
tr
t
e
es
at routes for the majority of their trips until
ate
they must move onto
as a ttruck route to reach their final destination. NYSo a street not
n designated
signa
DOT regulations
commercial
traffic from using certain regional highways—
ns also preclude
preclud trucks
ks and
nd co
com
generally those
ose designated as "Parkways"
arkways"
kways" or "Drives."
""D

At the conclusion of these
trip assignment
t
assignmen steps for autos, taxis, and trucks, the assessment has a
percentage
assignment
off the project's trip generation by each mode by roadways in the study area
en ge assignm
ssign
network.
assignments are reviewed to determine whether they reaetwor Att this point,, these percentage
etwork.
percen
expected
sonably
onably represent
rep
ex cted traffic
traffi
traf patterns to the site, and whether there are any locations that
because they would likely receive a significant amount of
should be included
ded
d in the
t assessment
ass
project-generated
projectroje
rated
ed trips.

step in
TThe last ste
st
n the tr
trip assignment process is to multiply the project's expected total vehicle trip
generation
percentages assigned to each link and intersection in the network to determine the
ation
on by the
t pe
number
vehicular trips likely to use the area's street network. These volumes would be added to
mber of vehicu
vehic
traffic volumes to prepare balanced future With-Action traffic volume maps for
the future No-Action
No-A
No
analysis hour.
each analys
321.1.2.
321.
321
.1.
1.2
2 STANDARD METHOD FOR TRANSIT ASSIGNMENTS, USING PROFESSIONAL JUDGMENT

To assign transit trips, the subway lines that are available in each borough to serve these travelers
should be reviewed to assign rail trips to the most logical routes. In cases where more than one subway line is available in a given area, appropriate percentages may be assigned to each of the lines.
Once rail trips have been assigned to particular lines and stations, the passenger arrivals and departures are then routed through the station to the exit or exits most likely to be used to access the proposed project site. This routing typically covers the various platforms, stairwells, passageways or cor-
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ridors, turnstile banks, and token booth/control areas extending between the subway car and the
street level. The congestion on a given stairwell or through a given bank of turnstiles is less likely to
affect a subway rider's movement through the station than a traffic "choke" point would affect motorists’ decisions on routes to their destination. Therefore, the most direct paths are generally used
for transit trips.
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In assigning rail trips as part of the platform and line-haul analyses, such trips are generally not allocated evenly to all cars or all sections of the platform while awaiting the arrival of incoming trains,
but only to those platform zones and subway cars that may reasonably be expected to be used.
ed.
d.
These platform and per-car assignments reflect the entry points to the station that would be used
ed
d by
b
project-generated trips, the location of stairwells on the platforms, and possibl
possibly
ossib even the destination
stination
of riders at the end of their trip.

A similar approach is used for bus trips. The assessment considers
derss the particular
parti
partic
routes
es stopping
near the project site and assign bus riders to these routes in accordance
destinaordance with
wit their general de
desti
tions. It is usually possible to review the general service areas
various bus
a
as of the va
bu routes
tes serving
ser
project site (which are themselves often a very limited number)
make a general
percentage asber) and m
gene p
signment of bus travelers to the various routes. In addition,
ddition, the bus
bu assignment
nment should
shou aalso consider
subway transfers when sites are located some distance
station. Bus assigntance
nce from the nearest
est
st subway stat
ments should be reviewed to ensure that the proposed
number of buses
be operated
oposed numbe
uses could physically
phys
ph
in the study area.

321.1.3. STANDARD METHOD FOR PEDESTRIAN ASSIGNMENTS,
ASSIGNMENT
SIGNMEN USING PROFESSIONAL
ROF
ONAL JUDGMENT
JUD

The trip assignment for pedestrians basically
cally picks up where
here
ere the ttrafficc and
a transit assignments leave
M peak
ak hour (a
(an weekday
ekday
ay or Sat
Satur
off. For the weekday AM and PM
(and
Saturday midday peak hour for certain
land uses) arrivals and departures
by auto, taxi, and transit, pedestrian
ures
es of persons
person to thee project site b
trips from parking facilities, subway
stops are traced to the main entrances of
bway or rail stations,
ns, and bus sto
the site, and through the
crosswalk, and corner reservoir
areas that are evaluated as part of
e sidewalk,
ewalk, cros
res
re
the impact analyses. There may be additional all-walk
alk trips that need to be assigned through the
area as well. The most
walking paths
st logical wa
path should
ould be
oul
b used.

For midday peak
that pedestrian trips focus on local eateries, shopping faeak hour trips, it
i is more
ore likely th
tha
cilities, and
establishments.
d other retail ees
hments.
ents. For this
th
t set of analyses, connectivity to parking lots and garages and
stops
nd to subway sstationss and
nd bus sto
stop are far less pronounced. Therefore, a broader-brushed
assignment
off-peak
ent of these
th
eak pedestrian patterns may be made as part of the midday assessment.
321.1.4.
321
21..1.4.. STAN
SSTANDARD METHOD
D FOR PARKIN
PARK
PARKING ASSIGNMENTS USING PROFESSIONAL JUDGMENT

The traffic aassignments
ment also
ments
so determine
det
the number of peak hour trips that are attracted to and deparking facilities within the study area. An hourly parking utilization analysis
part from each
h of the par
p
facilities based on observations, available data, and interviews with
should
oul be conducted
onducted
ucted for these
t
t parking
the
ing
n operator
erator
rator to
t ensure that these peak hour trips to each parking facility would not exceed
98 percent
the nu
number of spaces identified as available at that time of the day.
rcent
nt of th
321.1.5.
321.
321
.1.
1 5. ALTERNATE
ALTERNA METHOD: USE OF MICRO-SIMULATION MODELS

For larger proposed
p
projects that would be located in a CBD-type area or in sensitive areas (i.e.,
schools,
hospitals, etc.), a micro-simulation model may prove useful to assign traffic to the
schools parks,
p
network
netwo if the project is expected to cause the re-routing of traffic across a broad study area. Before
undertaking
a micro-simulation analysis, the lead agency should consult with DOT to determine
d
whether this analysis technique is appropriate for the project. Generally, any simulation models used
for CEQR analysis should follow these guidelines:
•

The underlying O&D trip table should be consistent with a generally accepted model (NYMTC
BPM or an existing DOT-approved micro-simulation such as the Lower Manhattan model).
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•

The operating conditions (lane widths, curb conditions, etc.) shown in the model should
match the real physical operating environment.

•

The model should produce Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs) that are consistent with the
MOEs described elsewhere in this chapter (e.g. LOS and average vehicle delay).

•

The process should follow recent Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) guidance for the
calibration and validation of simulation model. This ensures that model outputs do not under- or over-estimate intersection volumes.
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322. Determining Whether a Detailed Analysis is Necessary
Based upon the results of the screening analyses, the lead agency determines whether
ethe a detailed traffic,
raffic, trantra nsit, pedestrian or parking analysis is required. Based upon the vehicle trip assignment,
gnment, intersections
in
tions
ions with fewfe w
er than 50 vehicle trips during the analysis peak hour may likely be screened
ened out, and
a no
o further analysis
analy
would be needed for those intersections. However, it should be emphasized
proposed projects affecting
phasized
ized that p
aaffe
congested intersections and/or lane groups have at times been
significant
traffic impacts
n found
und to create
crea
cre
gnif
gnifica
when the assigned trips are fewer than 50 vehicles in the peak hour.
ur. Therefore,
Therefor
Therefo thee lead agency,
aagenc in close consultation with DOT, may identify congested intersections (generating
fewer than
trips in the peak
generating few
fewe
n 50 vehicle tri
hour) to be included in the analysis based on safety and/or
should
/or operational
operationa concerns.
erns.
rns. This determination
dete
occur at the time the TDF memo is being finalized byy the lead ag
agency. Iff a detailed traffic
analysis is warage
ttr
ranted, a detailed parking analysis may likely be warranted.
arr ed.
If, based upon the screening analysis, a proposed
sed project
projec would result
sul in 50 or more
mo bus passengers being assigned to a single bus line (in one direction),
), or if it would
woul resultt in an increase
in ease
as in passengers at a single subway station or on a single subway line off 200
00 or more, a more
re detailed b
bus or subway analysis would be warranted.
Based upon the Level 2 Screeningg Assessment,
volume increases of less than 200 pedessessment projected
p
ed
d pedestrian
pedestr
strians per hour at any sidewalk,
alk, crosswalk or
o intersection corner
corne would not typically be considered a significant impact and would nott require
analysis because
that level of increase would not generally be
equire a detailed
deta
det
be
perceptible. However, detailed
if the project results in pedestrian volume increases of
ailed analysis
analys is necessary
ecess
200 or more pedestrians
or intersection corner, or proposes to remove
ianss per hour at
a any sidewalk,
ewalk, crosswalk,
c
or reduce capacityy of a pedestrian element
reducing the width of a sidewalk).
ment
nt (for example,
examp
exam

330. DETAILED A
ANALYSIS
METHODS
LYSISS M
METH
The following
on technical areas that require a detailed analysis, guidance reowing provides
pr ides background
round information
informa
garding
extent of thee analysis,
to conducting the analyses, and specific methodologies available
ng the exten
aan sis, approaches
appr
appro
for
detailed analysis
or use.
se. The deta
nalysis
ysis utilizes
ut es elements and methodologies that are necessary to identify the traffic, tranpedestrian, and parking
sit, pedestri
pedestrian
rking study
stud areas, to determine the project’s peak analysis hours and the required existing
or new data
dat collection
e on
n for the
th peak analysis hours, to prepare and summarize the data into acceptable formats
reflect existing,
and With-Action conditions, and to represent the primary components of
that
hat ref
xisting,
ting future
ture No-Action
N
of service
the
he levels
le
rvice analysis.
ana
surveys and analyses may overlap in two or more of these technical areas so coordination and unIIn some
me cases, surve
survey
derstanding
standing
anding of the nature and extent of surveys to be conducted and technical assumptions to be made may be
necessary
between the various analyses. A discussion of factors to be considered in determining significant imssary betw
pacts, the
approach to identifying and evaluating appropriate improvement/mitigation measures, and approaches
he ap
to developing and evaluating alternatives that reduce or avoid impacts follows. It is important that facilities being
analyzed, the assessment methodologies, and technical assumptions be outlined and documented as much as
possible and get concurrence from the lead and other involved agencies. For some aspects of the analyses, it is
possible to be fairly specific about the methodologies to be used, such as the selected capacity analysis methodology.
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The discussions on the various components of the transportation analyses are categorized by component and located, respectively, on pages 16-18 to 16-32 for traffic, pages 16-32 to 16-42 for transit, pages 16-42 to 16-47 for
pedestrian, pages 16-47 to 16-48 for vehicular and pedestrian safety, and pages 16-48 to 16-50 for on- and offstreet parking.
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331. STUDY AREA DEFINITION
The information requested above is critical for proceeding to the next step--determining the Study Area and
selection of analysis locations, including, but not limited to, streets, intersections, highway ramps, pedestrian
ian
and bicycle facilities, truck loading/unloading and parking facilities. The identification of locations and facilifaci ifacil
ties to be studied and the extent of the coverage—e.g., one block, one-half mile,
mile one mile, etc., from the
site—is a function of the proposed project, its geographical setting, its size and its scale.
It could
sca
s
ld
d very well
well
range from one block to an entire neighborhood or sub-area of the City. Defining
study area
ing the stu
st
eaa calls for concon
siderable judgment. For certain projects, there may be a need to define
secondary
e a primary
rimary study
stud areaa and a seconda
study area, with the primary area being the focus of intense analysiss and
secondary areaa being the
d the seco
secon
th focus
of a more targeted and less intense analysis. Specific guidance forr determining
area and
analysis loetermining tthe study
udy ar
nd an
cations for each transportation element is discussed below in that
hat area’s
area’s assessment
asse
t section.
sectio
332. DETERMINATION OF PEAK PERIODS
After the study areas are determined, the next step iss the determination
periods, which depend on
determi
determ
n of peak perio
the type of project. Generally, the same peak period
analyses. Each peak period
io is used for all transportation
iod
nsportation an
ana
is typically two to four hours. However, the actual
time period within the
tual analysis
ana
analy is performed
d for a shorter
sho
peak period, such as a peak hour or peak 15 minutes, de
depending
area (traffic, parking, rail
d
ng on the
t technical
tech
techn
transit, bus transit, and pedestrian). The “Analysis
nalysis of Existing
Ex
E
g Conditions”
Condition section of each technical area describes the procedure for determiningg the analysis time
hour or peak 15 minutes) within the
t
period (peak ho
h
peak periods.

For example, for residential land
and uses, the weekday AM
M and P
PM peak periods should suffice. For some
projects, an analysis of midday
should
day
ay traffic conditions
cond
con
d aalso be included if impacts during the midday period
could be significant. For most
weekday
midday, weekday PM and Saturday and/or Sunday
ost types of retail,l, w
day m
midday peak periods should
d be considered.
cons
con
d. The typical
ty al weekday peak periods are 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.,
11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., and 4:00 p.m. to
o 7:00 p.m.
p.m The weekend peak period is dependent upon the proposed project’s site-generated
roadway traffic volumes.
site nerated trips and adjacent ro
The standard
rd weekday
eekday
day peak
pea hours
urs in Zone 1, as
a defined in Table 16-1, are 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m., 12:00 p.m.
to 1:00 p.m.,
and
p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
.m., an
a 5:00
:00 p

Other
proposed projects
(shopping centers, parks, arenas, etc.) are more likely to require traffic anaerr types of pro
pro s (shopp
proj
(shop
lyses
times off the day an
and/or on weekends. A proposed sports arena or concert hall may also require
yses at other tim
post-event
for a weeknight event, a Friday night or Saturday night event, and a weekend
a pre-and po
p
nt analysis fo
afterno event.
afternoon
t. A solid
olid
lid waste
was facility may generate traffic during other off-peak periods—e.g., earlier in the
morning and afternoo
afternoon
mornin
erno than
h conventional peak commuter hours.
han
proposed project also plays a role in determining the peak periods. For projects located
The setting
Th
ing of the prop
near stadiums, peak periods on game days may need to be considered. A movie theater located in the Manhattan
tan
n CBD ma
may rrequire a "conventional" weekday or Friday late afternoon/early evening analysis as well as a
Fridayy night or
o Saturday night analysis, since even a moderate level of movie-going activity on a Friday at 5:30
p.m. to 6:30 p.m. may overlap with background commuter travel peaks, and, when compared to the future
No-Action and future With-Action conditions, would create a significant adverse impact necessitating mitigation.
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340. DETAILED TRAFFIC ANALYSIS
For proposed projects requiring the preparation of a traffic analysis, the study areas to be analyzed, assessment
methodologies, and technical assumptions are outlined and documented as much as possible. Typically, such documentation outlines at least the following:
Study areas to be analyzed for potential traffic impacts. The study area(s) is based on the Level 2 (Project
Generated Vehicle Trip Assignment) Screening Assessment.

•

Availability and appropriateness of existing data, and the expected need (if any) to collect new data
ata via
field surveys and counts. Existing traffic data should not be more than three years old assumingg no operope
oper
ational, geometric or land use changes have occurred since the time data
ta was
w collected (Seee Section 730
for the sources of existing data).
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•

•

The technical analysis methodologies to be used and key technical
assumptions such
generation
ical assumption
assumptio
ch as trip gene
gener
rates, modal splits, average vehicle occupancies—including a preliminary projection
of
ion of the number
nu
trips to be made by travel mode during the proposed project's
trip asect's
's peak travel
trav hours—and
urs nd a first-cut
first
firstsignment that helps to identify (preliminarily) potential significant
ificant impact
impa
imp locations.
catio .
cations

•

The data assembly effort and the subsequent analyses
reflect the
coordination of
yses should re
ref
he need for close
clo
c
traffic, air quality, and noise analyses.

The text and tabular sections that follow provide the technical
forr conducting a traffic analysis.
echnical guidelines
guid
guide

341. Traffic Study Area
Definition of an appropriate traffic study area
most critical
ea is probably the
t single
ngle mos
tic decision to be made, and the
tica
one in which hard guidelines are most difficult
In this work element,
it is important to cover key
ifficult
ult to formulate.
form
formu
e
potential impact locations with the under-standing
der-standin that the study area should be appropriately sized to include potential impact locations. The traffic impact
consider several primary factors in definimpa analysis
alysis
lysis should
shou co
ing the study area:
•

How many new vehicle
would be generated
cle trips wo
rat or diverted by the proposed project in its peak
rate
hours? Since the
he magnitude of
o the projected
projec d trip
t generation is one guide to be considered in defining the extensiveness
nsiveness
veness of the
th
t study
dy area, this
thi information is derived from the Travel Demand Factors
memorandum
ndum prepared as part
rt of the Level 1 Screening Assessment.

•

What are the most logicall traffic
ffic routes ffor access to and from the site (i.e., its "traffic assignment")?
These
hese are
re traced
race on a map and used to identify potential analysis locations along them. This inforfrom
mation iis derived
matio
eri
m the Level 2 Screening Assessment.

•

What
at are the existing
xistin and/or
nd/or potential problem locations (i.e., congestions, excessive delays, high
vehicular and/or
pedestrian accident history, complex intersections, etc.) along these routes or next
vehicu
nd/or
or pedestr
pede
could
be affected by traffic generated by the proposed project? It is useful to
to
o tthese routes
outes
es that cou
co
review
information
w info
mation
ation aavailable from previous reports and databases regarding problem locations, and
it iss very
important
ry im
impo an to drive or walk the area during peak travel hours to make an informed determination.
on.

The traffic study aar
area may be either contiguous or a set of non-contiguous intersections combined into a
study
The traffic study area could extend from a minimum of one to two blocks from the site to as
dyy "area." Th
much as one
one-half mile or more from the site. It is defined by the logical direct routes along which traffic
oneproceeds tto and from the site, and typically includes major arterials and streets along the most direct routes
to the project site as well as significant alternate routes. Multi-legged intersections and other problem locations along these routes should generally be incorporated into the traffic study area. Consequently, the study
area need not have a particular shape--it could be rectangular, a long and narrow area extending along a major route to the project site, etc.
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Although it is difficult to outline the number of analysis locations encompassed within the study area for a detailed traffic analysis, in most cases it would range from a low of six to eight intersections or analysis locations
to a high of about 30 or more such locations. The six to eight analysis location guideline reflects analyses at
the four corners of a typical square block site plus additional analysis location(s) along approach route(s) to
the site. The 30 or more analysis location guideline reflects the potential to cover two or three avenues or
streets on each side of the site, as well. It should be noted that each project is different, and the appropriate
number of intersections to be selected for study should be based on the Level 2 Screening Assessment trip assignments. A small-scale project that would generate a modest volume of peak hour trips in a congestion-free
ree
ee
area could require even fewer than the six to eight analysis location guideline. Similarly, a major development
pment
ment
project in a congested section of the City could require significantly more than 30 aanalysis locations;; "megaprojects" could encompass traffic study areas with 100 or more intersections. Howeve
However,
wev in the event
ent
nt that the
study area appears to be very large and encompass significantly more than
should
n 30
0 analysis locations,
lo
ns,
s, care shou
be exercised that some of the intermediate locations within the area—but
direct route
but not on a di
oute to the site—
site
are not included unnecessarily. It is advisable to use a knowledgeable
le traffic
affic expert to ensure
re that th
the ttraffic
study area is appropriately defined.
The completion of the Travel Demand Factors memorandum (Level
Assessment)
evel 1 Screening
Scree
sessmen and
a the Project
Generated Trip Assignment (Level 2 Screening Assessment)
the traffic
nt) provides a sound
d basis for defining
defi
de
study area. It is also possible to "screen out" several analysis locatio
locations
location at thiss stage of the
th work effort, provided that the preliminary trip generation estimates and
are close to their
nd the preliminary
prelim
traffic
affic assignments
assignm
assignme
final versions. Generally, intersections with fewer
hour may be screened out.
err than
tha
th 50
0 vehicle
vehi
vehic tripss in a peak ho
However, the analysis should include those intersections
identified
(in terms of operation
ntersectio
rsecti
d
ed as problematic
problem
and/or safety) or congested, even though the
trips
threshold. It is also
he assigned
ssigned tr
tri aree less than
tha
th the
he established
e
possible that once the preliminary trip assignments
have been
the initially defined traffic study
gnments ha
een
n completed,
completed
complet
area may need to be enlarged to encompass
the case when several interompass
mpass other intersections.
iin
ections.
ctions. This is typically
t
sections at the outer edges of the study
significantly impacted. However, the study area
dy area are likely to be significan
significa
should only be expanded in consultation
sultation
ation with llead agencyy and DOT.
DOT

In addition to the above operation-based
peration-based
ration-based guidelines, the
he traffic
fi study area should also consider intersections
or locations that may be problematic
thee safe
safety viewp
viewpoint. High-crash locations, if any, should be identioblematic from
fr
vie
fied in consultation with DOT and the
should include these intersections. A high crash locath traffic
fic study
tudy area
ar
a
tion is one where there were 48 or more
re total crashes
crash
crashe (reportable and non-reportable) or five or more pedestrian/bicycles injury crashes in
i any consecutive
nsecutive 12 months of the most recent 3-year period for which data is
available (for details
see Section
of Vehicular and Pedestrian Safety Impacts”).
etails se
Se
370, ““Assessment
Assessm
Assessme

342. ANALYSIS
CONDITIONS
NALYSIS
ALYSIS OF EXISTING
X
ONDITION
ONDITIONS
Once
areas have
the analysis of existing conditions becomes the building block upon
ce the study ar
avee been
bee
be defined,
defin
define
which all impact
The objective of the existing condition analysis is to determine existing
impa analyses
alyses
es are based.
bas
b
volumes, traffic
patterns,
levels of service (LOS) as a description of the setting within which the proposed
tra
terns,
ns, and lev
project w
would occur.
that existing conditions be defined precisely since this is a reflection of
occur
ccu Itt is important
im
activity
occur today and serve as the baseline for future condition analyses that require at
activit
ctivi levels
els that
hat actually
ac
actu
least
lea some
me projection.

The guidelines pro
provided below require coordination with the assessments of other transportation components
surveys to be conducted would overlap two or more of these technical areas. This way, if differtss if the su
surv
ent individuals
dividua are responsible for traffic, transit, and pedestrian analyses, they should each be involved in
understanding the nature and extent of surveys to be conducted and technical assumptions to be made so
that there are no internal conflicts within the different analyses.

The analysis of existing traffic conditions entails three key steps: (a) the assembly and/or collection of traffic,
pedestrian and bicycle volume, and speed-and-delay data, physical inventory, official signal timing, etc.
needed for the analyses; (b) the determination of volume-to-capacity ratios, average vehicle delays, and level
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of service at the traffic analysis locations within the study area; and (c) consideration of the traffic accident
history in the study area.
342.1. Determination of the Peak Hour for Analysis Purposes

The first step in the analysis of existing conditions is the determination of the peak travel hours to be
analyzed. For most proposed projects, the peak analysis hours are the same as the peak travel hours
already occurring on study area streets, i.e., the specific one hour within the morning home-to-work
and the late afternoon/early evening return trip rush hour.
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The traffic analysis considers the peak activity hours for the proposed project, the peak hourss for
fo
background traffic already existing in the study area, and which combinations
tions
ion of the two mayy genergenerate significant impacts. It might be the busiest hours of the proposed project
oject superimposed
sup
su
ed on light,
moderate, or heavy traffic hours that already exist. It might be more
ore moderate activity
a
y hours of the
proposed project superimposed on the heaviest existing traffic hours.
be both. To ders. Or, it might
m
d
termine prevailing peak hours in the study area, the source of existing
sting traffic
traf
traff volumess may either
eithe
eith be
available through 24-hour Automatic Traffic Recorder (ATR)
orr new
R) machine counts
cou
ne counts
c nts obtained
o
from installed ATR machines.
One means of quantitatively making this determination
prepare a table showing existing houration
tion is to prep
pre
by-hour traffic volumes at a set of representative
ive intersections
intersection within
hin the area or at a cordon line
around the area, side by side with hour-by-hourr projections
projection of the expected trip
tr generation of the
project. A comparison of the two sets of volumes
volum
olum would
wou indicate:
e: a) which ttravel hours are likely to
be the busiest in the future; and b) at which
hours would the influence,
ich hour
hou
uence, or
uenc
o impact, of the proposed
project's trip-making levels likely be the greatest. From this comparison,
comp
com
o potential significant impact
hours—and thus the peak traffic hours to be analyzed—may
Should there be multiple
aan
d—
—may be identified.
iide
projects in the study area, it is recommend
recommended thatt common pea
peak analysis hours be used. The lead
recommende
agency and DOT should be consulted
projects in the study area.
sulted if there
the are multiple p
proje

In some cases, the peak
the peak hour of the project's trip
ak condition to analyze is obvious
ious because
b
generation would coincide
the existing peak
In other cases, the two peak hours may be
oincide
ide with th
ak hour.
h
very close, and itt may
proper to use the existing
peak hour and later, during the impact analysis
ay be pro
prope
i
isting
stage, to superimpose
peak trip
generation of the proposed project onto the peak existing condierimpose
mpose the pe
p
p generatio
tion. In yett other cases wh
where the
he two peaks are
a not coincidental (or nearly coincidental), a screening
analysis is needed to determine
the two peaks (the existing peak or the proposed project's
d
minee which of th
peak)
or whether both hours require detailed study.
k) would
uld reflect
refle the worst
orst impact condition,
con
co

342.2. Assembly
ssembly and
a
an Collection
o off Traffic Volumes,
Vol
V
Street Network Characteristics, and Speed and Delay Data
USE OF AV
AVAILABLEE DATA
TA

Once
ce the peak
ak analysis hours
ho
h
have been determined, the next step in the existing traffic condition
aanalysis iss to define
ana
efine
fine the volume of traffic operating within the study area, and to create traffic volume
maps to be use
used in
u
n aanalyzing roadway and intersection capacities and levels of service. In starting this
task,
helpful to review DOT traffic volume data, particularly available ATR machine counts
sk, it may be h
(perhaps
the count data used to determine the peak analysis hours), as well as intersecin the area (pe
(p
tion turning counts and vehicle classification counts (i.e., a breakdown of the total volume by auto,
truck, bus, etc.).
taxi, tru
truc
A se
second source of data that may be reviewed very early in the analysis effort are completed CEQR
documents—EISs, EASs, or other traffic impact studies conducted for projects in the study area that
are available for public review through the Mayor’s Office of Environmental Coordination (MOEC).
The most important criteria to be used in considering whether available traffic volume data may be
used concerns the age of the volume data and the nature of changes, if any, in the street network,
adjacent land uses, or traffic patterns, as discussed below:
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In most parts of the City, volume data that are more than three years old are generally inappropriate for use in traffic studies. It is only in unusual cases where such data might be usable, such as data for a section of the City that has undergone very little change in land use
and/or activity levels since the data were collected. Consultation with the lead agency and
DOT is recommended prior to using any such data. The key factor is whether available data
are reasonably representative of existing conditions. It is also important that the data were
collected at an appropriate time of year, for a typical mid-week day, and within a full peak
hour (as opposed to spot counts). The older the data are, the more necessary it should bee
that they comply fully with the parameters that follow below under "New Data Collection."
on."
Volume data available for a previous year may need to be adjusted
te to reflect conditions
ted
ions
ons in
the "existing" year of the study.
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•

•

Available data less than three years old are generally appropriate
ppropriate
riate for aanalysis
sis purposes if
there have not been substantive changes in adjacent or nearby
uses or in
patterns
arby land us
n traffic patter
and operations, that would affect traffic volumes within
For
hin the study aarea. Fo
o example,
ample, if a major development project has been built within a few
proposed
ew blocks
locks of the site of the
th pr
osed
d project
and generates a significant amount of traffic during
uring
ng the peak travell hours, new
n ttraffic counts
are likely needed. If a nearby street has been
from two-way
operation to one-way
en
n converted fr
wo-way operatio
operat
operation or has been closed, or if a new
w highway ramp has been
en built that
th affects traffic volumes or patterns in the study area, new
counts are
In addition,
ew traffic co
cou
re also likely needed.
n
conditions in the study area at thee time
traffic
conducted need to
tim thee available
avail
affic counts were
w
be researched. If the available traffic
were co
collected
fic volumes
vo
volu
cted at a ttime when traffic patterns
were atypical—for example, at a time whe
bridge or vviaduct was closed or partially
when a nearby
arby brid
closed for reconstruction—either
likely needed or the data collected
—either
ither new traffic
t
counts
unts are lik
needs to be adjusted to reflect typical
typic
typica conditions
ditions (it may be helpful to consult with DOT regarding the adjustment
volume data). These examples are not intended to be allmentt of such vo
inclusive, but should
ould indicate that
th if conditions
ions at the
t time of analysis are materially different
from those att the time available
volume dataa we
were collected, new counts are likely needed.
avail
ava
Furthermore,
needed if new truck routes, Select Bus Service and
re, new traffic countss aare likely
ely ne
bicycle lanes,, etc.
from the network since the collection of this
e have
hav been added
ded or
o removed
em
data.

•

whether
three years are acceptable for use, the evaluation
To determine w
er data older than
t
should consi
cconsider whether
hether the land
lan use or traffic activity picture of the study area has changed
over
er thee ttime period in question.
questi
questio It is much more likely that older data will not be acceptable
simply because conditions
sim
condition influencing traffic patterns or volumes are more likely to have occurred over
frame. Therefore, such older data may be considered in only a
cur
verr th
this longer
nger time
t
limited
d number
umber of sections of the City. And, even if accepted, it may be necessary to adjust
thesee data
growth that occurred over this period.
ata for grow
gro

NEW DATA
ATA COLLECTION
COLLE
COL
ON

If the
he decision
ecision is made to collect new traffic volume data, several guidelines are presented below to
that
help ensure tha
th appropriate, representative traffic data are collected. The traffic data collection task
is one of the most important steps in the traffic analysis process because it is of paramount importance tha
that existing conditions be accurately portrayed. It usually takes a week or more to define the
th
scope of the traffic count program, organize it properly (including setting up the field data sheets),
and plan for any potential contingencies. This is one step of the overall impact analysis process in
which major errors that are not caught in time may cause nearly all subsequent work to be redone.
Field survey crews should be adequately trained prior to conducting the counts, and monitored during the counting effort to ensure a high quality data collection effort.
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Traffic counts should reflect typical conditions at the locations being analyzed. Traffic counts
taken during periods of the year within which traffic volumes or patterns are unusually low or
high do not provide representative traffic data. Time periods in which traffic counts should
not be taken include the weekend before Thanksgiving through mid-January and the last
week of June through mid-September (coinciding with Department of Education (DOE) summer vacation). For instance, a proposed office project should not have its traffic counts conducted during the summer months when many people tend to take vacation time from work
and when traffic volumes are typically lower than during the remainder of the year. Exceptions to this guideline may be considered if the peak trip generation of a proposed project
ject
coincides with one of these periods. For example, a proposed
water park, marina,
ed w
ina,
na, or
amusement park should have its traffic counts taken during thee summer
mme months when
hen
en traffic
patterns are likely to be representative of future background
or a development
d conditions,
nditions, o
velopment
elopment in
a recreational area such as Coney Island or the Rockaway’s
sumay’s should be analyzed
zed under sum
su
m
mer conditions. It should be noted that this seasonal analysis
precludes the need for a typilysis preclu
t
cal period analysis.
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•

Although it is possible to adjust field-collected traffic
variation,
it is noted
ffic counts fo
ffor seasonal
sonal
onal variatio
var
here that such adjustments are not necessary
been collected
ary
ry if the traffic counts
ts have in fact b
on typical days within a typical period of the year for that
usually
is preferable to
th land
d use. It usuall
usu
rely on typical day counts rather than on
n seasonally-adjusted
seasonal
seasona lyy-a
ed counts.

•

Weekday traffic counts should generally
nerally
erall not be ttaken on a Monday or
o Friday, since there is a
tendency for volumes to be different
more typical weekdays, i.e.,
erent on those days
y than
t n on m
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, or Thursdays.
Traffic counts
should
days. Tra
ounts
unts sho
shou neither be taken on any holiday
where traffic may historically
days, nor on the day before
ically be lower or higher
gherr than on typical
ty
or day after that holiday
tend
day because people
pe
p
end to take an extra day off or leave work early on
those days. National
as Memorial
nal holidays such
suc
s
emorial Day,
Da Labor Day, Independence Day, etc., are
included on thiss list, as are others
that are significantly
observed in New York, such as Martin
oth
ot
ignifica
Luther King, Jr. Day and Rosh
Ro Hashanah (Jewish
(J
(Je
h New Year). Some judgment should be exercised for holidays
are
Traffic counts also should not be conducted
days that ar
a not considered
consi ed major.
ma
during periods
construction work or bad weather significantly alters traffic
riods whe
when extensive
nsivee constr
const
patterns,
reasonable
adjustments to the count data may be made.
terns, unless re
ablee adjustment
adjustmen

during special events, such as street fairs that impact
Traffic counts should
d not
ot be collected
colle
collec
vehicle,
pedestrian
in the study area. It may be helpful to consult with DOT
ehicle,
e, pe
p
an and bicycle traffic
t
street closures due to special events.
to confirm
onfir any scheduled upcoming
upc

•

Manual traffic
also not be conducted on days when inclement weather influMan
Ma
raffic
affic counts
nts should
sh
ences people's
driving patterns. For example, traffic counts on snow days or on days for
ple's dr
which
been
predicted (even if it does not materialize) should be avoided. Rainy day
h snow
now has be
b
counts
coun
o
should also
a be avoided, but if the counts are already under way once it has begun
raining,
ainin thee vvolumes collected may be generally considered acceptable since the weather has
probably not influenced a significant number of people to drive or not to drive. However, if
counts are collected for air quality analysis, care should be exercised as speed data colthe co
lected
lect
t under wet roadway surface conditions may not be useful since drivers exercise caution
and tend to drive at lower speeds.

•

Weekday traffic counts should be conducted over a sufficient number of days to be considered representative of a typical day. Historically, weekday traffic counts have generally
been taken over three mid-week days to ensure that a representative day is reflected in the
traffic volume analyses, and so that any abnormality in a given day's worth of counts may be
identified and adjusted (or discarded). For example, three mid-week days of counts may be
taken in one of two ways: a) three days of manual counts that are subsequently averaged to
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reflect a typical day; or b) one day of manual counts collected concurrently with a nine-day
24-hour Automatic Traffic Recorder (ATR) machine count (to collect two weekends of data
where necessary), from which adjustments to the one-day manual count may be made. In
the latter example, it is advisable to collect validation manual counts at one or more control
intersections (but no more than 20 percent of the intersections in the study area) on a
second day. ATRs should be placed at sufficient number of locations covering all major street
approaches as well as representative minor street approaches. Generally, ATRs should be
placed on approach leg(s) of an intersection rather than the departure leg(s).
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Before adjusting one day of manual counts to reflect several days of ATR counts, the entire
ntir
body of data collected should be reviewed to make sure that there
ere
re was
w
wa no "event" going on
at the time the counts were taken that would significantly alter
accuracy
of thee counts.
lter the accu
acc
Such events could include the malfunctioning of the ATR machine
ine for a period
p
d of time, vanva ndalism to the ATR machine, a street opening for utility repairs
epairs
irs that would
wo
wou narrow
row the number
numb
of lanes available and therefore limit the volume of traffic
passed
ffic that pas
pass through
hro
ro h the area,
area
are etc.
This need not be a lengthy review providing thatt thee proper ag
agenciess an
and/or news
and/o
ws services
have been contacted to determine that nothing
was planned
day or
ng unusual wa
nned
ed for the
t count
c
occurred on that day. It should be noted that
or conhat
at ATR counts taken
n during constrained
const
constr
gested traffic conditions or on wide roadways
dways carrying more than
an three lanes
lane may give inaccurate and misleading results and should
verified and/or
d be field ver
d/or calibrated.
calibrate

•

Weekend traffic counts should be con
conducted
single day to be considered
cond ed for
f more than a sing
sin
reasonably representative of a typical
weekend day.
However,
one weekend day of manual
pical wee
yy. H
ever, o
counts could be sufficient iff the ATR data collection
conducted over a nine-consecutive day
c
tion
on is con
cond
period including two full weekends. Fo
For those
projects with activities that
se types
ypes of proposed
pr
prop
extend at generally equall levels over
ov
ove several
eral hours, and for which a particular peak hour is
not easily discernible,
count period should
ble,, the manual
manua
man
shou extend over all hours that could posh
tentially comprise
hour for the study
ise the peak ho
dy area and/or the proposed project.

•

Manual traffic
taken at study
for the purposes of determining the voffic counts take
ta
stu area
rea locations
lo
lume of through
turning traffic
ugh and ttu
ffic should
s uld be conducted over the course of the full peak period, from
m which the
th peak hour is derived.
derive Manual counts should not be counted for a shorter
deri
period
to reflect the peak hour worth of data. The counts
eriod of time and
an then
n factored
ctored upward
upw
of two full hours per peak period, overlapping the
should generally
genera be taken
en over a minimum
m
projected
peak hour
least 30 minutes on each side of the peak (i.e., 7:30 a.m. to 9:30
rojected
cted p
our plus at lea
leas
a.m. for a projected
a.
ected 8:00 a.m.
a.m to 9:00 a.m. peak hour), to ensure capturing any peaking that
could
beginning or end of the peak hour. The additional 30 minutes of data on
cou
ou occurr at
a thee beginn
begin
either side
ei
eit
ide of the
t peak
ak allow confirmation that the peak hour has been covered.

•

Manual
counts taken at study area locations for the purpose of identifying the mix of
ual traffic cou
co
vehicles
vehi
e
s (autos
(autos, taxis, buses, trucks, bicycle etc.)—also referred to as "vehicle classification
counts"—may
counts
oun
ma be taken for less than the two hours discussed above because vehicle mixes at
location are usually not subject to wide fluctuations over the peak hour. Usually, vea given lo
hicle cclassification counts should be conducted for each movement per approach for a minimum of one hour in 15-minute intervals.
mu

•

If an air quality or noise analysis is required, more detailed vehicle classification counts would
be necessary. See Chapter 17, “Air Quality,” and Chapter 19, “Noise,” for more details on the
required classifications. The New York City Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
should also be consulted. It should be noted that the peak hours of noise analysis may not
coincide with the peak hours of traffic.

•

Vehicle occupancy needs to be determined for transit-related projects (for example, Select
Bus Service) which may include person-delay by approach to demonstrate project benefits
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(see Subsection 331.3 for person-delay). For some locations this information may already be
available (such as for Midtown Manhattan from the NYMTC Hub-Bound report).
•

All traffic data collected for the preparation of a CEQR traffic analysis should be provided, in
tabulated form, to the lead agency and DOT. Volumes collected by Automatic Traffic Recorder (ATR) devices should be delivered per the certified NYSDOT format, with station numbers
and GPS coordinates to identify the count location.

PREPARATION OF PEAK HOUR TRAFFIC VOLUME MAPS
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Once all of the traffic volume data have been assembled and/or collected, the next step is to prepare
pare
traffic volume maps for each of the peak hours for which the proposed proje
project
is evaluated. As deroj
described previously, the preliminary choice of peak periods (from which thee peak hours are derived)
erived) is
generally made at the very outset of the project when study areas are
re defined.
efined.

Once the data collection effort is complete, the analysis returns
rns to the initial
initi
init identification
tification of
o the
t
peak hours to be analyzed, reviews the data collected, and then
determines the
precise
en determine
determin
e pr
p
se peaks to be
analyzed. For traffic, these peak hours are usually identified
i.e., 7
7:15 a.m.
ied to
o the nearest
near 15 minutes,
minutes
min
to 8:15 a.m. rather than simply 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. Then,
are plotted
en, all of the
t peakk hour
our volumes
volume
volu
on a map of the study area, including all through and
volumess at each location
counted to
nd turning vo
locati
locat
present a total picture of traffic volumes throughout
traffic volume
maps may
hout the study area. These traffi
v
then be "balanced" so that volumes at adjacentt intersections
with one another. For
intersectio aree consistent
onsistent wit
example, if the northbound through volume
Avenue at 43rd Street
me on
o Sixth
xth Av
Stre in Manhattan is 2,000
vph and there are 200 vehicles turningg onto
from westbound
43rd Street, the northnto Sixth
Sixt Avenue fro
west
westboun
bound volume on Sixth Avenue at 44th
2,200 vph,
4th Street
treet should
shou be exactly 2,2
2
vp provided that there are no
parking garage entrances or other
er places
aces for vehicles
ve
to leave the sstreet network between 43rd and
44th Streets. Midblock activities
driveways,
etc., should be identified
tiess such as dri
d
ys, parking garages/lots,
gar
gara
and factored into the trafficc volume
lume maps. These activities are
a kknown as “sinks” and “sources.”
These balanced traffic volume maps are key inputs for determining
volume-to-capacity (v/c) ratios,
de
average vehicle delays,
of service (LOS)
ays, and levels o
S) for
ffo the study intersections.

STREET GEOMETRY
Y AND PHYSICA
PHYSICAL INVENTORY
ORY
Y

As part of the overall data
dat assembly/data
embly/data
mbly/data collection
cco
effort, information on the street network is
needed. This provides a description
ription
tion of what the area's traffic network "looks like" and how it is sized
to accommodate
flow.
an additional set of inputs to the determination of
mmodate traffic
mmodat
tra
ow. It also becomes
be
street
Data to be collected varies depending on the capacity
eet ccapacity
acity an
aand traffic
ffic level of service.
ser
se
used,
includes the following:
analysis
nalysis methodology
me
sed, but generally
ggen
•

The lanee widths,
Th
idth number
mb of travel lanes, designated truck routes and direction of each street
in thee study
udy area aand along the major routes into the study area. For added clarity, the direction of streets should
be presented graphically, while street width information may be presh
sented
either graphic, tabular, or text format, whichever is clearer. It is preferable that this
sente
ente in
n eithe
information
be presented graphically and should be legible and neatly prepared.
informat
in
format

•

location of traffic control devices, such as traffic signals, stop signs, yield signs, turn proThe loc
lo
hibitions, etc., should be illustrated graphically. For signalized intersections, signal cycle
hibi
length, phasing, and timing are needed to conduct capacity analyses. Official signal timing
le
data should be obtained from DOT and field-checked; consultation with DOT is advisable
should there be discrepancies between the two sets of timings.

•

Restricted lanes, such as part time bus lanes or bicycle lanes.

•

General on-street parking regulations as well as parking maneuvers in the area and on the
blocks leading to and away from the intersections being analyzed (more detailed parking inventories are needed for the parking analyses and are outlined later). The presence of bus
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stops and fire hydrants is accounted for in the traffic and parking capacity analyses. It is preferable that this information is presented graphically, although it is also acceptable in tabular
format or in text within the analysis documentation.
•

General pavement or alignment conditions along the major roadways in the area that affect
traffic flow, e.g., poor pavement conditions, difficult vertical or horizontal geometries that affect traffic flow, or other like conditions should be noted.

TRAVEL TIME AND DELAY RUNS
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Travel time and delay runs are generally collected for use in the mobile source air quality analyses,
yses,
and should be collected concurrently with the traffic count program. In particular,
the running
par
parti
ng time
of the traffic, stopped delay at intersections, vehicle classifications, roadway
and
oadway
way geometrics,
ge
g
nd signal
timing data is required (see Chapter 17, “Air Quality”). These data are collected cconcurrently
rently
ently to co
corrrelate travel time to traffic volumes and calculated vehicle delays
ys for air quality analysis
ysis purposes. If
there is no need for travel time data for air quality purposes,, there
these
re is likely no need to collect th
data at all. If air quality analyses require this information, it iss important to coordinate
traffic
ordi
ordina
raffic and air
quality analysis locations and their data needs (includingg the
which travel
he length of the corridor
orridor
rridor along
a
time data are needed for the air quality analysis) so
data collection
o that the dat
ection process
proces may be conducted more efficiently.
Travel time and delay runs are generally best collected
in which the
ollected via the
t "floating
oating
ing car technique,"
tech
survey car seeks to travel at the speed of a ty
typical car in the traffic
stream, p
passing as many cars as
typ
affic stream
pass the test vehicle. A driver and data recorder
corder are
a dispatched
ched in a car
ca and
an travel a route (or routes)
through each of the air quality analysis
travel time
and delay information for each
lysis sites, recording
reco
ttim an
approach to each site.

For the purposes of the fieldwork,
to
work, it is advisable
advis
o create a form noting the points along the route so
that the elapsed time mayy bee recorded as well ass the locatio
location, extent, and type of delays. By comloca
paring the elapsed timee it takes to go from point to point tto the distance between the two points, actual travel speeds may be quantified.
the travel time and delay runs should progress
quantifie As noted above,
ab
abo
at the same time as the traffic counts,
time period and number of days. A total of
c
, i.e., over
o r the
t same
s
at least six to nine
hour are generally necessary to replicate typical
ne runs per
pe link for
or each analysis
ana
an
conditions. At times, it may
more than one team to complete the required
m be necessary
cessary to dispatch
d
number of runs at the rrequired
ed number of air
a quality analysis sites.
In addit
addition
n to the floating-car
ng-car technique,
techniqu other proven and generally accepted technologies, such as
those
based
ose b
base on the usee of electronic toll collection readers and GPS, may also be considered. It is advisable to co
consult
DOT and DEP before employing such techniques.
c
wit thee lead agency,
with
ag
a

342.3. Analysis
Analy of Roadway
adway
way Capacity
Capaci and Level of Service

Afte the preparation
After
A
p paration
ration of
o balanced traffic volume maps, the determination of the capacity and levels
of service
o
icee (LOS)
(LO of the study area's roadways and intersections is the next critical step in the overall
traffic
fic analyses.
nalyses. TThe key to evaluating urban area traffic conditions is the analysis of its intersections,
since
nce the capacity
capac of an urban street is typically controlled by the capacity at its intersections with
streets. At times, the linkages between a highway and the study area street network may also
other streets
role in the analysis. In general, the capacity of an intersection—i.e., the maximum
play a critical
ccrit
number of vehicles that can pass through it—depends on several factors and may be evaluated by
numbe
onee of several available methodologies. Use of one of these methodologies produces the capacity
for each lane group and is compared with the volume of that lane group and its operating conditions.
The resulted Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs) are expressed in terms of volume-to-capacity (v/c) ratio, average control delay and LOS.
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In addition to the above performance measures, for certain projects, calculations of person-delay
should be performed when determining more efficient use of street space among competing users
(such as autos, buses, bicycles, or pedestrians). Projects that require calculation of person-delay are:
The proposed project, or its mitigations, increase surface transit capacity, e.g. a Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT) project, by dedicating one or more traffic lanes on a roadway for the exclusive
use of buses for some part of the day; or

•

The proposed project, or its mitigations, decrease surface transit capacity through the complete or partial removal of an existing bus lane.
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•

For example, if a Select Bus Service (SBS) is proposed on Second Avenue, and
one of the available
nd o
able tratr avel lanes is converted to “Bus Only” lane, then person-delay should bee calculated
lculated to demonstrate
nstrate
strate the
project benefits in addition to the vehicle-based delay that may show adverse effects
e
s on vehicular
traffic operation.
The lead agency should consult DOT to review the person-delay
calculations. Thiss review
elayy calculation
rev w ensures
re
ensure that
surface transit operations would be enhanced, or not impacted,
mpacted,
cted, by the
tth proposed
posed project
pro t or
o its improvement/mitigation measures.

HIGHWAY CAPACITY MANUAL METHODOLOGY

The Highway Capacity Manual (HCM), developed
ed by the Tr
Tra
Transportation
rtation
tion Research
Researc Board (TRB), contains procedures for analyzing signalized and
nd unsignalized
u gnalize intersections
sections and
an iis considered an appropriate analysis tool for use in New Yorkk City.
ty. The HCM is continually
ont ally being updated and it is recommended the lead agency contact DOTT to ascertain the
appropriate
t most
ost appr
appro
ate approved version of the HCS
for use.
SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS

According to the HCM, the
e capacities
apacities of signalized
d intersections
intersectio
intersect
are based on three sets of inputs: 1)
geometric conditions, including
number of lanes, the llength of storage bays for turns, the type of
ncluding the n
area the analysis locations
in (e.g., cent
central business district and others), the existence of
cations
ons are situated
situ
ce
parking or bus stop
conditions, including volumes by movement,
top activity at
a the curb,
urb, etc.;
etc 2) traffic
tra
vehicle classification,
of vehicular platooning in arrivals at the interfication,
tion, parking
parkin maneuvers,
neuvers,
euvers, the nature
n
section, pedestrian
conflicts, etc.;
conditions, including signal cycle length, timing
edestrian conflic
con
c.; and,
nd, 3) signalization
signa
sign
and phasing,
actuation
capabilities by either vehicles or pedestrians.
sing, and the eexistence
nce of signal ac
act

Based
and
sed on
o all of these
the
th
d other inputs,
inputs the HCM model then calculates the ratio of the volume on the
street
capacity
reet tto tthe street's
st
apacity (v/
(v/c ratios), average vehicle delays, and level of service (LOS), where
LOS is defi
defined in terms
control delay per vehicle for lane groups, intersection apdefin
term of the average
a
proaches and the intersec
intersection
as a whole. According to the HCM, the conditions that the driver is
nter
likely
ely tto encounter
ounter
ter at each
eac LOS for signalized intersections are as follows (the definitions of LOS are
Appendix):
iincluded in the Appendi
inc
Append
•

LOS A de
describes traffic operations with very low delay. This occurs when signal progression is
extremely
extreme
xtreme favorable and most vehicles arrive during the green phase. Most vehicles do not
stop at
a all.

•

LLOS B describes operations with low but increased delay. This generally occurs with good
progression and/or short cycle lengths. Again, most vehicles do not stop at the intersection.

•

LOS C describes operations with moderate delay. These higher delays may result from fair
progression and/or longer cycle lengths. The number of vehicles stopping is significant at this
level, although many still pass through the intersection without stopping.

•

LOS D describes operations with heavy delay. At LOS D, the influence of congestion becomes
more noticeable. Longer delays may result from some combination of unfavorable progres-
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sion, long cycle lengths, or high v/c ratios. Many vehicles stop, and the proportion of vehicles
not stopping declines substantially.
LOS E describes very heavy delay. These high delay values generally indicate poor progression, long cycle lengths, and high v/c ratios near capacity.

•

LOS F typically describes ever increasing delays as queues begin to form. This is considered
to be unacceptable to most drivers. This condition often occurs with oversaturation, i.e.,
when arrival flow rates exceed the capacity of the intersection. It may also occur at high v/cc
ratios with cycle failures. Poor progression and long cycle lengths may also be contributingg to
such delays.
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•

The procedures to be used in conducting the capacity analyses are contained
ontained
ained and
an
a fully described
escribed
cribed in
the HCM and its Highway Capacity Software (HCS). It should be noted
ted that
hat the HCM
HC provides
ovides
ides for two
alternative means of obtaining selected inputs to the capacityy analyses
analyses--detailed
field
information
lyse ---deta
det
ield informatio
and default values. The detailed field verified information of inputs,
nputs, such as lane
ne width,
dth, peak hour
factor, arrival type, number of parking maneuvers, number
and
ber of conflicting
conflictin pedestrians
dest
destrian
nd bicycles,
b
etc., are used for operational level analyses. The use of "default" vvalues specified
pecified in the
t HCM are
permitted only for planning level analysis for which
field surveys
h the actual fie
veys cannot be
b obtained. It
should also be noted that any changes to the HCSS estimated ad
adjustment
adj
entt factors may
m not be acceptable unless supported by verifiable and quantifiable
surveys/field observations.
ble surveys/fie
surveys/f
bservations.
ervations.

UNSIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS

Capacity analyses for unsignalized intersections
tersections
sections are
ar
a based
ed
d on the use o
of "gaps" in a major traffic
stream by vehicles crossing through
h orr turning into
int
in thatt stream. At
A unsignalized intersections, "Stop"
or "Yield" signs are used to assign
while controlling movements from
gn the right-of-way
right-of
right-of
to
o one street w
the other street(s). This forces
the "minor" street approach
ces drivers
ivers on tthe controlled
ntrolled street (usually
(
to the intersection) to use judgment
when selecting
the major street flow through which they
dgment whe
wh
ng gaps in th
may enter and turn into
intersection, or cross entirely
the intersection. The minor street
o the intersect
intersecti
tirely through
t
traffic also has to yield
eld to pedestrians
pedestria in that approach.
pro
proa

The capacity analysis
nalysiss method used for unsignalized
unsig ized intersections under the HCM generally assumes
that major street
not affected
minor
treet traffic is n
ected
cted by mino
min street flows. Left turns from the major street are assumed to be affected b
major street flow. Minor street traffic is obviousby the opposing
pposing
sing or oncoming
onco
ly affected
conflicting vehicular
pedestrian movements.
ed by all conf
icular and p

In analyz
analyzingg thee aability of traffic to use gaps in the major street traffic flows, the HCM recognizes that
analy
are more able
certain
ertain movements
mo
mov
abl to use these gaps than others. Right turns from the minor street
to use
since they need to be concerned only with gaps in one direction
are most able
ab
a
se av
aavailable
ble gaps,
g
and/or conflicting pedestrians. Left turns from the major street are the next
of major
majo street
et traffic
raffic an
and/
movement mostt able to u
use available gaps, followed by through movements and then left turns from
move
streets
(which must recognize and negotiate their way through gaps in two directions of
tthe minor
th
orr st
ts (wh
(whi
majorr street
reet flows,
fflow for
f a two-way street). This is important to understand because it reflects the frequent
for vehicles seeking to make left turns from a minor street onto a major
uentt capacity shortages
s
street.
data required to analyze unsignalized intersections include geometric factors and voThe key input
in
lumes. Geometric factors include the number and use of lanes, channelization, percent grades, curb
radii
di and approach angles, sight distances, and pedestrian flows. The capacity computations result in
a determination of volume-to-capacity ratio and delays and LOS. The LOS table containing all of the
definitions is included in the Appendix.
Any highway or highway ramp/local street merge or weave conditions should also utilize HCM procedures. All methodologies, data needs, and procedural steps are detailed in full in the HCM. The in-
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tersections of highway ramps with adjacent service roads and streets, however, would follow the
procedures outlined above for signalized and unsignalized intersections.
OTHER ANALYSIS METHODOLOGIES
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Other software (i.e., TRAFFIX) or simulation models (i.e., CORSIM) may be employed for use in the
particular study area only if they may be proven appropriate and are compatible with air quality
models. However, it should be emphasized that the concurrence of the lead agency, in consultation
with DOT, regarding the use of such models is required before they are employed. The lead agency
must certify that any alternative analysis method (including micro-simulation) meets the following
ing
criteria:
•

Provides the same performance measures as the HCM outputs described
scribe above (i.e.,
., levels of
service, delays, etc.); and

•

Demonstrates consistency with the traffic engineering principles
nciples and theories
es of traffic
traffi flow
flo
as described the HCM.

342.4. Overview of Level of Service Determinations

The definitions of the various levels of service and
d the criteria for
fo determining
ermining whether
wheth
whet
given lane
groups of a study intersection operate at LOS A, B, C, D, E or F are
a described
escribed
ribed in the
t previous section.
According to generally accepted practice in New
reflect clearly acceptable
w York City, LLOS A, B,, and C reflec
conditions; LOS up to mid-D reflects the existence
within
xist e of delays
xiste
de
del
thin a generally
general tolerable range; and
gene
LOS above mid-D, E and F indicate levelss of congestion.
conge
conges
Once the capacity analyses have been
and LOS have been prelimieen completed,
ompleted, and v/c
/c ratios, delays
d
narily defined for each lane group,
intersection, these findings should be reup, approach aand overall
verall
all interse
intersect
viewed and compared to conditions
observed
ditions
ons observ
observe in the
he field, as well
wel as to information that is also available from other sources such
and
uch as travel speed
ssp
d delay runs.
run Please note that the existing condition
v/c ratio of a lane group
exceed a value of 1.05. It is often possible that the computed v/c
p should
ould not exc
ex
ratios, delays or LOS do
o not accurately
accurat reflect field
ld conditions.
c di

It is possible that
intersection does not allow traffic to proceed
at congestion
ngestion occurring
oc
o
ng at an upstream
pstre
to the next intersection
ntersection
rsection in a normal
mal
al manner. To illustrate, if there is construction activity that narrows southbound
hbound Fifth Avenue
A
e at 45th Street to only two lanes as opposed to its normal five or six
lanes, only
volume of traffic
nly a small vol
affic can pass
pa
pas through the 45th Street intersection, which then acceleratess as
a itt passes
sses through
th
h a full-width Fifth
FFi Avenue at 43rd Street. Without observing this in the field
and
understanding
thiss traffic issue, an erroneously low volume could be used at 43rd Street that
nd unde
und
and
would
ould lead to a determination
ete nation that
eter
th the intersection is operating at a clearly acceptable level of service, when under
at 45th Street, the intersection at 43rd Street would not operate
er normal
orm conditions
nd
ndi
that
well.
at we
w

It
the
I is also possible
po
pos
lee that th
t occurrence of double-parking activities or truck loading/unloading activities
may create
that are worse than those projected via the capacity analysis methodology
te LO
LOS conditions
nd
employed.
mployed.
oyed. There are many such potential field conditions that should be understood and considered
during the dev
development of traffic volume maps, conduct of capacity analyses, and determination of
de
an intersection’s
typical LOS. All available information should be weighed before finally determining
intersect
tersect
level of sservice and defining which intersections operate in a problematic manner. The lead agency
should
houl consult with DOT with regard to LOS calibration if the v/c ratio for a lane-group is greater than
1.05 under the existing condition.

343. Future No-Action Condition
The future No-Action condition accounts for general background traffic growth within or through the study
area, plus trip making expected to be generated by anticipated projects that are also likely to be in place by
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the proposed project's build year. Background growth rates and the methodologies used in accounting for
trips from expected development projects are presented below.
343.1. Annual Background Growth Rates
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The development of the annual background growth rates follows the general trends in traffic and
growth prevalent through various sections of the City over a number of years. It reflects the general
long-term trend rather than quick deviations from the general trend. Several sources of information
are generally used to develop this projection, including bridge and tunnel volume counts that are collected and monitored by DOT, as well as general development trends throughout the City. Such ininformation, and land use and population data, is available from DCP.
For transportation analyses purposes, the following compounded annual
growth
nual
al background
back
backg
owth
wth rates
are recommended:

Table 16-4
Annual Background Growth Rates
tes
Manhattan

1 to 5
years
0.25%
5%
%

Year
ar 6 and
beyond
0.125%

Bronx

0.25%

0.125%
0
0.1

Downtown Brooklyn

0.25%
5%

0.125%
%

Other Brooklyn

0.50%
0
0.5

0.250%
25

Long Island City

0.25%
0.2

0.125%

Other Queens
ueens

0.50%
%

0.250%

St. George
rge (Staten
sland)
d)
Island)

0.50%
50%

0.250%
0.25

Other Staten
State Island

1.00%
0

0.500%

Section of the City

mended to use these
t
ctors when determining
d
It is recommended
factors
a suitable growth rate. For example, if a
development
ment is proposed
propos
propose in St. George, Staten
Stat Island with a base year of 2010 and a build year of
2020, a compounded annual
al background
ackground growth rate of 0.5 percent is applied until 2015 and a 0.25
percent
annual
is used thereafter.
rcen compounded
rcent
mpound
oun
nnual growth rate
ra
r

Since
nce traffic
traffi growth
h is influenced
nfluenced by land use trends, market conditions, modal split changes, auto
otherr factors,
these rates may change over time. Further, it should be noted
ownership rates,, and
nd o
ot
fac
that
hat the above
ve growth
rowth rates
ra
rate reflect peak travel hour expectations rather than daily figures. In some
areas, daily traffic
areas
raffic
fic growth may in fact be significantly greater or less than the rates above, while peak
hour growth
by the presence of traffic capacity bottlenecks during the peak periods. It
h
ho
owth
wth is constrained
onstra
should
that these are recommended rates; other rates may be researched, calculated,
uld also
lso be noted
n
and
nd used
sed if there are data to substantiate them (documentation of the assumptions and/or data used
to make these calculations are required). For example, the use of a micro-simulation model based on
subarea trip table from the NYMTC Best Practice Model (BPM) would be acceptable bea future-year
future-ye
re
cause the
t model itself contains accepted assumptions about population and employment growth
that
hat are consistent with regional efforts to comply with the Clean Air Act.

The use of other rates may be appropriate for proposed No-Action projects with peak travel hours at
non-peak times, such as a concert hall or amusement park that is to be active on weekends and/or
during summer months.
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For projects with horizon years beyond a 10-year period, the lead agency, in consultation with DOT
and DCP, should determine the applicability of the annual background growth rate percentages described above.
343.2. No-Action Development Project Trip Making
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In addition to the compounded annual background growth rate that is applied evenly throughout the
study area (i.e., at all intersections for the traffic analysis), the analysis also accounts for trips to and
from major development projects that are not assumed to be part of an area's general annual
growth. Here, too, the determination of whether a proposed No-Action project should be considered
red
part of the general background or superimposed on top of the general background
growth calls
a
ack
allss for
considerable judgment. At a minimum, it is advisable to consult with DCP
CP or
o MOEC for a full NoAction project listing.

Another means of determining whether or not proposed No-Action
projects
ction development
developm
rojects
ojects would be
b
appropriately considered as part of the background is to calculate
ulate the total
tota amount off peak hour
ho trip
making expected from all of the projects and then calculate
percentage increa
increase in
traffic this
latee the percen
incr
n tra
constitutes within the study area. If the calculated percentage
the
recommended growth
centage
tage is less than
t
hee recom
recomme
rates enumerated in Table 16-4, it may generally be assumed that
fall
th each
ch of the developments
deve
dev
within the background growth rate and do not need
superimposed
ed to
o be superi
super
ed on it.

There are several ways to determine the amountt of trip ma
making associated
ciated with a No-Action project.
The best way is to use the trip projections
analysis, if such an
nss cited
cite
cit in
n that
th project's
t's traffic impact
imp
im
analysis exists. If such trip projections are not available,
thee methodologies
for trip generation, modava
avai
me odologie
odolo
al split and trip assignment described
This second means of detered earlier
arlier in the
th e.g. may be used.
u
mining No-Action trip making entails
work beyond
tails additional w
yond just using
u
us available projections.

If it is necessary to conduct independent
trip making
ependent tr
king estimates of No-Action projects, the same procedures cited for the future
re With-Action
With-Actio analysis may be used.
u
use However, if there are numerous NoAction development projects,
future With-Action
rojects, the futu
n trip ggeneration methodologies are followed but
it is possible to use a condensed
method of assigning
ndensed m
gni the traffic trips to the street network. However,
gnin
consultation with
methodology is recommended. The analysis
h DOT
OT regarding
regard
regardin use of the condensed
nden
may determine
the
total
volume
of
new
vehicle
trips
expected,
compare that volume with the existne he
vol
vo
f
vehic
ing volumee at a representative
"cordon
represen
repres
ordon line" around the study area, determine the percentage increase from the new trips,
and then apply that percentage to all intersections and roadway links to
t
be analyzed.
used for assigning parking trips.
na zed. This process
p
s could also be u

343.3. Preparation
reparation of Futuree No-Action
Action Volumes
Volum and Levels of Service
Vol

Balanced tr
traffic volume
lum maps
aps and
a traffic level of service analyses are prepared to reflect No-Action
conditions, adhering
conditio
dhering
ing to the
t same methodologies outlined in the existing condition analysis. Text and
tables providee a full description
of future No-Action conditions and include text and tabular comparitable
descr
ssons of how
so
ow conditions
ndition are expected to change from the existing condition to the future No-Action
nditions
condition.
tion.
n.
assessment
This assessme
assessmen accounts for any programmed street or highway changes that could affect traffic
flow or levels
level of service, such as any mitigation measures that are incorporated in the approvals for a
development project considered in the No-Action condition. As another example, if DOT plans to
develop
developm
program the widening of a particular street in the study area by the proposed project's build year,
progra
changes to intersection capacity and the resulting levels of service would be included as part of the
No-Action analysis. Other examples may include street direction changes, signal timing, bicycle lanes,
pedestrian improvements, street closures, and possibly even major changes outside of the study area
(such as a permanent viaduct closure) that would affect travel within the study area. These should
be confirmed with DOT.
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344. FUTURE WITH-ACTION CONDITION
The objective of the analysis is to determine projected future With-Action conditions with the proposed
project in place and fully operational. These future With-Action conditions are then compared with the future
No-Action conditions to determine whether or not the proposed project would have a significant impact on
the study area's traffic facilities, therefore requiring mitigation.
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The assessment of projected future With-Action conditions consists of a series of analytical steps derived directly from the Level 1 (Travel Demand Factors) and the Level 2 (Project Generated Vehicle Trip Assignment)
Screening Assessments—trip generation, modal split, and trip assignments, discussed in detail in Subsections
tions
311 through 321 of this chapter.
Once these steps have been completed, a capacity and level of service (LOS) analysis,
below,
ysis, described
de
d
elow,
ow, is conconducted. This analysis evaluates conditions within the study area with project-generated
oject-generated
-generate trips superimposed
superimpose
on the future No-Action traffic volumes, as a representation of the projected
rojected
ted future With-Action
-Action traffic vov
lumes. After the LOS analysis is complete, a determination of significant
impacts—based on
icant impacts
impacts—
n a comparison
comparis of
compa
future With-Action conditions with future No-Action conditions and
off acceptability—may
be
nd with thresholds
thresh
acce
ac
bility
made.

344.1. Preparation of Future With-Action Volumes and Levels of Service

Balanced traffic volume maps are prepared forr future WithWith-A
With-Action
n conditions, us
using the same methodologies outlined previously. It is important
be balanced, and that
a that
hat these ttraffic volume maps b
there are no unexplainable increases or decreases
traffic volume
ecrease
reas in traf
tra
me from one block to the next.

Capacity and level of service (LOS) analyses
nalyses
ses are then
the
th completed
mpleted as part
par of the assessment of future
With-Action traffic conditions. Thee methodologies
methodologi
methodologie to be used are the
t same as described previously,
with certain special considerations.
ons.
ns.
Within the traffic analyses,, thee traffic assignment
aass
nt process may,
ma for example, result in significant increases in the percentage
age of turns at specific intersections,
section and may be appropriate to re-compute
sections
relevant capacity analysis
Should
alysis
ysis input factors.
fa
fac
d ttheree be
b a shortage of parking spaces in the area,
some project-generated
may need
to re-circulate through the area in search of
erated
ted traffic m
eed to be assumed
assu
as
available parking.
ng.
Also, as part
project,
art of the proposed
pr
prop
ject, changes
chang may be proposed for specific streets that produce
changess in their capac
capacities, which
ich would also
a be checked. For example, should a street closure or
street
et direction
ection
on cha
cchange be
e a part of the proposed project, the future With-Action traffic should be diverted
accordingly.
erted aac
rding

With-Action
The future W
Action
ction analyses
alyses culminate with the preparation of balanced traffic volume maps and
a full set of capacity
pacityy and LLOS analyses (including v/c ratios and average control delays per vehicle for
intersection approach and overall intersection) for traffic conditions. The future
each
ch lane group,
oup,
p, intersect
intersec
With-Action
W
Wit
tion
o analysis
alysis also
als includes occupancy findings for parking facilities. Findings are presented in
al
a clear
ar tabular
bula format
ma that facilitates the subsequent comparison of No-Action and With-Action conditions
ions as part of the determination of significant impacts. The LOS comparison tables (for all scenarios and peak analysis
hours) should be included in the traffic and parking section of the report, not in
a
an appendix.
appendix

350. DETAILED
ED TTRANSIT ANALYSIS
For proposed projects requiring the preparation of a transit analysis, the study areas to be analyzed, assessment methodologies, and technical assumptions are outlined and documented as much as possible. Typically,
such documentation outlines at least the following:
•

Study areas to be analyzed for potential transit impacts. The study area(s) is based on the Level 2
Screening Assessment.
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•

Availability and appropriateness of existing data, and the expected need (if any) to collect new data
via field surveys and counts. Existing transit data should not be more than two years old assuming
that there has been no major change to the bus route/station/subway line.

•

The technical analysis methodologies to be used and key technical assumptions, including a preliminary projection of the number of trips to be made by transit during the proposed project's peak travel hours and a first-cut trip assignment that helps to identify (preliminarily) potential significant impact locations.
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The text and tabular sections that follow provide the technical guidelines for conducting a transit analysis.
s..
351. Subway/Rail and Bus Transit Study Areas

351.1. Subway/Rail Transit Study Area

For the analysis of subway and rail facilities, the study area relates
ates more to specific
sp
lines
nes and stations
st
statio
proximate to the site than to a physical area or intersections.. For
subway system,
or the subw
stem
te the
he closest
close
closes station to the proposed project site would be studied for each
ch line
ne serving the
t site,
e, provided
pr
provid that
tha
h station
is within 0.5 mile of the project site or more than 200 peakk hour bus
bu ttransfers
erss would be ggenerated by
the project at any particular station. Should a proposed
equally well by two
oposed
posed project site be
e served equa
equal
different stations along the same line, both stations
tions may need to bee studied. The
T extent to which
subway riders would travel to the site should be determined,
which of the
determine byy direction,
rection, to identify
id
i
two stations could potentially be significantly
project is sited in the vicinity
ntly
ly affected.
aaf
ed. For
Fo
F example,
mple, if a pro
proje
of 42nd Street and Ninth Avenue in Manhattan,
served
0.5 mile) by 42nd Street –
nhattan,
attan, it would be ser
d (within
(wi
Port Authority Bus Terminal station
Street station of the
n of the A/C/E
A/C/ lines,
s, Times Square-42nd
ar
are
1/2/3/7 and N/Q/R/S lines, and 42nd
d Street–Bryant
Street
Street––Bry
B
Parkk station of the B/D/F/M lines, all three stations would be included in the
should
he rail transit
transi study area and sho
shou be analyzed. Alternatively, if a
project built in eastern Queens
in more than 200 people transferring
eenss on Hillside Avenuee would result
re
from buses to the 179th Street
et F station,
statio that station
on shou
should be included in the transit analysis, even
though the station is farther
arther than 0.5
0 mile from the project.
oje

The subway station
should encompass
tion analysis sh
encom ass all station circulation and fare control elements,
whether in thee free-zone
would have an increase in ridership resulting from the
ree-zone o
or paid-zone,
zone, that w
project, such
as
all
affected
stairs,
escalators,
ch
affecte
affect
irs, escalators elevators, fare arrays, platforms and passageways. A
platform
usually conducted
such as the design of a new stations or a large stam analysis is usu
onducted
ucted for projects
pr
tion renovation,
conducted
for existing stations. However, there are instances
ovation,
ion, and
an is often not con
cond
where
is appropriate, and the lead agency, in consultation with
here an analysis
nalys of an existing station
stat
should
appropriateness of a platform analysis. Elevators should be analyzed onNYCT,
YCT, shoul
shou determine
m the appr
appro
provide
primary
ly if they pr
p
e primar
rima access
ccess to the subway (for example, the 181 Street–St. Nicholas Avenue station
ion (1 lline)). The
he study area
ar could also include an assessment of the line-haul capacities of the specific ssubway lines
ines
es serving those stations, since the subway cars may exceed NYCT loading guidelines.
projects
FFor generic
Fo
eric
ric p
ects that
th affect several neighborhoods, it may be necessary to analyze the cumulative
impacts
at key locations within the line-haul analyses or at major passenger transfer loacts of the project
p
cations.
tions.
ns

rail lines, such as the Long Island Rail Road or Metro-North Commuter Railroad, could also
Commuter rra
be the ssubjects of such analyses, depending on a proposed project's modal split and origin/destination characteristics. For example, should the proposed project site be located within 0.5
gin/de
mile of the LIRR station in Flushing, the key station elements and line-haul capacity may need to be
addressed.

351.2. Bus Transit Study Area

The definition of the appropriate study area for bus services follows the same principles outlined
above. First, a review of available bus route maps and field observations of the project site is conCEQR TECHNICAL MANUAL
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ducted to identify the primary bus routes and stops serving the site. Based on this information and
the likely entrance and exit points for the proposed project's buildings, a simple pedestrian routing
analysis would indicate which bus routes and stops should be the focus of new trips. Bus routes
within 0.5 mile of the project site may need to be addressed and the maximum load point along each
potentially affected bus route should be identified.
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352. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING CONDITIONS
Once the study areas have been defined, the analysis of existing conditions becomes the building block used
sed
to project future No-Action and With-Action conditions. The objective of the existing condition analysiss is to
determine existing transit ridership/pedestrian volumes and levels of service to provide
a baseline from
prov
ro
om which
future conditions may be projected. The definition of existing conditions is important
portan because itt is a reflecrefle ction of activity levels that actually occur today as opposed to future conditions,
some
ditions,
ns, which rrequiree at least som
projection. The guidelines provided for the existing condition analyses are discussed separately
s
tely below for rail
r
transit and bus transit.

352.1. Existing Rail Transit Conditions

The existing rail transit conditions analysis identifies the
he rail and subway
sub
su
lines
nes serving the
t project site,
the frequency of service provided, and ridership and
that
d levels of service
se
hat exist at the
th current time.
For sites that are well served by transit, lines and
a convenient walking
distance are
nd stations within
wi
wa
w
included. For other project sites not as well served
it iss advisable to identify
the closest rail
se ed by transit,
trans
tra
id
facility, providing that a significant number
usee transit to reach the site and then
berr of people
p ple would
w
access the site from the station via bus or available taxi services.
vices

The analysis of existing rail transit conditions
the
collection of ridership data
nditions entails
ent
he assembly and/or
a
and pedestrian flows through the
of the capacity and lehe stations to be analyzed,
nalyzed,
alyzed, the determination
det
de
vels of service of the station elements
ements that need to be analyzed
analyzed, and an evaluation of the overall linehaul capacity of the routes
es serving
rving the site.
s
352.1.1. DETERMINATION
ON OFF THE PEAK HOUR
H
FOR ANALYSIS
YSIS P
PURPOSES

The first step in the analysis of
o existing
e
g conditions
cond on
ons is the determination of the peak travel hours to be
analyzed. Guidance
idance
nce for determining
dete
det
ng the peak ttravel hours is located in Subsection 332.
352.1.2. ASSEMBLY
SSEMBLY AND COLLECTION
CO
N OFF PASSENGE
PASSENGER AND PEDESTRIAN VOLUMES WITHIN STATIONS

Availablee data may
m be
b used
d if there have not been major changes in nearby land uses or transit services
that
usage since the data were collected. However, most of
es tha
th havee si
ssignificantly
antly affected transit
t
data needed
rail transit analyses generally need to be newly collected. It is also
thee dat
ne d to conduct
nduct the ra
appropriate
generally aap
riate
ate to
t observe
bserve pedestrian movement patterns through the station and along critiplatforms simultaneously
with the counts. NYCT can supply recent turnstile registrations (entries
cal platfo
simultaneou
taneo
only)
y) as welll ass existing,
existing and, where appropriate, No-Action line-haul volumes. Required actual
ccounts may
cou
a include
ude any
an or all of the following, depending on whether these elements are part of the
transit
area:
it study
udy are
a
•

down stairway, escalator, and elevator pedestrian counts.
Up
p and d

•

The volume of pedestrians in each direction along key corridors or passageways within the
sstation or connecting the station with other stations or on-street uses, if these elements have
been identified as potentially significant impact locations within the study area.

•

Passenger volume entering and exiting through turnstiles.

•

The nature of queuing and walk movements on station platforms when platform congestion
is a current problem or is identified as a potential problem in the future.
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•

The number of persons waiting at station agent booths and MetroCard vending machines only if station agent booth and vending machine lines are an existing or anticipated problem.
Issues to be analyzed here could include, among others, the amount of remaining physical
space available for pedestrians and potentially excessive waiting times.

Each of these counts and observations should be conducted over the course of the full peak hour in
15-minute increments.
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Transit station counts and surveys should not be taken on days when activity levels are unusually low,,
and they should generally be taken on a Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday for conventional weekday
day
peak hour analyses. With the availability of daily turnstile registration data,
it is not necesa, however,
h
nece
cesssary to conduct station counts for more than one day, assuming subway
ay service
ervic and ridership
hip
ip is norno mal on the day the counts were taken. To determine whether the day surveyed represents
r
ents
nts a typical
day for that station, obtain a full week of registration counts and adjust
survey data,
st the surve
surv
a, if necessary.
Except for a few cases, it is generally not necessary to balance
nce pedestrian flows among
a ong the various
va
v
elements within stations. Exceptions may include areas
those where
consistently
as (such
such as tho
here co
stent high
movements between the various stairwells and passageways
flow
eways
ays are best depicted
cted
ed via a pedestrian
ped
map) where a substantial amount of activity occurs at elements in close proximity to each
ea other and
where it would be helpful to understand the relationship
between flows.
tionship betwe
ws.
s. Passenger
Passeng trip assignments
to entrances and exits should be provided wheree there are multiple
m
e entrances/exits
entrances/ex
entrances/exit to a station.

352.1.3 ANALYSIS OF STATION ELEMENT LEVEL OFF SERVICE
RVIC

The analysis of conditions within subway
way stations is
i based on a ccomparison
pari
pariso
of the capacities of circulation and fare control elements against
of passengers
gainst
nst the volume
volum
volu
passenger expected to use them. This ratio
of passenger volume and element
(v/c ratio)
ent capacity (v/
io)
o) equates to a LOS rating for each station element.
Since different station circulation
have distinctive
rculation
ation elements
elem
eleme
istinctive use patterns, there are different analytical methodologies forr each type of
for analyzing each type of station eleo element. Methodologies
dolo
ment are described
d below.
low.
ANALYSIS OF STAIRS
AIRS AND PASSAGEWAYS
PASSAG

The v/c ratio
tio and LOS rat
rating off a stair or passageway
pas
pass
is based on its peak 15-minute passenger volume divided
“capacity” is based on the width of the stair or pasvided by the capacity.
ca
y. For
or CEQR analyses,
an
ana
sageway,
the maximum
volume for that
w
ma
maxim
tha width based on NYCT capacity guidelines and adjustments
for
flow surging
counterflow.
orr passenger
passe
pass er flo
ging and counte

The first ste
step in calculating
and projected v/c ratios is to measure the width of the stair or
calcula
lcu ng existing
exist
passageway,
passenger volume, and observe degree of surging. The counts should be in 15passagew count
ount pass
passen
minute
direction,
during the peak hours (usually morning and evening peak hours). It is
minut
nut intervals,
vals,
s, by directi
direc
also
flow is surged or not. Typically exit flow out of stations or transfer
a critical
cal to note if passenger
pa
p
flows between
wee subway
bwa lines are “surged,” i.e., passengers are concentrated in dense groups after debarking
However, de-training surges may be metered by other circulation elements or
rking from trains.
tra
multiple surge
surged flows may merge “downstream.” Thus exit or transfer flows may be more uniform
than surged if they are remote from the actual train platform(s). Typically, entry flows into the subway are u
uniform over a 15-minute interval.
The
he numerator in the v/c calculation is always an unaltered 15-minute passenger flow volume. The
“capacity” denominator is derived from four factors: the NYCT guideline, the effective width of the
stair or passageway, and surging and counterflow factors, if applicable. Each of these factors are discussed individually, followed by the calculation itself and finally, the v/c ratio ratings.
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NYCT GUIDELINE CAPACITY

The NYCT guideline capacity for stairs is 10 passengers per foot per minute (pfm). The guideline
capacity for passageways is 15 pfm. These rates represent conditions that are moderately
crowded but not congested. These guideline capacities are then adjusted to reflect surging and
counterflow (discussed below).
EFFECTIVE WIDTH
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The effective width of a stair or passageway is its actual width adjusted for friction along its sides
(which reflects the avoidance of sidewalls by pedestrians) and for center handrails (if present).
t).
For a stairway, this means the tread width, in feet, at its narrowest point, less 1 foot (6”of buffer
uffe
for each side of the stair) and less 3” for each intermediate handrail,
For example,
il, if present.
pr
p
ample, a
10-foot wide stair with one center handrail would have an effective
ive width of
o 8’-9” (10’-0”
0 -0”
0” minus
minus
6” minus 6” minus 3”). For a passageway, this means the width
h off the passageway,
passag
, att its narrownarro west point, less two feet (12” of buffer on each side of the passageway).
Passageways
do
sageway). P
eways usually d
not have intermediate handrails.
SURGING FACTOR

When passenger flow is surged, the calculated capacity
apacity of the stair or passageway is reduced by
up to 25 percent to reflect that the passengerr volume
was actualume counted
counte
count in a 15-minute
5-minute interval
inte
ly concentrated in less time. Circulation elements
ements that are
a immediately
mediately off the
t platform have a
strong surging pattern that requires a full
capacity. In the CEQR v/c calul 25 percent reduction
ull
r
ion in capacity
culation, this means multiplying the “capacity”
“capacity
pacit denominator
en
at by a surging
surgin factor of 0.75. Circulation elements that are fed by multiple
ultiple
ple train lines
lilin or are far from
m the
tth platform are typically less
surged and require a smaller surging
ging factor. It should
ould
uld be noted
not that some elements require no
surging factor at all. Table 16-5
6-5 below shows
sho thee surging facto
factor that should be used for elements
at different locations in the station. Note
that
factor is applied only to the exiting pedeN
hat
at surging facto
strian volume.

Table 16
16-5
Surging Factors
Surgin
torss
Lo
Location
of
Circulation
ation
on
Element
ement

Number of Tracks Served
N
Nu
One or two
tracks

Three or
more tracks

Platform Level
Le
Onee floor above or
be
below th
the platform
Tw or more floors
Two
ab
above of below the
platform

0.75

N.A.

0.8

0.9

0.9

0.95

FRICTION (C
(COUNTERFLOW) FACTOR

Opposi
Opposing
ppos passenger flows using the same stair or passageway creates some friction that reduces
overall flow. If there is flow in both directions on the stair or passageway, the capacity should
ove
over
tthen be reduced by 10 percent (multiply the capacity by a friction factor of .90). If the flow is only in one direction, or almost all in one direction (95 percent or more in one direction), then no
counterflow factor is required.
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VOLUME / CAPACITY RATIO CALCULATION FOR STAIRS

Equation 16-1
The formula to calculate the v/c ratio for stairs
is:
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Where
Vin = Peak 15-minute entering passenger
volume
Vx = Peak 15-minute exiting passenger volume
We = Effective width of stairs
Sf = Surging factor (if applicable)
Ff = Friction factor (if applicable)

The 150 in the denominator is based on the NYCT
YCT
CT guideline ca
ccapacityy for stairs of 10
1 pfm for 15
minutes (10 x 15). The “per foot” 15-minute guideline
capacity iss then
adjusted for the width of
deline capa
hen adjus
the stair, surging and counterflow. The resultant
denominator
desirable 15esultant deno
den
torr is the maximum
maxi
max
minute passenger volume for a specific width
stair con
considering
w
wi
co
ng surging and counterflow. The 15minute volume is then divided by thee adjusted
to calculate
adjuste
djust denominator
en
calculat a ratio of volume to capacity. Typically there is a 15-minute
scenario of ana
analysis
- base year, future Nonute
e volume for
ffo each scenar
scena
a
Action, future With-Action.)
Note that only the “capacity”
denominator
ity”” denominat
denomina is adjusted
djusted and that
th the “volume” numerator, whether observed for existingg conditions
conditions, should always remain unonditions or calculated
ated
ted for future
fut
altered. Unaltered volumes
in post-environmental
review planning and design efmes are helpful
h
st-envir
st-enviro
forts.

VOLUME / CAPACITY
PACITYY RATIO CAL
CALC
CALCULATION
ON FOR
OR PA
PASSAGEWAYS
GEW

Equation
quation 16
16-2
2

The formula
form to calculate the
e v/c ratio ffor passageways is:

W
Where
Vin = Peakk 15
15-minute
minut entering passenger volume
Vx =Peak 15
15-minute
min
exiting passenger volume
Wee = Effective width of the passageway
Sff = Surging
Surgi factor (if applicable)
Ff = Friction
Fr
factor (if applicable)

T 225 in the denominator is based on the NYCT guideThe
line capacity for passageways of 15 pfm for 15 minutes
(15 x 15). The rest of the calculation is then the same as
with stairs.
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CEQR V/C LOS RATINGS

Volume/Capacity ratios are assigned LOS ratings. For stairs and passageways, the relationship of
v/c ratio to LOS ratings is as follows:
0.00 to 0.45 v/c ratio = LOS A Free flow

•

0.45 to 0.70 v/c ratio = LOS B Fluid flow

•

0.70 to 1.00 v/c ratio = LOS C Fluid, somewhat restricted

•

1.00 to 1.33 v/c ratio = LOS D Crowded, walking speed restricted

•

1.33 to 1.67 v/c ratio = LOS E Congested, some shuffling and
d queuing
que
qu

•

Above 1.67 v/c ratio = LOS F Severely congested, queued
ed
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•

Example Analysis:
A stair with treads 9’-6” wide with a center handrail hass a peak 15
15-minute
te vvolume o
off 930
9
passengers, 650 entering and 280 exiting. The stair directly
irectly serve
serves the platform.
latform

Effective width = 8’- 3” (deduct six inches from
om each side and
a threee inches for
fo the intermediate
handrail)
Surging factor = 0.75 for exiting passengers
ngers
Counterflow factor = 0.90 (70% of flow
ow is in on
one direction)
ction)
v/c ratio = (650 / (150 x 8.25
5 x 0.90)) + (280
(2 / (150
150 x 8.25 x 0.75
0. x 0.90)) = 0.92 LOS C

ANALYSIS OF ESCALATORS AND TURNSTILES

Passenger flow on escalators
lators and through
t
g turnstile
stile arrays is different from flow on stairs or passageways. Passengers
at a rate closer to maximum through-put. In
rs routinely
utinely use
us escalators
ators and
a turnstiles
tu
turns
contrast, maximum
imum
um passenger
passenge
passeng “through-put”
rough-put”
rough
put” on
o a stair or in a passageway throughout a 15-minute
interval is uncomfortable
uncomfortab and undesirable.
ndesirable.
esirable.
The numerator
merator in the v/c calculation
alculation
ation is the unaltered 15-minute passenger flow volume. The “capacity” den
denominator
includes
factors: the NYCT guideline capacity for a 15-minute interval and
minator
tor in
es only two fact
Like stairs and passageways, the surging factor is variable based
a surging
surgin ffactor
tor of up to
o 25 percent.
perce
extent of actual
on the exte
ctua surging.
rging. EEscalators and turnstiles immediately off of the platform with heavy
detrainin traffic
detraining
fic require
equir a 255 percent surging factor. Circulation elements that are farther from the
platform
train lines, or are predominantly entry flow, require a smaller surging
platfor
atfo are served
rved by multiple
mu
m
Consult the Surging Factor table, Table 16-5, for the appropriate factor to apply.
ffactor or none
fact
no att all. Co
C
ANALYSIS
LYSIS OF ESCALATORS
ES

NYCT
YCT uses three
t
widths of escalators (as measured across the tread)--24”, 32” and 40”. Escalawidth at hip height is usually about 8” wider. NYCT escalators are operated at one of two
tor widt
speeds--90
treads per minute (tpm) and 100 tpm. Table 16-6 indicates the guideline capacities
speed
pe
by minute and by 15-minute interval for different escalator widths and speeds. These capacities
are based on observed through-put rates of escalators under peak period conditions.
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Table 16-6
Escalator Capacity (15 minute)
24” Tread

32” Tread

40” Tread

90 tpm

480

750

945

100 tpm

600

825

1050

VOLUME / CAPACITY RATIO CALCULATION FOR ESCALATORS
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Equation 16-3

The formula to calculate the v/c ratio for escalators is:

Where:
V = Peak 15-minute passenger volume
GCap = Guideline Capacity for the escalator
Sf = Surging factor (if applicable)

No counterflow friction factor is used, since escalators
scalators
operate in one direction only.

The same LOS ratings and v/c ratios used
ed for stairs
sta and
passageways is used for escalators.

ANALYSIS OF TURNSTILES

NYCT operates regular
ar (low)
ow) turnstiles,
turnsti
High Entry/Exit
ntry/Exit Turnstiles
T
(HEETs) and high exit turnstiles
(HXTs) in the subway.
and HEETs are bi-directional and serve both entry and exit
way. Low turnstiles
turns
tur
moves. Because
a MetroCard
(and exiting does not), there are different
use entry requires
requi
requ
Me
ard swipe
sw
through-putt ratess by direction.
Therefore,
analysis involves calculation of separate v/c
dire
direc
Therefor
erefo turnstile
turn
ratios by direction, whic
which are then
combined into a single v/c ratio for the turnstile array. Surging
hen combin
combine
and counterflow
factors aree applied
ounterflow fa
fact
plied as appropriate.
ap

Tablee 16-7 indica
indicates
the
guideline
capacity for turnstiles by minute and by 15-minute interin
he NYCT guideli
guide
different
directions. These capacities are based on observed through-put
val for
f differe
ere turnstiles
rnstiles and dir
under crush conditions.
rates
te u
onditions.

Table
able 16
1616-7
7
are
re Array
Arr
Arra Capacities (15 minute)
Fare
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Turnstile

High Entry/Exit Turnstile

High Exit Turnstile

EEntries
n

420

255

n/a

Exits

645

540

555
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VOLUME / CAPACITY RATIO CALCULATION FOR TURNSTILES

The formula to calculate the volume to capacity ratio for turnstiles is:
Equation 16-4

where
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Vin = Peak 15-minute entering passenger volume
Cin = Total 15-minute capacity of all turnstiles
for entering passengers
Vx = Peak 15-minute exiting passenger
Cx = Total 15-minute capacity of all turnstiles for
exiting passengers
Sf = Surging factor (if applicable)
Ff = Friction factor

rs is as described
describe for stair
air and pa
passa
The application of surging and friction factors
passageway
analyses.
Surging for entry flow (within a 15-minute interval)
nterval) is unusual,
un
, but may occur
occu especially at intermodal transfers locations.
The same v/c ratio LOS ratings used
and passageways
are applied
to turnstile ratios.
d for
or stairs aan
g
gewa
app
a

ANALYSIS OF PLATFORMS

Platforms need to accommodate
atee both passen
pass
passengers who are standi
standing
standin waiting for trains as well as passengers who are walking along
platform. Ass stated aabov
above, a platform analysis is usually conng the platfo
ducted for projects such as the
of a new stations
he design o
tions or a large station renovation, and is often not
conducted for existingg stations. However,
there are instances
where an analysis of an existing station
How
Ho
nsta
is appropriate, and
in
d the
he lead agency,
agen
age
n consultation
co
tati with NYCT, should determine the appropriatetation
ness of a platform
Platformss in the New
rm analysis.
alysis. Pla
N w York
Yo City subway are typically between 520 and 600
feet long. Different sections
have very different concentrations of walking
sectio of the
he same platform
pla
p
and/or waiting
should be divided into separate zones for individual
aiting passengers.
passenge Therefore,
passeng
herefore,
efore, platforms
platfo
analyses.
s
s.

The
delineation
he del
delin
tion of
o zones
es to be analyzed
analyze for a given project involves observations of platform layouts
analyz
pedestrians
trains, walk along them to the stairwells, or wait for the next train.
and
nd how p
pe
nss exit
xit the tra
trai
Consideration of the
as a single zone would not be correct, since a platform may have
Considerat
he entire
eent platform
platf
sections
ections that are very actively
ac
activ used and others that are seldom used or used with no apparent congestion
the definition of zones that are too large could understate potential
gestio
ti problem.
lem.
m. Therefore,
Therefo
Theref
problems.
On the
p
pr
ms.. O
he other
othe hand, the definition of zones that are too small—i.e., generally less than one
subway
length—could
depict conditions that are worse than actually exist. Confirm with NYCT
way car leng
le
Operations
Planning the delineation of platform zones.
perations
ations Plann
There are tw
two different methods to analyze platform conditions within any zone, depending upon the
degree of segregation of waiting and walking passengers:

If passengers walking through the zone use random paths and filter through waiting passengers, then the total number of waiting passengers within the zone should not exceed a density of 10 square feet per waiting passengers.

If passengers walking through the zone generally maintain distinct paths and waiting passengers are relatively undisturbed within a discreet “waiting” sub-zone, then the acceptable
density of waiting passengers within the sub-zone is 6 square feet per waiting passenger.
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Note that a projected increase in the number of walking passengers may require the pathway
area to increase, causing a decrease in the sub-zone area assigned to waiting passengers.
The accumulation of waiting passengers per zone would be based on train headways within
the peak 15-minute interval.
A third acceptable methodology for analysis of platform zones is Time-Space Analysis. This technique
involves allocation of both space and time (within a 15-minute interval) to account for the momentary use of space by walkers.
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The platform analysis should incorporate the appropriate methodology based on observed conditions
ons
within the station under study. Confirm with NYCT Operations Planning if questions
arise.
qu
que

ANALYSIS OF ELEVATORS

An analysis of elevator service is only required when elevators will be used as general
gen
access
ess into and
eet station (2, 3 lines)
nes) or the 191
out of the station, platform, or mezzanine, such as at the Clark Street
191st
Street (1 line). It is not necessary to analyze elevators designed
for ADA
ned primarily fo
A use.
us
u
352.1.4. ANALYSIS OF LINE-HAUL CAPACITY AND LEVEL OF SERVICEE

An analysis of line-haul capacity addresses the abilityy of trains to ac
accommodate
modate passeng
passen
passenger loads. The
analysis determines whether there is sufficient capacity
apacity per car per train
rain
n to hand
handle eexisting and projected future transit loads. This analysis should be done at tthe
th maximum
ximum
mum load point
po of the line, or at
the location where the addition of project-generated
passengers
passenger volumes
t-g
t-ge
ated pa
ers to No-Action
No-Actio
No
-Act
would be greatest.
Line-haul capacity analyses are based
capacity
guidelines used by NYCT. The
sed on
n per-car practical
ical
cal capac
capa
guideline capacities of subway cars
ars are identified
identifie in Table
ablee 16-8:
1

Table 16-8
Line-Haul Capacity Guidelines
delines
Car Class

1

R 62
Division
(51 feet A Division)
R 142
eet A Division)
D ion)
(51 feet
R32
32 / R42
(60 feet B Division)
Divis
R143
(60 feet B Division)
on)
R1
R160
(60 feet B Division)
Division
visio
R44 / R46 / R68
5 feet B Division)
Division
(75

Maximu Peak-Period
Maximum
Maxim
ak-Per d Loading
Load
L
2
Gui
Guid
(per car)
Guideline Capacity (p

Maximum Off-Peak Loading
3
Guideline Capacity (per car)

11
110

54

110

48

145

63

145

54

145

53

175

88

Notes:
Note
1
Since cars sswitch
swit between various lines, consult with NYCT Operations Planning to determine the appropriate car length for the analysis.
s
2
This guideline
gu
is the maximum used to schedule subway service during weekday peak periods and is based on full occupancy of all
seats and approximately 3 square feet per standing passenger.
3
This guideline is used to schedule subway service during off-peak periods and is based on an average of 125% of the seated load on
each car type. During some large-scale special events, it is expected that ridership may temporarily exceed off-peak loading guidelines
(but not the maximum loading guidelines).
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The line-haul capacity of a given subway line is determined by multiplying the number of peak hour
trains by the number of cars per train and times the guideline capacity per car. The volume of riders
passing a given point may then be compared with the line haul capacity of the subway line. It should
be noted that during some large-scale special events, such as during peak entrance and exit periods
for a sporting event, it is expected that ridership may temporarily exceed off-peak loading guidelines
(but not the maximum loading guidelines). Another means of evaluating a line's conditions is to utilize the same information differently—that is, divide the volume of riders passing a given point by the
number of train cars serving that point, and determine the average passenger load per car. The resulting per-car passenger load may then be compared with guideline capacity standards to determine
mine
the acceptability of conditions.

352.2. Existing Bus Transit Conditions

The analysis of existing bus transit conditions presents bus load level
el and loading
loadi
load
conditions
nditions
ions on the
routes serving the site of the proposed project to determine whether
ther or not there is capacity ava
aavailable to accommodate additional project-generated trips.
For the routes and stops identified as the bus transit study
these analyses
tudy
dy area, the
thes
alyses
yses entail
en
tthe assembly
and/or collection of bus ridership data at the bus stops
site and at
tops most closely
close
clos serving
rving the project
projec
proj
the route's "maximum load point," and an analysis
loading levels
physical capacisis off bus loadin
loadi
elss versus their
t
ties.
352.2.1. ASSEMBLY AND COLLECTION OF BUS RIDERSHIP
ERSHIP
HIP D
DATA

Data may be obtained from the relevant
vant operator
operato regarding
ing
ng tth
the number
umb of persons per bus at the
umber
maximum load point on each route.
on-off
te. In some cases,
ca
n-off data (ride checks) for all stops along a
route may also be available. In addition, field ccountss mayy help dete
determine
the average and maximum
de
number of riders per bus as the bus arrives
arrive at and
nd leaves the bus stop closest to the project site.
These counts should be conducted
day,
onducted
ucted on a typical
t
ay, as described
describ earlier for the other traffic and trandesc
sit analyses. These counts
getting on the bus and conducting a quick count
nts may be taken
take either by: a)) gettin
tak
of the number of riders;
the number
ders;
s; or b) estimating
estim
mb off persons on the bus by a visual estimate from
mbe
off the bus looking
ng through
hrough its
it windows
ows (often
(o n called
call a "windshield count" or “point check”). The
windshield estimate
timate
ate method
metho should
d nott be used
use
us if the bus windows are tinted, which would preclude
the surveyor
or from getting an accurate
curate
rate reading of the passenger count. The field count effort would
also notee the bus route
bus stops) and the number of persons waiting at
rout number
berr (at multiple-route
multip
multiple
the bus stop and boa
boarding and alighting from
each bus.
f
352.2.2.
352.2
52. .2.. ANALYSIS
ANA
A
IS OF BUS LOAD
OAD LEVELS

MTABC, NYC
NY
NYCT and
d LIB currently
c ently operate
o
three types of buses:
•

ot standard buses
b
40-foot
(including both low-floor and high-floor models) operating on both
local and
limited-stop routes.
d limited-

•

60-foot
buses operating on both local and limited-stop routes.
60
0-foo
-fo articulated
rticu
ti

•

45-foot
over-the-road coaches operating on express routes.
45
5-foot o

schedule guideline capacities for each of these bus types:
NYCT has adopted
ad
•

40-foot standard buses: total guideline capacity of 54.
o

•

The standard buses are scheduled based upon the capacity of the newer low-floor
models. Even though the high-floor models have greater capacity than the newer
low-floor models, the capacity of the low-floor model is used as the guideline because the buses are used interchangeably.

60-foot articulated buses: total guideline capacity of 85.
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•

45-foot over-the-road coaches: total guideline capacity of 55.

Although MTABC has not adopted official guideline capacities, in practice they use those adopted by
NYCT. LIB uses only 40-foot standard buses on routes that operate in NYC and has the same capacity
guidelines for these buses (54 people per bus).
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Typically, the number of persons per bus at the maximum load point is quantified and then compared
with MTA bus operating agencies’ guidelines so as to identify the extent to which bus capacity is utilized under existing conditions. On/off activity could also be quantified and presented for general informational purposes.
353. Future No-Action Condition
The future No-Action conditions account for general background growth within
n the study
stud area,, plus tripmaktripma
ing expected to be generated by major proposed projects that are likely
ikelyy to be in place by the proposed
propos
project's build year. In general, the procedures and approach used are similar to those
reviewed
t
viewed previously
previ
pre
for traffic analyses.
353.1. Background Growth Rates

For rail and bus transit analysis purposes, NYCT and/or
d/or MTA Bus
Bu should
uld
ld be consulted
consulte for modeled
projections that may be available on a per line, or possibly per
pe station,
ion,
on, basis. The
Th compounded annual growth rates in Table 16-4 are recommended
calculate
the
ed to calcu
calc
he background
ackground growth rate accounting for short-term and long-term patterns.
information
the assessment of
ns. For
Fo additional
ditio
dition
rmation regarding
regar
reg
the future No-Action condition, see Subsection
343.
bsection
ction 343
34

353.2. No-Action Development Project Trip-making
making
king

In addition to the compounded
d background growth
g
h rate that is applied
a
evenly throughout the study
ounts
ts for trips to and from maj
d
area, the analysis also accounts
major development
projects that are not asg
determ
sumed to be part of an area'ss general growth.
Thee determination
of whether a No-Action project is
b
s erim
considered part of thee general ba
background
or superimposed
on top of the general background
growth call for considerable
with thee following
guideline suggested:
nsiderable
erable judgment,
judgm
judg
follo
fo
•

A No-Action
fewer than 100 peak hour transit trips should be consiAction
ion projec
project that generates
enerates fe
few
dered
background. Two such projects, situated on the same block and
red as part of tthe general
neral
al backgroun
backgrou
generating 200 new riders
ers at the sa
ssame station, should generally not be considered as part of
the
background.
he backg
backgro

There
here aare several
ver ways to determine
determin the amount of trip-making associated with a No-Action project.
way is to use
cited in that project's transit analysis, if such exists. An alThe best w
wa
us thee trip projections
pr
methodologies described in Subsection 354, “Analysis of Future Withternative is to use the same
sa e m
Action
tio Conditions.”
tions.”
ns.”

353.3.
353.3
53.3.. Preparation
P
ation
on of Future
ure N
No-Action Volumes and Levels of Service Analysis

Transit
nsit level
evel of service
s
analyses should be prepared following the same methodologies outlined for
the
analyses. Documentation of the analyses would provide for a full description
he existing conditions
con
conditions and include text and tabular comparisons of how conditions are exof future No-Action
No
pected to change from existing conditions to the future No-Action scenario.

This
his aassessment should also account for any programmed transit changes that could affect passenger
flows or levels of service. For example, if the NYCT has programmed the closure of a stairwell at a
particular subway station, the effects of such measures would be accounted for in the No-Action
analysis. In certain cases, a major transit initiative—such as the construction of a new terminal/station or an intermodal transfer facility—could affect subway, bus, and pedestrian trips. For the
analysis of bus conditions, it should be assumed that service changes would be made such that future
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No-Action conditions would not exceed capacity on any given route. Please consult with MTA for direction and guidance on changes to subway and station configuration.
354. ANALYSIS OF FUTURE WITH-ACTION CONDITION
The objective of the future With-Action condition analysis is to determine projected future conditions with
the proposed project in place and fully operational. The future With-Action condition is then compared with
the future No-Action scenario to determine whether or not the proposed project would likely have significant
adverse impacts on the study area's transit facilities and requires mitigation.
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The assessment of projected future With-Action conditions consists of a series of analytical steps—trip
p gene
generration, modal split, and trip assignment, discussed in detail in Subsections 311 through
roug 321 of this chapter. A
capacity and level of service analysis, defined as the evaluation of conditions
tions
ns within the study
dy area with
project-generated trips superimposed on the future No-Action condition, as a representation
of the projected
represent
projecte
future With-Action condition, is conducted.
Once these steps have been completed, a determination of significant
impacts—based
of
nificant
ant impacts
impact
sed
ed on
o a comparison
compa
With-Action conditions with No-Action conditions and using thee impact
thresholds—may
be made.
Generally,
mpact thres
thresh
may b
m
the transit analyses are performed in coordination with those
se of traffic and pedestrians.
strian
strians.

360. DETAILED PEDESTRIAN ANALYSIS

The first step in preparing for and conducting the pedestrian
impact
determine the specific locations of
edestria
estr
mpac analysis
mpa
is is to deter
dete
the pedestrian elements and facilities to be studied.
pedestrian analysis
three pedestrian elements:
ied.. The p
pe
ana s considers
consi
co
crosswalks, intersection corners where pedestrians
signal
ians wait for a pedestrian
strian
trian sign
signa to allow them to cross the street, and
sidewalks and other walkways.
361. PEDESTRIAN STUDY AREA
The first step in determining the
he study area is
i to identify the
he routes
rout between the site entrances/exits and the
beginning/end of pedestrian
bus stops, parking facilities and generaan components,
components including subway
bw stations,
t
tors of “walk” trips. Forr example,
ample, the
th pedestrian
trian analysis
a lys
lysis for
f a proposed office building in Midtown Manhattan would consider, in addition to nearbyy pedestrian
pedestria
edestria elements (i.e., sidewalks, crosswalks and intersection
corners) that would
ld be used by walk
w trips,
rips,
s, the major elements en route to/from the site from/to the subway
stations, bus stops
to be used. If the combined assignments of all pedeops and parking
parkin lots reasonably
sonably expected
exp
strian trips (which
include pure walk trips as well
( ich inclu
we as the pedestrian component of all other modes) to any of
w
these elements
should be part of the pedestrian study area.
ment is 200 or
ments
o more,
e, then these elements
ele
el
When
new or expanded school site, special consideration should be given to
n identifying tthe study
dy area
a a for a ne
n
pedestrian
posing
concerns
(i.e., uncontrolled crossings, intersections with high number of
edestrian
strian elements
elem
ng safety
saf
s
co
accidents,
vehicular an
and pedestrian
strian
an accident
acciden etc.) along walking routes to/from the school. Any uncontrolled crossing,
under the
where, und
e With-Action
th-Action
h-Action ccondition an increment of 20 or more students are assigned during the highest
by the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) 2009 edition of
crossing
rossing hourr (aa threshold
th
thre old recommended
r
Manual
the M
al on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) for the School Crossing signal warrant,) should be included in the detailed
cl
detaile safety and operational analyses including the signal warrant analysis (please refer to
Section
further details).
ion
on 370 for furt

362. DETERMINATION
OF PEAK PERIODS
MINA
After the study area is determined, the next step is the determination of peak periods, which depend on the
type of project. Guidance for determining the peak travel hours is located in Subsection 332.
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363. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING CONDITIONS
Once the study areas have been defined, the analysis of existing conditions becomes the building block that is
used to project future No-Action and With-Action conditions. The analysis of existing pedestrian conditions
determines whether key pedestrian routes and related elements (sidewalks, crosswalks and corner reservoir
areas) expected to be traversed by pedestrians under the proposed project are currently operating at acceptable LOS, and provides an overview of general pedestrian conditions within the study area.
363.1. Assembly and Collection of Pedestrian Counts
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Prior to collecting any new data, DCP and DOT should be contacted regarding the availability of any
nts within the projectt study
pedestrian studies as well as recently completed environmental assessments
area that could be the source of available pedestrian count data and
However,
d LOSS analyses.
an
ana
wever,
ever, the
available data should not be more than three years old and care mustt be taken to ensure
sure
ure that the
pedestrian travel patterns have not changed due to significant developments
modification to
evelopments
opments and/or
a
the existing pedestrian elements in the project study area.

New pedestrian counts should be taken for one “typical”” mid-week
mid
d -week day during
ng representative
rrepre tati
t t peak
periods (i.e. morning, midday, evening, and/or other appropriate
periods).
Counts
should be
propriate peak
pe
p
eriods).
iods). Coun
C
taken over the course of the full peak period and recorded
ecorded in 15-minute
15tee intervals, since
sin analyses to
be conducted utilize a 15-minute analysis period
evaluations.
d for their evalu
s. Counts taken
tak during weekend
peak periods or special times (such as game days
ys or other ev
eevents)) should
hould also be taken for one day.
However, crosswalk counts at all study intersections
ersec
rse
ns should
shou be collected
ollected for one
on additional mid-week
day and one additional weekend day during
peak periods
ringg representative
repres
repre
pea
eriods to validate the data if counts
for all three pedestrian elements (i.e.,
e., crosswalk,
rosswalk, sidewalk
s
alk
lk and ccorner)
er) are collected. If a proposed
action requires one pedestrian element,
then counts for one addiement,
ent, such as a sidewalk,
walk,
alk, to be analyzed,
an
tional mid-week day and one additional
warranted) should be performed to confirm
ditional weekend
we
week
day
ay (if warrante
all the counts.
The pedestrian counts to be conducted
pedestrian elements identified as constituting
conducte depend on the ped
the pedestrian studyy area.
should
include crosswalks,
corner reservoirs at intersections where
rea. They sh
s
cr
cro
pedestrians queuee up
to
and those moving between the adjoining sip while waiting
wai
wa
o cross
cros the
he street
str
dewalks but not
ot crossing
rossing the
th street,, sidewalks,
ewalks and other important routes if such are applicable (e.g.
bridges, mid-block
counts are needed to conduct the subsequent
d-block arcades or plazas).
azas).
as). Two-directional
Two-di
Two-dire
LOS analyses.
yses.

363.2. Preparation
epara
eparat
of Existing
Exis
xis
Pedestrian
edestrian Volum
Volume
Volumes and Levels of Service Analysis

The
he me
metho
methodologies
l
presented
esented in th
the HCM are the basic analytical tools used to analyze pedestrian
be referred to for detailed information on analytical procedures. For
conditions and
a thee HCM
HC should
hould b
locations or other walkways, the most important parameters in the analyses are
midblock sidewalk
walk locatio
locat
volume of pedestrians
the vvo
edestrian passing a given point during the peak 15 minutes of each peak period and
walkway
width (the portion of a walkway that can be used effectively by pedestrians). A
eeffective wa
eff
w
way
ay widt
wid
schematic
existing
maticc of ex
ing conditions should be prepared detailing total walkway width, walkway obstructions
ns (i.e.,
(i.e.
e , poles, signs, trees, hydrants, subway entrances, parking meters, newsstands, street ventelephone booths, etc.) and effective walkway width. Care must be taken in estimating the efdors, telephon
walkway width by taking into account shy distances of building faces and curbs, preemptive
fective walk
width of
o obstructions, and effective length of occasional obstructions. Refer to the HCM for details.
The
he primary performance measure for sidewalks and walkways is pedestrian unit flow rate, expressed as pedestrians per minute per foot of width (pmf), which is an indicator of the quality of pedestrian movement and comfort. It must be determined whether the pedestrian flow along a sidewalk or walkway location is best described as “non-platoon” or “platoon.” Non-platoon flow occurs
when pedestrian volume within the peak 15-minute period is relatively uniform. Platoon flow occurs
when pedestrian volumes vary significantly within the peak 15-minute period, such as where nearby
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bus stops, subway stations and/or crosswalks account for much of the pedestrian volume. Sidewalk
and walkway LOS for average unit flow rates are defined in Table 16-9 for non-platoon and platoon
conditions:

Table 16-9
Sidewalk/Walkway LOS for Non-Platoon and
Platoon Conditions
Non-Platoon Flow
≤ 5 pmf
> 5 to 7 pmf
> 7 to 10 pmf
> 10 to 15 pmf
> 15 to 23 pmf
> 23 pmf

Platoon Flow
≤ 0.5 pmf
> 0.5 to 3 pmf
> 3 to 6 pmf
> 6 to 11 pmf
mf
> 11 to 18
8 pmf
> 18 pmf
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LOS A
LOS B
LOS C
LOS D
LOS E
LOS F

Street corners and crosswalks are also analyzed via the
he HCM procedures,
proced
the most important
impor
imp
analysis
parameters of which are intersecting sidewalk pedestrian
crosswalk
volumes,
estrian volumes,
volu
osswalk pedestrian
pede
p
average pedestrian speed, effective street corner/crosswalk
conflicting vehicles that
er/crosswalk areas,
a
volume
olume of confl
con
turn into the crosswalk and pedestrian signal
al timings.
t ngs. The primary
ary performance
performanc measure for corners
and crosswalks is pedestrian space, expressed
feet per pedestrian
(ft2/p). Corner and
pressed
ssed as square
sq
squ
pedest
pedes
crosswalk LOS for pedestrian space aree defined
efined in TTable 16-10:
-10:
10:

Table 16-10
0
Corner/Crosswalk
ner/Crosswalk
r/Crosswa LOS Pedestrian
Space
ce
LOS
OS A
LOS B
LOS C
LOS D
LOS E
LO
LOS F

> 60 ft2/p
> 40 - 60 ftt2//p
>24
4 - 40 ft2/p
> 15 - 24 ft2/p
> 8 - 15 ft2/p
≤ 8 ft2/p

When
hen rre
rting pedestrian
trian volumes aand conducting LOS analyses for intersection corners and crossreporting
for
walks,
alks, a peak
pe
pea 15-minute
in e period fo
f each pedestrian element should be used rather than a common
15-minute period.
example, during an AM peak hour of 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m., the peak 15peak 15-m
15-mi
riod Forr exa
crosswalk
may be 8:30 a.m. to 8:45 a.m., but for an adjacent corner, it may be
minute period
d forr a crossw
cros
Therefore, the analysis for these two elements would be based on their re8:45
5 a.m. to 9:00
00 a.m. Th
sspective
sp
e pea
peak 15-minute
5-minu volumes.
5-minut
Average
pedestrian walking speed, which is used in determining crosswalk time-space, depends on
erage pedestr
the proportion
proportio of elderly and school children in the walking population. An average walking speed of
3.5 feet per second (fps) should be used if the elderly and school children proportion is less than 20
percent
of the walking population; otherwise, a walking speed of 3.0 fps should be used. If the study
p
pe
rcent
nt o
intersection has a school crosswalk or is located within the Senior Pedestrian Focus Areas (SPFA), a
interse
walking
speed of 3.0 fps should be used in the intersection corner and crosswalk analyses. To deterl
mine whether the study intersection(s) are within the designated SPFA, examine the maps provided
here.

In addition to the operational analyses discussed above, high crash locations should be identified in
consultation with DOT and the study area should include those intersections in the safety assessCEQR TECHNICAL MANUAL
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ment. A high crash location is one where there were 48 or more total crashes (reportable and nonreportable) or five or more pedestrian/bicycle injury accidents in any consecutive 12 months of the
most recent 3-year period for which data is available. In addition, if the proposed project is a school
site, it requires the analysis of existing pedestrian safety at intersections expected to be used as main
walking routes to and from schools, even if these intersections are not categorized as high-accident
locations. See Section 370 for additional information.
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364. Future No-Action Condition
The future No-Action conditions account for general background growth within the study area, plus tripmakpmakpma
ing expected to be generated by major proposed projects that are likely to be in
i place by the proposed
project's build year. The compounded annual growth rates in Table 16-4 are
recommended
to calculate
e recomme
comm
alculate
lculate the
background growth rate accounting for short term and long term patterns in CEQR docu
documents.. For addition
docum
additional
information regarding the assessment of the future No-Action condition,
n, seee Subsection
Subsectio 343..

364.1. Preparation of Future No-Action Volumes and Levels of Service Analysis
ysis

Pedestrian flow maps and pedestrian level of service analyses
alyses
es should b
be prepared
pared
ared following
ffollow the same
methodologies outlined for the existing conditions analyses.
analyses would
nalyses. Documentation
Docum ation of the ana
Docu
provide for a full description of future No-Action conditions
onditions
ditions and include
iin
e text and tabular
tabul
tabu comparisons
of how conditions are expected to change from existing condit
conditions to
No-Action scenario.
o the future N
No
This assessment should also account for any
changes that could afnyy programmed
pr
p
ammed pedestrian
strian network
netw
fect pedestrian flows or levels of service..

365. Analysis of Future With-Action Condition
ndition
tion
The objective of the future With-Action
is to determine
on
n condition analysis
an
determin projected future condition with the
proposed project in place and fullyy operational.
With-Action condition is then compared with the
perational. The future
ture With-Acti
With-Act
future No-Action scenario to determine
etermine
mine whether
wheth or not the
he proposed
propo
propos project would likely have significant adverse impacts on the study area's
rea's
ea's pedestrian
pedestr
pedestria facilities requiring
q ng mitigation.
m

The assessment of projected
With-Action
condition
of a series of analytical steps—trip generaected
d future Wi
W
tion co
ition consists
itio
c
tion, modal split, and trip
in Subsections 311 through 321 of this chapter. Once
p assignment,
assignmen
assignme discussed
cussed
ed in detail
de
d
these steps have been completed,
level of service analysis, defined as the evaluation of condicompleted a capacity
apacity
city and leve
lev
tions within thee study area wi
with project-generated
wit
ject-generated
t-generated trips superimposed on the future No-Action condition, as a
representation of the proje
projected future With-Action
condition, is conducted. Then, a determination of signifip
With-A
With-Act
cant impacts—based
condition with No-Action condition and using the imacts— sed on a comparison
acts
mparison of With-Action
W
pact thresholds—may
be made.
hresholds
eshold —
e.
Generally,
pedestrian
are performed in coordination with those of traffic and transit.
enerally,
erally, the pe
ian analyses
analys
ana

ASSESSMENT OFF VEHICULAR
AND PEDESTRIAN SAFETY ISSUES
370. ASSESS
ASSESSME
V ICULAR
CULAR A
key issue
Thee ke
e to
o be rresolved
res ved in safety analyses is the extent to which vehicular and pedestrian exposure to crashes
expected to increase with the proposed project in place. While many proposed projects do not
ma reasonably
may
onably
bly be expe
require
analysis of safety impacts, they may need to be addressed for some projects, such as those that
e a detailed ana
an
would
uld
d significantly redesign or reconfigure one or more streets as part of the proposed project; or those located
near sensitive land
uses, such as hospitals, schools, parks, nursing homes, elderly housing, or study intersections
l
located in
SPFAs (maps of SPFAs can be found here) that could be affected by increased traffic and pedestrian voi SP
lumes generated by the proposed project.
Increased pedestrian crossings at documented high-accident locations may result in increasingly unsafe conditions. Generating measurable pedestrian crossings at non-controlled locations, midblock or intersection, especially for sites generating young pedestrians, such as schools, parks or other similar facilities, may also lead to unsafe
conditions. One example would be a new school where a principal access path transverses a high crash location,
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defined as a location with 48 or more total reportable and non-reportable crashes or five or more pedestrian/bicyclists injury crashes in any consecutive 12 months of the most recent 3-year period for which data is
available.
“Reportable crashes” are defined as all crashes involving death or injury that must be “reported” to the NYS Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) by the police agencies, as well as those crashes resulting in death, injury or
property damage in excess of $1,000 must be reported to the DMV by the involved party.
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“Non-reportable” crashes contain less detail than reportable crashes, and are entered and retained in the compuom
terized accident file by DMV. Property Damage Only (PDO) crashes reported by police agencies, but not by the ini
volved motorists, are filed by the DMV as “non-reportable.” PDO crashes filed byy a motorist are considered
dered
ered “non
“non-reportable” if the property damage reported is either less than $1,000 or not provided.
ided

In addition, the absence of controlled pedestrian crosswalks at key access
leading to/from
cess points lead
lea
o/from
/from a proposed
propo
prop
project, crossing locations with difficult sight lines, etc., may all serve as indicators
problems
dicators of
o current
nt or future pr
that could create the potential for significant impacts.
The assessment of safety impacts should indicate the nature off the impact, th
the volumes
affected
umes affe
d by or affecting
such impacts (including the types of vehicles, including trucks;
age group
pedestrians, such as children
ks; and the ag
p of pedestr
pedestrian
or the elderly), accident types and severity, and other contributing
Increased
crossings at alontributing
tributing factors.
fact
ncreased
creased pedestrian
pedes
ready-documented high-crash locations would result in
unsafee conditions. In addition, increased pen increasingly u
destrian crossings at non-controlled locations (midblockk or intersection),
interse
inters
), may
ay also lead
lea to unsafe conditions, especially for projects generating young pedestrians,
parks
locations. The analysis
ns,, such
suc as schools,
sch
scho
ks and other
othe similar
s
of the proposed project should also considerr potential
effects
otential safety
ssa
ects on bicycle
bicy activity. For example, does the
proposed project affect heavily-used bicycle
A quantitative
analysis should be conducted indicatle routes
tes or paths?
pat
quantitat
quantita
ing the number of bicycle accidents at the location, and
an mayy bee combine
combined with the evaluation of pedestrian safety. The types of measures to improvee traffic
pedestrian
raffic and pe
p
ian
an safety should
shou be identified and coordinated with DOT
(Section 540 for mitigation of pedestrian
estrian
ian impacts).
impacts
impac
Summary accident data for the
recent three-year period
he most recen
riod is available from DOT. In addition, the following
reference material may be
addressingg these issues:
a) accident records at New York Police Department;
e helpful
lpful in add
iss
issue
and b) New York State Department
CLASS data.
artment of
o Transportation
portatio (NYSDOT)
N
NYSD

380. DETAILED PARKING
NG ANALYSIS
The first step in preparing for and
d conducting
nducting tthe parking analysis is to determine the specific locations of the
parking facilities
cilit to bee studied.
cilitie
stu
st
381.. Study Area
An appropriately
area encompasses those facilities—i.e., parking lots and garages and onappropriatel sized
appropriate
d parking
rking study
st
street curb sspaces—in
vehicular traffic destined for the site of the proposed project would likely park.
—in which veh
ve
The ext
extent of the
corresponds to the maximum distance that someone driving to the site would be willexten
hee aareaa corresp
corres
ingg to w
walk. Thiss walking
distance
is a function of several parameters, including the following:
walki
wa
di
•

How
accessory and/or public parking would be provided on-site as part of the proposed
w much ac
project? W
Would it be sufficient or would project-generated vehicles need to park off-site? If on-site
parking
kin would be sufficient, there would be no need to define a parking study area unless the proposed
pose project would eliminate a significant amount of available public parking.

•

What is the nature of the site's surrounding area? Is the site centrally located within the surrounding
street network or, for example, is it a waterfront site from which drivers cannot proceed in all four
directions to find parking? Is the area somewhat desolate in peak project hours, thereby making
drivers anxious about walking greater distances from their parked cars to the site? Is there an abundance of available parking in the area that affords the driver the opportunity to walk short distances
and not require an analysis of parking sites more distant from the project site?
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In general, a 0.25 mile walk is considered the maximum distance from primary off-site parking facilities to the
project site, although it could be longer or shorter depending on the factors noted above. Amusement parks,
arenas, beaches, and recreational facilities are examples of land uses with parking demands that often extend
beyond 0.25 mile of the project site. Should the parking spaces available within this distance of the site, along
with whatever amount of parking is provided on-site, prove insufficient to accommodate the peak parking
demand, consideration should be given to extending the study area to a maximum of 0.5 mile of the site.
However, it should be noted that this is the extent to which drivers would generally go to find available parking, and it does not necessarily indicate that this extended parking study area supply is acceptable. It merely
ely
constitutes a piece of information to be disclosed to decision-makers and the public at large.
382. Existing Parking Condition
The objective of the existing parking condition analysis is to document the
which public
he extent
xtent to w
wh
ublic
blic parking is
available and utilized in the study area. The analysis consists of an inventory
ntoryy of on- and off-street
street
treet (i.e.,
((i.e.
i.e., parking
park
lot and garage) spaces, and a summary tabulation indicating the number
umber
er of parking
parkin spaces available for
fo potential future parkers in the area.
382.1. On-Street Parking Analyses

Typically, a parking analysis provides both a qualitative
ative
ve overview of
o parking
king
ing in the area and quantified
summaries of the nature and extent of parking that occurs. Q
Qualitatively,
atively,
tively, it should
shou include a general
overview of the type of parking regulations that
th exist in the
t area.
a.. For example, is it generally an "alternate-side-of-the-street" type parking area
parking
ea with
wit
w metered
met
mete
ing availab
available along key retail streets
(with those key streets specified by name)?
parking is generally prohibited to
me)?
)? Is it an area where
here curb
c
par
parkin
allow maximum street frontage for commercial
deliveries or
mmercial vehicle
ve
o for additional traffic capacity, as
is the case in much of Midtown Manhattan?

Quantitatively, the analysis should
the number of legal on-street parking
ould include
includ a tabulation
bulation of th
spaces that exist within the
critical times of day for parking. For a convenhe parking study
stu
stud area by the critica
critic
tional office or residential
the critical times are 7 a.m. to 9 a.m. when people arrive at work
ntial
tial project, th
or leave their homes
midday (usually
between 12:00 and 2:00 p.m.) when parking in
es to
o go to work;
wo
work at mid
usu
usual
a business area is frequently
occupancy;
equently aat peakk occup
ccup cy; aand at any other times when parking regulations
change significantly
parking regulations exist—
ficantly
ntly (such aas in areas
reas
eas where alternate-side-of-the-street
a
typically from
rom 8:00 a.m.
a.m to
t 11:00
00 a.m.
m. or from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.—and where curb occupancies
change just before and
hours that the restrictions are in place). The number of spaces
an just after
er the hour
mayy be obtained
by tabulating
btained
ned b
ulating the length
leng of curb space at which it is legal to park (i.e., excluding fire
hydrants,
restricted
parking areas, etc.) and dividing by an average parking space length of
ydrant driveways,
vew
estricted parki
20
0 feet, or by
b counting
nting
tin the
he number
numbe
numb of cars actually parked at the curb plus those that could fit within
available ggaps.

Thee aanalysis should
ould include
includ a tabulation of how many legal on-street parking spaces exist at the likely
periods
off lowest
supply and highest demand, such as 8:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m., since the
p
pe
lo st suppl
supp
peak times
es for
fo parking
p ki activity and parking facility utilization often differ from the peak times for potential
impacts, as well as how many of those spaces are occupied and how many are vacant.
ntiall traffic imp
For proposed projects that have significant trip making activities at other times, those other peak
timess are also
a assessed. For example, this could include weekend or weeknight hours for a concert
hall, spo
sports arena, convention center, movie theater, etc.

It is also advisable to include a more detailed map indicating the key parking regulations on the block
faces of the project site and within a more convenient walking distance than the full parking study
area. This is needed for two reasons: 1) to provide a better picture of actual conditions at the site;
and 2) should a future parking shortfall be identified and additional on-street parking prohibitions be
needed as mitigation for traffic impacts, it facilitates the determination of the spaces to be taken.
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382.2. Off-Street Parking Analyses

The location of all public parking lots and garages within the study area should be inventoried and
mapped. The licensed capacity of each (which must be posted at its entrance) is noted. Then, one or
two mid-week days surveys of the occupancy levels of each parking lot and garage are undertaken to
determine the extent to which each is occupied at a representative morning peak hour, such as 8:00
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., and at a time of typical maximum occupancy, such as 12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m., or
1:00 p.m. to 2:00p.m.
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For specific types of projects that generate a significant amount of in and out parking activity, an
hour-by-hour parking occupancy survey may be needed. Examples of this include shopping centers,
nters,
ters
multiplex movie theaters, and major mixed-use development projects. For
Fo several of these
se uses,
weekend and/or weeknight surveys may also be appropriate. For example,
proposed museum
mple,
le, a pro
useum
eum may
be expected to generate traffic and parking activity weekdays from
m 10:00
:00 a.m. tto 8:00
0 p.m. and on
weekends from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. For this proposal, parking
perking occupancy
ccupancy surveys
ys might be pe
formed at 10:00 a.m., when museum employees would comee to work and look
for
nearby
parking;
lo
or arby park
parkin at
12:00 p.m. or 2:00 p.m., when visitor activity would build to an assumed maximum;
mum; an
mum
a evening
venin hour,
such as 7:00 p.m., when there would be a significant amount
patronage and
mount
unt of patro
patron
d demand
dema ffor parking in
the area from other uses; and at a representative weekend
traffic is expected
eekend
ekend peak hour,
ho when
hen visitor tra
traff
to be greatest and/or when parking facilities in the
judgment
he area are most
mos
mo fullyy utilized.
tilized. Reasonable
Reaso
Re
is needed.

The tabulation of off-street parking should
name and
d include
inc
inclu the n
d location o
of each facility, its posted
capacity, number of spaces utilized, and
percentage utili
utilization
d the pe
per
on for
f the representative critical
hours identified. A summary statement
extent
which such parking is available in the
ment of the overall
ove
xtent
tent to w
wh
study area is included. For example,
ple, it could be that onlyy 65 percent
perce of a study area’s off-street parking supply is occupied at peakk hours,
ours, but that
tha
th the three facilities closest to the proposed project site
are fully utilized because development
is greatest there.
These important findings should be
evelopment
lopment density
de
ther
t
highlighted.
Occupancy surveys mayy be taken iin one o
of several
The most appropriate procedure is to physeral ways.
w
ically count the number
of
vehicles
parked
at
the
lot
or
garage.
General practice has been to interber veh
ve
ked a h
he lo
view the lot manager
nager or an attendant
a
dant
ant and ask tto what extent the facility fills up by time of day, or to
make a visual
facility. As this information cannot be validated,
ual judgment
judgmen of
o the utilization
zation of a parking
p
other methods
ethods should be pursued
rsued
ed that result
res
resu in first-hand counts.

O
ut

383. FUTURE
CONDITION
TURE NO-ACTION
N ACTIO PARKING
RKING CONDIT
The objective of this
the future on- and off-street parking conditions without the
t assessment
ess nt is to identify
essm
id
proposed
projection
roposed
osed project.
projec Thee projectio
ojec
of ffuture No-Action on- and off-street parking needs includes applying an
growth
annual background
backgr
back
wth rate (see
(s Table 16-4) to the existing on- and off-street parking demand and assignNo-Action
demand to these facilities. The projected parking demand is then coming the No
on projects’
ojects’
ects’ parking
par
p
pared to
t study
dy area’s
are
area’ parking
parkin supply by considering any changes to the street network, on-street parking
regulations,
reg
regu
s, closure
osure or reduction of existing off-street parking facilities, and/or addition of any new parking
facilitiess within the stu
study area. The parking garage/lot assessment should be shown as an hourly parking utilifa
zation/accumulation,
on/accumulation
n/accumulatio while on-street utilization may be focused to the analysis peak periods. Should any
analysis
lysis
ysis peak hour
ho indicate that the garage/lot parking utilization is at or exceeds 98 percent of its capacity,
then the
parking facility is considered “at capacity” for that hour and no vehicles should be assigned to the gahe park
rage/lot. A
All hourly shortfalls should be identified in the parking utilization table.
384. FUTURE WITH-ACTION CONDITION
The objective of this assessment is to identify the future on- and off-street parking conditions with the proposed project in place, which requires estimating the action’s daily and hourly parking demand and the study
area’s future parking supply (which may include on- and off-site parking facilities as well as on-street curb
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spaces), and assigning the project-related vehicles to these facilities. Should any analysis peak hour indicate
that the garage/lot parking utilization is at or exceeds 98% of its capacity, then the parking facility is considered “at capacity” for that hour and no vehicles should be assigned to the garage/lot. This information
should be presented in an hourly parking utilization table that compares the future No-Action and WithAction conditions and identifies excess capacity and/or parking shortfalls.

400. DETERMINING IMPACT SIGNIFICANCE
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The comparison of expected conditions in the future with and without the proposed project in place determines
termin
termine
whether any impacts, or changes in future conditions, are to be expected. Nationally,, there
are no hard federal
th
ederal
eral or inindustry-wide standards in use that define impact significance. Each municipality, county,
agency responsible for
nty,
y, or state
s
traffic, transit, pedestrian, parking operations and/or site plan approvals has either
her developed its own
n local set of stansta
st
dards, or responds to development proposals more qualitatively based on their
heir sense of whether
w
er the
he proposal’s
proposal trip
generation is likely to be significant.

The proposed project’s context, location, hours of operation, and thee types
travel modes
would
play a
pes of trave
des it
i w
d generate
ge
key role in determining whether or not a project’s impacts are deemed
For
emed
ed significant.
significa
orr example,
examp if
i two distinct proposed projects would generate the same number of trips or result
ult in the same levelss of service, but
b one project would
generate its trips during the conventional peak travel hours and the other would
during non-peak
d generate its
i traffic
t
hours, one project’s impacts may be significant while the others
such. In another example, if
hers may not be considered
nsidered
sidered as suc
su
two proposed projects would generate the same volumee of
situated in a commercial area and
o traffic,
affic, but
bu one would be situat
the other on a quiet residential street, it is possible that
hat only one
o of thesee projects
ects would have significant impacts.
Correspondingly, the determination of significant
important
questions:
nt impacts
pacts must respond
ond
nd to several
sev
im
•

Would generated vehicle trips likely cause a notice
noticeable change
on study area streets?
hange in volumes
volum
volu

•

Would generated vehicle trips likely
traffic delays
to be unacceptable?
ikelyy cause additional
add
dela considered
c

•

Would generated vehicle trips
exacerbate or createe unsaf
unsafe conditions?
rips likely exace

•

Would generated vehicle
pedestrian
cle trips likely worsen
w
pe
rian ccrossing conditions on the affected streets?

•

Would generated vehicle
likely
create
significant delays for surface transit trips?
icle trips like
li
eate significa
signific

•

Would generated
delays and congestion to vehicular traffic?
ted pedestrian
pedestria trips likely
ikely cause noticeable
not

•

Would the location
use of truck loading docks
or other goods delivery areas create significant problems for
ocation and
a u
d
vehicles,
pedestrians,
es, pe
ped
trians,
ns and bicycles?
icycles?

•

Would
volume of project-generated
subway trips likely cause congestion, delays, or unsafe conditions on
ould the volu
pro t-generat
t-genera
stairwells, platforms
or through its turnstiles?
station
ation stairwe
atforms
orm or
o corridors,
orr

•

bus passengers cause overcrowding on buses? Would it necessitate
Would the
th volume
me of project-generated
project
project-g
addi more bus
adding
b service?
rvice?

•

Could the
Co
C
he volume
olume of pedestrian trips generated by the proposed project be accommodated on study area sidewalks
within its crosswalks and corners at key intersections?
alks and safely w

The sections
ons
ns that follow present recommended guidelines for determining impact significance for each transportation
element.
410. DETERMINATION OF SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC IMPACTS
Different municipalities and agencies around the country use different definitions of a significant traffic impact.
There is no industry wide standard for the definition of a significant traffic impact. In general, however, there is
agreement that deterioration in levels of service (LOS) within the clearly acceptable range (LOS A through LOS C)
is not considered significant. Deterioration to marginally acceptable LOS D (mid-LOS D or better) is also not consi-
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dered significant. If the LOS under the With-Action condition deteriorates to worse than mid-LOS D, then the determination of whether the impact is considered significant is based on a sliding scale that varies with the NoAction LOS. This impact determination is premised on the assumption that deterioration in LOS under the WithAction condition becomes less tolerable when there is a poor LOS in the No-Action condition. The following
should be applied in determining whether or not the traffic impacts of a proposed project being evaluated are
significant.
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411. Signalized Intersections
Determination of significant impacts for signalized intersections is summarized as follows:
•

If a lane group under the With-Action condition is within LOS A, B or C, or marginally
acceptable
ma
m
ptable LOS
D (average control delay less than or equal to 45.0 seconds/veh), the
he impact
mpact is not
n considered
dered signifisignif
cant. The level of service changes, however, could affect neighborhood
character should
occur
borhood
hood charac
hould
uld they occu
on residential streets, and, therefore, should be disclosed (see
Characsee Chapter 21
21, "Neighborhood
hborhood Ch
Cha
ter," for further guidance). However, if a lane group underr thee No-Action
No-Action condition
itio
ti iss within LOS
L A, B
or C, then a deterioration under the With-Action condition
D (delay
greater
ition
n to worse than mid-LOS
midd
del
than 45.0 seconds/veh) should be considered a significant
ficant
nt impact.

•

For a lane group with LOS D under the No-Action
projected average control
n condition,
ondition, an increase
ease
se in projecte
delay of 5.0 or more seconds should be considered
dered significant
significa if the
signifi
he With-Action
With-Actio delay exceeds midLOS D (delay greater than 45.0 seconds/veh).
eh

•

For a lane group with LOS E under thee No-Actio
No-Action
condition,
-Act
on, an increase in projected delay of 4.0 or
more seconds should be considered
d significant.
nificant.

•

For a lane group with LOS F under
condition,
increase in projected delay of 3.0 or
nder the No-Action
No-Ac
No
-Ac
dition, an in
more seconds should be considered
nsidered
ered significant.
signifi
signif

412. UNSIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS
N
NS
For unsignalized intersections
signalized
intersections would apply. For the minor
tionss the same
sam criteria
ria as for
or sig
s
street to trigger a significant
identified in the future With-Action conditions in any
ificant
nt impact,
impact 90 PCEs
CEs must
mus bee ide
peak hour.

413. Highways and Ramp Sec
Sections
Highway or ra
ramp
main line capacity sections, weaving areas, and ramp
p sections
section
ctio being
ng analyzed—including
analyzed—in
analyzed—
junctions—should
nss—shou
sho
not deteriorate
orate more than
tha one-half of a level of service between the No-Action and Withth
Action
when the
is within LOS D, E, or F.
on
n conditions w
he No-Action
N Action condition
cco

420.. DETERMINA
DETERMINATION OF SIGNIFICANT
DETERMINAT
SIGNIFICAN SUBWAY/RAIL TRANSIT IMPACTS
determination
impacts differs for stairways, passageways/corridors, turnstiles, and platform
The de
dete
tion
ion of significant
signific
conditions.
elements, however, it is important to highlight incremental changes in passenger
condit
ndit
Forr all cir
ccirculation
at
volumes as well as v/c changes.
NYCT is the agency in New York responsible for implementing or overseeing the
vol
volu
c
implementation
mentation of rail
ra transit mitigation measures, should they be needed. There may be cases where alternative
assessments
essments
sments may be warranted to cover either unique conditions or alternative with project analysis methodologies.
421. Stairways and Passageways
NYCT has defined significant stairway impacts in terms of the width increment threshold (WIT) needed to
bring the stair or passageway back to its No-Action v/c ratio or to bring it to a v/c ratio of 1.00, whichever is
greater. Please note that the WIT is used to determine significant impact, and is not the actual widening that
would be required to mitigate a significant impact (see Section 520 for stairway/passageway mitigation).
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To determine the WIT, use the following formula if both the No-Action v/c and the With-Action v/c ratios are
greater than 1.00:
Equation 16-5
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Where: WIT = width increment threshold
We = effective width in inches in the No-Action
Vp = 15-minute project-induced change in passenger volume
Vna
=
No-Action passenger volume

In instances where the No-Action v/c ratio is less than one but the With-Action
h-Action
ction v/c ra
rat
ratio is greater than one,
on
then the WIT should be calculated to bring the v/c back to 1.00, rather
Use the
er than
an the to the
th No-Action
ction v/c. Us
following formula to calculate the WIT in cases where the No-Action
than 1.00:
on v/c
/c is less th
tha
0:
Equation 16-6

Where: WIT = width increment threshold
We = effective width
dth in thee No-Action
No
Vb up = total With-Action
th-Actio volume in the up dire
direction
Vb down = total
tal With-Action
With A
volume
olume in the down
d
direction
150 = guideline capacity of stairway (u
(use 250 for
passageways))
Fff = friction fa
factor
Sf = surge factor
f
(Sf = 1 in the
he non-surged
non
direction)

Stairways and passageways
eways that are substantially
antially
ally degraded
d
de ade in v/c, or which result in the formation of extensive queues are classified
impacts are typically considered to occur once
ssified as significantly
signif
y impacted.
mpacted. Significant
Si
the following WIT
or exceeded:
IT are reached o
eeded:
ed:

Table
ble
bl
e 1616
16-11
-11

With tio
With-Action
v/c

WIT for Significant Impact
(inches)
Stairway
Passageway

1.00
1.00-1.09
1.
1.1-1.19
1
.1
1
1.20-1.29
1.3-1.39
1.4-1.49
1.5-1.59
1.6 and up

8
7
6
5
4
3
2

13
11.5
10
8.5
6
4.5
3

422. Turnstiles,
rnsti
ti
Escalators, Elevators and High-Wheel Exits
Proposed projects that cause a turnstile, escalator or high-wheel exit gate to increase from v/c below 1.00 to
v/c of 1.00 or greater are considered to create a significant impact. Where a facility is already at a v/c of 1.00
or greater, a 0.01 change in v/c ratio is also considered significant.
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423. Platforms
NYCT guidelines define the objective of maintaining LOS C/D occupancy conditions along platforms. For platforms (and for station mezzanine or concourse levels) there are two concerns: capacity for passenger movement and waiting; and passenger safety. However, platform widths and configurations are also the most difficult of the station elements to modify or enlarge.
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A future With-Action increment that causes a platform zone to exceed a v/c ratio of 1.33 is considered a significant impact. A full description of what deterioration between or within given levels of service mean to
passengers and train operation should also be included.
424. Line-Haul Capacity
In the area of line-haul capacity, there are constraints on what service improvements
ovements
ments are
ar potentially
tially available
to NYCT. The comparison of future With-Action load levels per car with
No-Action levels
h future
uture No-A
No-Ac
evelss would indiind
cate whether, and to what extent, ridership per car would increase.
Any increases in average per car load levels that remain within guideline
uideline
eline capacity
capacit limits
ts are
ar generally
g erally not considered significant impacts. However, projected increases from
within gu
guideline capacim a No-Action ccondition
ion
on with
ty to a With-Action condition that exceeds guideline capacity
city may be considered
co
red a significant
significan
significa impact if the
proposed project is generating five more transit riders per car. This is based
d on
n a general
gener aassumption that at
guideline capacity, the addition of even five more riderss per car is perceptible.
p
pe
ible.
le.

430. DETERMINATION OF SIGNIFICANT BUS TRANSIT
IMPACTS
IT IMPACT
MPAC
The With-Action evaluations provide an analysis
levels per
nalysis
is of projected
proje
load
oad level
leve
er bus at each affected route's maximum load point to determine whetherr this future load
within a typical bus’s total capacity or
lo level
vel would be w
above total capacity. As previously noted,
MTABC, and
ted, LIB, MTA
MT
nd NYCT buses are scheduled to operate at a maximum
load of 54 (standard) or 85 (articulated)
(over-the-road)
passengers per bus—their maximum seated-plusulated)
ed) or 55 (o
e-road) pa
passe
standee load—at the bus's maximum
point.
Accordingg to current
MTA bus operating agencies’ guidelines, inximum
m load poi
po
curr
cur
creases in bus load levels to
capacity
o above their maximum
m
p y at any load point is defined as a significant impact
pa
since it necessitates adding
along
ng more bus service
se
alon that
at route.
rrou

440. DETERMINATION OF SIGNIFICANT
SIGNIFICAN PEDESTRIAN
ESTRIAN
TRIAN IMPACTS
IMP
IMPA
The guidance described below is based
comfort and convenience levels of pedestrians and should
ased
d on the general
gen
ge
be used in determining
impacts. As defined previously, pedestrian LOS D refers to
ermining
ning the significance
ficance of pedestrian
pede
ped
restricted
d flow cconditions
nditio for sidewalks and crosswalks (a level where pedestrians do not have freedom to select
their walking
speeds and to
king speed
spee
o bypass
pass other
othe pedestrians) and to "no touch" zones (standing without touching is possible)
reservoir
areas. LOS
e) for corner re
ir area
areas
OS E refers to severely restricted conditions for sidewalks and crosswalks (space
is not sufficient
sufficien for passing
sing slower
slowe
slow pedestrians) and to "touch” zones (standing in physical contact with others is
unavoidable) for corner
unavoidable
rner
er reservoir
reservo areas, and LOS F refers to conditions where movement is extremely difficult if
impossible.
not impo
imp
e. LOS
LO D through
throug F, therefore, have undesirable implications regarding comfort and convenience of
pedestrian
flow.
addition,
severely restricted flow conditions may have potential safety implications.
pedes
ed
w. In add
a
When
pedestrian impacts, the location of the area being assessed is an important consideration. For
W
evaluating pe
pede
example,
Business District (CBD) areas, such as Midtown and Lower Manhattan, Downtown Brooklyn,
mple, Central B
Longg Island Cit
City, Downtown Flushing, Downtown Jamaica, and other areas having CBD type characteristics, have a
substantially
ntially higher level of pedestrian activity than anywhere else. Pedestrians there have, to some extent, become acclimated to, and tolerant of, restricted level of service conditions that might not be considered acceptable
elsewhere. Therefore, acceptable LOS for CBD areas is generally taken to be mid-LOS D or better, while acceptable LOS elsewhere in the City (non-CBD areas) is generally taken to be the upper limit of LOS C or better. The following sections offer guidance in determining impact significance for pedestrian elements.
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441. Corners and Crosswalks
Determination of significant impacts for corners and crosswalks depends on whether the area type is considered a CBD or non-CBD. It is recommended that DOT be consulted prior to conducting corner or crosswalk
level of service analyses to determine area types to be used in determining potential significant impacts.
441.1. Corners and Crosswalks in Non-CBD Areas
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For corners and crosswalks in non-CBD areas, average pedestrian space under the With-Action condition deteriorating within acceptable LOS (LOS C or better) should generally not be considered a significant impact. If the pedestrian space under the With-Action condition deteriorates to LOS D or worse,
orse,
rse,
then the determination of whether the impact is considered significant is based
bas on a sliding scale
base
ale
le that
varies with the No-Action pedestrian space. This impact determination
on thee assumpon is premised
prem
assumption that the reduction in pedestrian space under the With-Action condition
becomes less
dition beco
bec
ess tolerable
when there is less pedestrian space to begin with under the No-Action
condition.
Action
on conditi
conditio Determination
etermination
mination of
o
significant impacts for corners and crosswalks within a non-CBD
ass follows:
D area
ea is summarized
summ
•

If the average pedestrian space under the No-Action
on condition is greater
er than
th 26.6
6 ft2/p, then
2
a decrease in pedestrian space under the With-Action
-Action
tion condition
conditi
conditio to 24.0
4 0 ftt /p or less
le (LOS D or
worse) should be considered a significant impact.
the Withmpact. If the pedestrian
strian
trian space under
un
Action condition is greater than 24.0 ft2/p (LOS C or be
better), thee impact should
sho
s
not be considered significant.

•

If the average pedestrian space under
the
condition
5.1 and 26.6 ft2/p,
nder
der th
t No-Action
o-Ac
-A
dition is between
be
bet
a decrease in pedestrian spacee under
With-Action
condition
be considered signifinder the W
ion co
ition should
sh
cant according to the slidingg scale
ale formula below
w or using TTable 16-12:
Equation 16-7
-7

1

where,
ere,
Y = decrease in
i pedestrian space
ace in ft2/p to be considered a
potential si
potentia
significant impact
mpact
X = No-A
No-Action pedestrian
edestrian spa
space in ft2/p
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TABLE 16-12
SIGNIFICANT IMPACT GUIDANCE
FOR CORNERS AND CROSSWALKS
NON-CBD LOCATION
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No-Action
Condition
Ped Space

With-Action
Condition Ped
Space Reduction
to be Considered
Significant Impact

(sf/ped)
>26.6

25.8
24.9
24.0
23.1
22.2
21.3
20.4
19.5
18.6
6
17.7
16.8
6.8
15.9
15.0
.0
14.1
1
14
4
13.2
12.3
.3
11.4
4
10.5
9.6
6
8.7
7.8
6.9
6.0
5.1

to 26.6
to 25.7
to 24.8
to 23.9
to 23.0
to 22.1
.1
to 21.2
.2
to 20.3
to 19.4
4
to 18.5
to 1
17.6
to 16.7
to 15.8
5
to 14.9
4.9
to 14.0
to
o 13.1
to 12
12.2
to 11.3
tto 10.4
to 9.5
to 8.6
to 7.7
to 6.8
to 5.9
< 5.1

(sf/ped)
With-Action
0
Condition < 24.0
Reduction
n > 2.6
Reduction
tion > 2.5
Reduction
duction
uction > 2.4
Reduction > 2
2.3
Reduction > 2.2
Reduction
uctio > 2.1
uct
Reduction > 2.0
Re
Red
2
Reduction
R
on
n > 1.9
.9
Reduction
uction
n > 1.8
8
Reduction > 1
1.7
.7
Reduction
eduction > 1.6
Reduction
ction > 1.5
Reduction > 1.4
Re
Red
Reduction > 1.3
Re
Reduction > 1.2
Reduction > 1.1
Reduction > 1.0
Reduction > 0.9
Reduction > 0.8
Reduction > 0.7
Reduction > 0.6
Reduction > 0.5
Reduction > 0.4
Reduction > 0.3
Reduction > 0.2

If
I the decrease in pedestrian space is less than the value calculated from the formula or Table
16-12, the impact is not considered significant.

•

If the average pedestrian space under the No-Action condition is less than 5.1 ft2/p, then a
decrease in pedestrian space greater than or equal to 0.2 ft2/p should be considered significant.
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For example, if a crosswalk under the No-Action condition in a non-CBD area has an average pedestrian space of 19.8 ft2/p, then a reduction in pedestrian space equal to or greater than 1.9 ft2/p (Y =
19.8/9.0 – 0.31 = 1.9) should be considered a significant impact.
441.2. Corners and Crosswalk in CBD Areas
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The procedure for corners and crosswalks in CBD areas is similar to that for non-CBD areas, except
that With-Action condition average pedestrian space that is considered to be acceptable ranges from
LOS A to mid-LOS D (as opposed to LOS A through LOS C for non-CBD areas). If the pedestrian space
under the With-Action condition deteriorates to worse than mid-LOS D, then the determination
n of
whether the impact is considered significant is based on the same sliding scale
sc as for non-CBD areas.
sca
reas.
Determination of significant impacts for corners and crosswalks in a CBD
BD area is summarized
ed as folfo llows:
•

If the average pedestrian space under the No-Action condition
greater than
ft2/p, the
ndition
n is greate
n 21.5
2
then
a decrease in pedestrian space under the With-Action
n condition
dition to lless than 19.5
9.5 ft2/p w
worse
mpact. If the pedestrian
strian sspace
stria
ce un
than mid-LOS D) should be considered a significantt impact.
under the
With-Action condition is greater than or equal to 19.5 ft2/p (m
(mid-LOSS D or better),
better
be
the impact
should not be considered significant.

TABLE 16-13
SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
T GUIDANCE
UIDANCE FOR
CORNERS AND CROSSWALKS
ROSSW
OSSW KS
CBD LOCATION
N
No-Action
Action
ction
Condition
ondition
ion
Ped
ed Space
(sf/ped)

21.3
1.3
20.4
20
19.5
18.6
.6
17.7
16
16.8
15.9
5.9
15.0
1
14.1
1
13.2
12.3
11.4
10.5
9.6
8.7
7.8
6.9
6.0
5.1
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> 21
21.5
21.
to 21.5
5
to 21.2
1.
to 20.3
03
to
o 19.4
9.4
to 18.5
to
o 17
17.6
to 16.7
to 15.8
to 14.9
to 14.0
to 13.1
to 12.2
to 11.3
to 10.4
to 9.5
to 8.6
to 7.7
to 6.8
to 5.9
< 5.1

With-Action
W
ction Condition P
Ped
pace
ace Reduction to be
Space
ered a Significant
ere
Signific
gn
Impact
Considered
(sf/ped)
(sf/p
(sf/pe

With-Action
Act Condition < 19.5
Actio
Reduction
duc
> 2.1
Reduction > 2.0
R
Reduction > 1.9
Reduction > 1.8
Reduction > 1.7
Reduction > 1.6
Reduction > 1.5
Reduction > 1.4
Reduction > 1.3
Reduction > 1.2
Reduction > 1.1
Reduction > 1.0
Reduction > 0.9
Reduction > 0.8
Reduction > 0.7
Reduction > 0.6
Reduction > 0.5
Reduction > 0.4
Reduction > 0.3
Reduction > 0.2
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•

If the average pedestrian space under the No-Action condition is between 5.1 and 21.5 ft2/p,
a decrease in pedestrian space under the With-Action condition should be considered significant according to the sliding scale formula in Equation 16-7 or using Table 16-13. If the decrease in pedestrian space is less than the value calculated from the formula, or Table 16-13,
the impact should not be considered significant.

•

If the average pedestrian space under the No-Action condition is less than 5.1 ft2/p, then a
decrease in pedestrian space greater than or equal to 0.2 ft2/ped should be considered significant.
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For example, if a crosswalk under the No-Action condition in a CBD has an
pedestrian space
n average
av
pace
of 12.8 ft2/p, then a reduction in pedestrian space equal to or greater than
n 1.
1.1 ft2/p (Y = 12.8/9.0
2.8/9.0 –
0.31 = 1.1) should be considered a significant impact.

442. Sidewalks
Determination of significant impacts for sidewalks/walkways depends
epends
nds on the pedestrian
stri flow
strian
ow type
typ –nonplatoon or platoon– and the area type –non-CBD or CBD. It is recommended
agency consult with
ecommended
mmended tthat thee lead agen
DOT prior to conducting sidewalk levels of service analyses to determine pedestrian
pe
p
rian flow types
type and area types
to be used in determining potential significant impacts.

442.1. Sidewalks with Non-Platoon Flow in Non-CBD Areas

For sidewalks exhibiting non-platoon flow
w in non-CBD
no
n
BD areas,
a
With-Action cco
condition pedestrian flow
o better) sho
gene
genera
rates deteriorating within acceptable LOS (LOS C or
should generally
not be considered a significant impact. If the pedestrian flow
deteriorates to LOS D or
ow rate
te under the
t With-Action
ith-Action
th-Action condition
d
worse, then the determination of whether the impact
ct iss considered
conside
considere significant is based on a sliding
scale that varies with the No-Action
average pedestrian
This impact determination is
o-Action
ction avera
averag
destrian flow rates.
r
premised on the assumption
in
on that
hat the iincrease
inc
n pedestrian
pedestria fflow rate under the With-Action condition becomes less tolerable
pedestrian volumes to begin with under the Norablee when there
th
the are large pedestr
Action condition. Determination
for
termination
rmination of significant impacts
mp
mpa
f sidewalks with non-platoon flow in a nonfo
CBD area is summarized
arized
ed as follows:
follow
•

If thee average
pedestrian flow rate under
the No-Action condition is less than 7.5 pmf and
erage pede
un
u
thee average flo
With-Action condition is greater than 10.0 pmf (LOS D or
flow rate under
er the With
Wit
worse), then it
i should
uld be considered
considere
consider a significant impact. If the average flow rate under the
condition
than
With-Action
-Act
dition is less tha
th or equal to 10.0 pmf (LOS C or better), the impact should
not be considered
n
c
red significant.
significant

•

the average
If tth
erage
age pedestrian
destria flow rate under the No-Action condition is between 7.5 and 23.0
pmf, an
p
n increase
reas in
i average flow rate under the With-Action condition should be considered
significant
ficant
nt using Ta
TTable 16-14 or the sliding scale formula below:
EEquation 16-8

where,
Y = increase in average pedestrian flow rate in pmf to
be considered a potential significant impact
X = No-Action pedestrian flow rate in pmf
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TABLE 16-14
SIGNIFICANT IMPACT GUIDANCE FOR
SIDEWALKS
NON-PLATOONED FLOW
NON-CBD LOCATION
With-Action Condition
Ped Flow Increment
to be Considered a
Significant Impact
(ped/min/ft)
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No-Action
Condition
Ped Flow
(ped/min/ft)
< 7.5

7.5
7.9
8.7
9.5
10.3
11.1
11.9
12.7
13.5
14.3
15.1
1
15.9
9
16.7
17
17.5
18.3
19.1
1
19.9
20.7
0.7
21.5
2
22.3

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
tto
to
to
o
to
to
to
o
t
to
>2
23.0

7.8
8.6
9.4
10.2
11.0
11.8
12.6
13.4
3.4
14.2
4.2
15
15.0
15.8
16.6
16.
17.4
18.2
2
19.0
0
19.8
20.6
21.4
22.2
2
22
23.0

With-Action Condition >
10.0
Increment > 2.6
Increment > 2.5
5
Increment
n > 2.4
nt
Increment
ement
ent > 2.3
Increment
crement > 2.2
2
Increment
ement > 2.1
Increment
In
Inc
ent > 2.0
ent
Increment > 1.9
Incre
Increm
Increment > 1.8
Inc
Increment
ment
ent > 1.7
Increment
rem
rement
> 1
1.6
.6
6
Increment
me > 1
ment
1.5
Increment
nt > 1.4
nt
Increment
ncre
ncrem
> 1.3
Increment
cre
> 1.2
Increment > 1.1
In
Increment > 1.0
Increment > 0.9
Increment > 0.8
Increment > 0.7
Increment > 0.6

•

crease in average pedestrian flow rate is less than value calculated from the formula
If the increase
orr Table
Tab
Ta 16-14
16-14, the impact should not be considered significant.

•

If the av
ave
average pedestrian flow rate under the No-Action condition is greater than 23.0 pmf,
then aan increase in pedestrian flow rate greater than or equal to 0.6 pmf should be considered significant.
dere

if a sidewalk under the No-Action condition has a pedestrian flow rate of 12.8 pmf, then
For example,
exa
an
in pedestrian flow rate greater than or equal to 1.9 pmf (Y = 3.53 – 12.8/8.0 = 1.9) should
n increase
in
be considered a significant impact.

442.2. Sidewalks with Non-Platoon Flow in CBD Areas

The procedure for sidewalks exhibiting non-platoon flow in CBD areas is similar to that for non-CBD
areas, except that With-Action condition average pedestrian flow rate that is considered to be acCEQR TECHNICAL MANUAL
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ceptable ranges from LOS A to mid-LOS D (as opposed to LOS A through LOS C non-CBD areas). If the
average pedestrian flow rate under the With-Action condition deteriorates to worse than mid-LOS D,
then the determination of whether the impact is considered significant is based on the same sliding
scale as for non-CBD areas. Determination of significant impacts for sidewalks with non-platoon flow
in a CBD is summarized as follows:
If the average pedestrian flow rate under the No-Action condition is less than 10.4 pmf and
the average flow rate under the With-Action condition is greater than 12.5 pmf (worse than
mid-LOS D), then it is considered a significant impact. If the average flow rate under the
he
With-Action condition is less than or equal to 12.5 pmf (mid-LOS D or better), the impact
mpact
pac
should not be considered significant.
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•

•

If the average pedestrian flow rate under the No-Action condition
10.4
ndition
ion is between
betw
bet
0.4 and 23.0
pmf, an increase in average flow rate under the With-Action
tion condition should
s
d be considered
significant according to the formula in Equation 16-8 or using
16-15. Iff the incre
sing Table 1
increase in
average pedestrian flow rate is less than the value calculated
from the form
formula or Table
culated fro
for
Tab 1615, the impact should not be considered significant.
ant.

TABLE 16-15
SIGNIFICANT IMPACT GUIDANCE FO
FOR
SIDEWALKS
NON-PLATOONED
D FLOW
FLO
CBD LOCATION
N
No-Action
Action
tion
Condition
dition
Ped
d Flow
(ped/min/ft)
(ped/min/
(ped/min/f

10.4
10.4
11.1
1
1
11.9
12.7
.7
13
13.5
14.3
4.3
15.1
1
15.9
16.7
1
17.5
18.3
19.1
19.9
20.7
21.5
22.3
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<1
10.4
to 11.0
to 11.8
to 12.6
to 13.4
to 14
14.2
to
o 15.0
tto 15.8
to 16.6
to 17.4
to 18.2
to 19.0
to 19.8
to 20.6
to 21.4
to 22.2
to 23.0
> 23.0

With-Action
Wit
on Condition
Ped Flow
low
ow Increment
to be Considered
Considere
Consid
Significant
ficant Impact
Im
(ped/min/ft)
(
(p
/m
/mi

W Actio
With-Action
A
Condition > 12.5
Increment > 2.2
Inc
Incre
Increment > 2.1
Inc
Incr
Increment > 2.0
Increment > 1.9
Increment > 1.8
Increment > 1.7
Increment > 1.6
Increment > 1.5
Increment > 1.4
Increment > 1.3
Increment > 1.2
Increment > 1.1
Increment > 1.0
Increment > 0.9
Increment > 0.8
Increment > 0.7
Increment > 0.6
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•

If the average pedestrian flow rate under the No-Action condition is greater than 23.0 pmf,
then an increase in pedestrian flow rate greater than or equal to 0.6 pmf should be considered significant.

442.3. Sidewalks with Platoon Flow in Non-CBD Areas
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For sidewalks exhibiting platoon flow in non-CBD areas, With-Action condition pedestrian flow rates
deteriorating within acceptable LOS (LOS C or better) should generally not be considered a significant
impact. If the pedestrian flow rate under the With-Action condition deteriorates to LOS D or worse,
then the determination of whether the impact is considered significant is based on a sliding scale that
hat
varies with the No-Action average pedestrian flow rates. This impact determination
is premised
e
er
sed
d on
the assumption that the increase in pedestrian flow rate under the With-Action
ith-Actio
-Acti condition becomes
less tolerable when there are large pedestrian volumes to begin with
h under
nder the
the No-Action
N
n condition.
Determination of significant impacts for sidewalks with platoon flow
ow in
n a non-CBD
non-CB areaa is summarized
ummarized
as follows:
•

If the average pedestrian flow rate under the No-Action
-Action
tion condition
conditi is less than
th 3.5
3 5 pmf
p and
the average flow rate under the With-Action condition
than 6.0
ndition is greater
gr
g
6. pmf
pm (LOS D or
worse), then it is considered a significant impact.
mpact. If the average
a
e flow rate under
u
und the WithAction condition is less than or equal to 6.0 pmf (LOS C or better),
impact should not be
etter),
er), the im
impa
considered significant.

•

If the average pedestrian flow rate
No-Action
tee under
un
und the N
n condition is between 3.5 and 19.0
pmf, an increase in average flow
should be considered
ow rate under
unde
und the With-Action
th-A on condition
co
cond
significant using Table 16-16 or the
he sliding sscale formula
ormula below:
be
b w:
Equation 16-9
6

where,
Y = increase in average pedestrian
de
flow rate in pmf
to be co
considered a potential
tia significant impact
X = No
No-Action pedestrian
destrian flow rate in pmf.
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TABLE 16-16
SIGNIFICANT IMPACT GUIDANCE FOR
SIDEWALKS
PLATOONED FLOW
NON-CBD LOCATION
With-Action
Condition
Ped Flow Increment
to be Considered
Significant Impact
(ped/min/ft)
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No-Action
Condition
Ped Flow
(ped/min/ft)

3.5
3.9
4.7
5.5
6.3
7.1
7.9
8.7
9.5
10.3
11.1
11.9
12.7
7
13.5
3.5
14.3
15.1
15.9
15.
16.7
17.5
5
18.3
1
18

< 3.5
to 3.8
to 4.6
to 5.4
to 6.2
to 7.0
to 7.8
to 8.6
to 9.4
to 10.2
2
to 11.0
0
to
o 11.8
to
o 12.6
12.
t
to
13.4
to 14
14.2
to 15.0
to 15.8
5.8
to 16.6
6.6
to 17.4
to 18.2
to 19.0
19
> 19.0
0

With-Action Condition > 6.0
.0
Increment > 2.6
Increment > 2.5
5
Increment > 2.4
Incrementt > 2.3
Incrementt > 2.2
Increment
reme
em
> 2.1
2.
Increment
rement > 2.0
Increment
ncrement > 1.9
Increment > 1.8
Increme
Increment > 1.7
Incr
Incre
Increment > 1.6
In
Increment > 1.5
Incrementt > 1.4
4
Increment
Incr
ent > 1.3
Increment > 1.2
Increm
Increme
Increment > 1.1
Increm
Increment > 1.0
Inc
Incr
Increment > 0.9
Increment > 0.8
Increment > 0.7
Increment > 0.6

•

Iff the
th increase
ncrease
crease in
i average pedestrian flow rate is less than the value calculated from the formula or Table
bl 16-16, the impact should not be considered significant.

•

average pedestrian flow rate under the No-Action condition is greater than 19.0 pmf,
If the av
then an increase in pedestrian flow rate greater than or equal to 0.6 pmf should be considered significant.
de

example, if a sidewalk under the No-Action condition has a pedestrian flow rate of 8.8 pmf, then
For ex
an increase in pedestrian flow rate greater than or equal to 1.9 pmf (Y = 3.03 – 8.8/8.0 = 1.9) should
be considered a significant impact.

442.4. Sidewalks with Platoon Flow in CBD Areas

The procedure for sidewalks exhibiting platoon flow in CBD areas is similar to that for non-CBD areas,
except that With-Action condition average pedestrian flow rate that is considered to be acceptable
CEQR TECHNICAL MANUAL
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ranges from LOS A to mid-LOS D (as opposed to LOS A through LOS C non-CBD areas). If the average
pedestrian flow rate under the With-Action condition deteriorates to worse than mid-LOS D, then the
determination of whether the impact is considered significant is based on the same sliding scale as
for non-CBD areas. Determination of significant impacts for sidewalks with platoon flow in a CBD is
summarized as follows:
If the average pedestrian flow rate under the No-Action condition is less than 6.4 pmf and
the average flow rate under the With-Action condition is greater than 8.5 pmf (worse than
mid-LOS D), then it is considered a significant impact. If the average flow rate under the
he
With-Action condition is less than or equal to 8.5 pmf (mid-LOS D or better), the impact
mpact
pac
should not be considered significant.
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•

•

If the average pedestrian flow rate under the No-Action condition
between 6.4 and 19.0
ndition
tion is bet
be
pmf, an increase in average flow rate under the With-Action
tion condition should
s
d be considered
significant according to the formula in Equation 16-9 or using
in
sing Table 16-17. Iff the increase
incre
average pedestrian flow rate is less than the value calculated
formula or Table
culated fro
from the form
for
Tab 1617, the impact should not be considered significant.
ant.

•

If the average pedestrian flow rate under the
No-Action
than 19.0 pmf,
he No
o-Action ccondition
on is greater th
then an increase in pedestrian flow ratee greater than or
o equal
ual to 0.6 pmf
p should be considered significant.

TABLE 16-17
SIGNIFICANT
NT IMPACT G
GUIDANCE
NCE
CE FOR
SIDEWALKS
ALKS
LKS PLATOONED
PLATO
PLATOO
FLOW
CBD LOCATION
LOC
OCA
ATION
No-Action
Action
Condition
Ped Flo
Flow
(ped/m
ped/
(ped/min/ft)

6.4
7.1
1
7.9
8.7
9.5
1
10.3
11.1
1
11
1
11.9
12.7
13.5
14.3
15.1
15.9
16.7
17.5
18.3
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< 6.4
4
to 7.0
to 7.8
to 8.6
to
o 9
9.4
to 10.2
to 11.0
to 11.8
to 12.6
to 13.4
to 14.2
to 15.0
to 15.8
to 16.6
to 17.4
to 18.2
to 19.0
> 19.0

With-Action
tion Cond
Condition
ond
Ped
Flow Increment
ent to be Considered
ed a Significant
Si
Impact
(ped/min/ft)
(p
With
With-Action
Wit
Condition > 8.5
IIncrement > 2.2
Increment > 2.1
Increment > 2.0
Increment > 1.9
Increment > 1.8
Increment > 1.7
Increment > 1.6
Increment > 1.5
Increment > 1.4
Increment > 1.3
Increment > 1.2
Increment > 1.1
Increment > 1.0
Increment > 0.9
Increment > 0.8
Increment > 0.7
Increment > 0.6
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450. DETERMINATION OF SIGNIFICANT PARKING SHORTFALLS
Should the proposed project generate the need for more parking than it provides, this shortfall of spaces may be
considered significant. The availability of off-street and on-street parking spaces within a convenient walking distance (about 0.25 mile) is considered in making this determination. For example, should the number of available
parking spaces within this distance from the project site be ample to accommodate the project's parking shortfall,
the shortfall would not be significant. If the available parking supply is not sufficient to accommodate the proposed project's shortfall, the determination whether a parking shortfall is considered significant should take into
account the following:
For proposed projects located in Parking Zones 1 and 2, as shown
n in Map 16-2, “Parking
king
ng Zones,”
accom
acco
roject’s future
the inability of the proposed project or the surrounding area to accommodate
a project’s
parking demands is considered a parking shortfall, but is generally
significant due to
erally
ly not considered
con
the magnitude of available alternative modes of transportation.
ation.
on.
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•

NOTE: To view detailed maps of parking zones 1 and 2 for areas outsid
outside of Manhattan
hattan (which
(whi is all con-

he South
outh Bronx
Bronx, Flushing,
ing, JJamaica,
ica, Long
Lo Island
sidered Parking Zones 1 and 2), see the maps for the
City/Astoria, Downtown Brooklyn, and Greenpoint/Williamsburg.
enpoint/William
oint/Willia
g.

•

For proposed projects located in residential or commercial
commercia areass not designate
designated as Parking Zones 1
and 2, as shown in Map 16-2, a project’s parking shortfa
shortfall thatt exceeds
xceeds more
mo than half the available
on-street and off-street parking spaces within 0.25 mile of the site can be considered significant.
The lead agency should consider additional
such shortfall is signifiaddit
dd
al factors
facto to determine
etermine whether
whe
w
cant, including: the availability and exten
extent of transit in the
t area; the proximity of the project to such
transit; any features of the project
reduction or travel demand manageect that are
ar
a considered
sidered ttrip red
re
ment measures (TDM) as set forth in Su
Subsection
modes of customers of area comSub
on 515; and travel
tr
mercial businesses; and
residents. The sufficiency of parking
d patterns of aautomobile
obile usage by area
a
within 0.5 mile (rather
off the project ssite to accommodate the projected shortfall
her than 0.25 mile)
m
may also be considered.
sidered.
ed.

500. DEVELOPING MITIGATION
ION
N

The identification of significant
need to identify and evaluate suitable mitigation measures that
ificant
ant impacts leads to the nee
mitigate the impact orr return projected
project future
proje
ure conditions to an acceptable level that is not considered a significant impact, following the same impact cr
criteria as defined by the
t guidelines in Section 400. Identification of feasible and practical mitigation/improvement
measures
by DOT’s 2009 Street Design Manual, the detailed guide to
im ovement
ment m
res should be guided
g
the City’s transportation
policies.
nsportati
sporta
pol

In general,
mitigation analysis
those measures that would be effective in mitigating the impact
al, the mitigatio
lysis
ysis begins
b ns by identifying
i
at the least cost and then proceeds
eeds to measures of increasingly higher cost only if the lower cost measures are deemed
insufficient.
doing so, care
ufficient.
fficient. In do
re should be
b exercised that the implementation of a given measure should not mitigate imarea—either
pacts in one ar
ithe
th geographic
eograph or technical—that would create new significant impacts or aggravate already proeographi
significant impacts
jected signif
acts elsewhere.
e wh
For
example, for a significantly
or exa
significan impacted stairwell from a subway station, stairwell widening could be an appropriate
mitigation,, but such wide
widening should not narrow the adjacent street-level sidewalk to the point where it does not have
sufficientt capacity to
t process pedestrians passing along it and consequently creates a significant adverse pedestrian
impact. Consideration
should be given to widening the sidewalk or relocating the stairwell into a project building, if
onsidera
onsiderat
conditions permit.
rm Creation of a bus "lay-by"—where the sidewalk width is reduced to provide an exclusive berth for
buses to pick-up and drop-off passengers—should also not result in a longer pedestrian path, reduced sidewalk width
or corner reservoir area by an amount that creates significant impacts. One commonly recommended traffic mitigation
measure is to re-time existing traffic signals to provide increased green time—and thus increased capacity—to the intersection approach that is significantly impacted. Not only should the traffic analysis make sure that other intersection approaches that would lose green time could afford to do so, and that existing signal progression along an impor-
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tant arterial not be unduly impacted, but also that pedestrians crossing the street still have sufficient green time for
them at cross-walks losing pedestrian walk time. The same concern is apparent with respect to parking, where the
prohibition of curbside parking along an intersection approach that requires an additional travel lane could reduce the
supply of parking spaces by an amount large enough to trigger a parking shortfall. Also, traffic mitigation analyses need
to consider potential implications on air quality, noise, and, possibly, neighborhood character analyses.
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Consequently, it is important that the each transportation element and facility be considered as a comprehensive system, wherein changes in one could impact activity patterns and/or levels of service in another. It is possible that recommendation of a major new transit service—such as institution of ferry service at a new waterfront site—thatt is genge
erally viewed as a major overall access benefit, may also have secondary impacts that need to be evaluated as to their
the
significance. For example, the lead agency should examine whether pedestrian flows
ows
ws to
t and from the ferry landing
would cause impacts, whether intersection capacity would be affected if buses are
ferry,
re rerouted
erouted tto connect
ct with the ferr
or whether there be sufficient parking for ferry users. This does not mean thatt these
se broader,
broade more
re effective or desird
able mitigation measures should not be considered, but rather that a comprehensive
needed.
ehensive
ensive look aand evaluation
aluation is nee
LOS analysis should be conducted and documented for those transit and
that underg
undergo mitigation
nd pedestrian eelements
nts th
and/or for those elements that may be impacted as a result of mitigation
measures of anoth
element as described
igation
n measur
measu
another el
above. This analysis is referred to as the “Action-with-Mitigation”
to the No-Action
n” condition and
aan is then compared
compa
condition. The impact is considered fully mitigated if there is no
same impact criteria as
o significant impact
im
following
ollowing the sa
described above. A significant adverse impact that has no feasible
mitigation or cannot be full
asible mitigatio
fully mitigated must be identified as an unmitigated impact.
As an example, suppose a sidewalk with platooned flow
has an average
pedestrian flow rate of 15.8 pmf under
low in
n a CBD
C ha
h
av ge pedestr
the No-Action condition, and under the With-Action
tion condition the average
verage flow
f w rate
rat
ra is increased to 17.9 pmf. This is
considered a significant impact because the increment
16-9 or Table 16-17, any increncrement
ement is 2.1 pmf,, and from Equation
Eq
ment greater than or equal to 1.1 pmf is considered
significant
onsidered a sig
ant
nt impact. To be
b considered fully mitigated, the increment under the Action-with-Mitigation condition
to
No-Action
ndition relative
relat
o the No
o-Action condition would have to be less than 1.1
pmf. This means the average pedestrian
condition would have to be
strian
n flow rate
rat under the
he Action-with-Mitigation
ActionActio
brought down to less than 16.9 pmf.
mf.
f.

Once the mitigation analyses have
to review the required mitigation measures with
ve been completed,
com
co
ed, it is necessary
nec
neces
DOT for its approval as the
he agency
ency responsible
res
ble for their
th
the implementation. Similarly, for transit mitigation, NYCTOperations Planning should
For
to contact the implementing agency prior to the
ould be contacted.
contact
or EISs, it is recommended
reco
re
draft EIS stage because
approval
se the approva
approv of mitigation
itigation
ation must be
b finalized before the issuance of the Final EIS. Below are the
specific mitigation measures that could
d be implemented.
implement
510. TRAFFIC
FIC MITIGATION
MITIG
MITIGAT
When
hen
n considering
considerin traffic
fic mitigation,
mitiga
miti
n, the
t impact is considered fully mitigated when the resulting LOS degradation
under the Act
Action-with-Mitigation
Acti
ith-Mitigation
Mitigatio condition compared to the No-Action condition is no longer deemed significant
following
the impact
followi th
p t criteria
riteria as described in Section 420. For example, if a No-Action condition lane group has an
average control
ol delay
dela
del off 57.0 seconds/vehicle (LOS E) and the average delay in the With-Action condition increasess to
t 65.0 seconds
nds (LOS E), it is considered a significant impact as the increment in delay (8.0 seconds) is greater
than thee impact
threshold of 4.0 or more seconds identified for LOS E. For this impact to be mitigated, the averth
pact thresh
age delay would ha
have to be brought down to less than 61.0 seconds so that the delay increment between the
With-Action
h-Action
-Action an
and No-Action conditions is less than 4.0 seconds. For future No-Action LOS A, B, or C, mitigation to
mid-LOS
OS D is required. For example, if a No-Action condition lane group has an average control delay of 34.0
seconds/vehicle
(LOS C) and the average delay in the With-Action condition increases to 50.0 seconds (LOS D), it is
/ve
considered a significant impact. For this impact to be mitigated, the average delay would have to be brought
down to 45.0 seconds (mid-LOS D).
The range of traffic mitigation measures can be viewed as encompassing five categories: a) low-cost, readily implementable measures; b) moderate-cost, fairly readily implementable measures; c) higher capital cost measures;
d) enforcement measures; and e) trip reduction or travel demand management (TDM) measures. Some discus-
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sion of the benefits and issues associated with each of these types of measures is presented below. If the lead
agency, in consultation with DOT, determines such measures are impracticable for a particular project or in a particular location, other mitigation measures may then be considered. In addition, when geometric changes to city
streets are proposed to mitigate significant transportation impacts, the proposed changes must conform to the
guidance in DOT’s 2009 Street Design Manual, which sets the City’s policy for designing existing and new streets.
Mitigation measures often require implementation by, or approval from, agencies (such as DOT, MTA and the
New York City Transit Authority (NYCTA)). Since many of the City's highways are under NYSDOT jurisdiction, coordination and approval from that agency, in addition to NYCDOT, is required. Such approval should be agreed
d tto in
writing by the implementing agency before such mitigation is included in the FEIS. Table 16-18 below describes
describ
describe
typical traffic mitigation measures, the approvals required before including such
mitigation in the FEIS,
hm
EIS, and the
policies that guide the design of certain measures:

Table 16-18

Type of measure
Approval required
511. Low-cost, readily implementable measures
Signal phasing and timing
modifications
Parking regulation modifications
Lane restriping and pavement marking
changes
Street direction and other
signage-oriented changes

Must follow
M
Mu
ow

DOT Signals Division
on

DOT Borough Engineering
ngineering
DOT Highway
way Design and
on
Construction
DOT Traffic
Tra Planning
Traff
anning Division,
D
, HighHigh
ay Design
esign and Construction,
Co
Boway
Borough
ugh Enginee
Engineering

Street
et Design
D
Manual

512. Moderate-cost, fairly readily implementable
mentable
ntable measures
meas
Intersection channelization
improvements
Traffic signal installation

DOT Highway
Hig
H
Design and
Cons
n
Construction
DOT Signals Division
D
Divisi

Street Design Manual

Intersection Control Analysis

513. Higher-Cost Mitigation Measures
Geometric improvements
Street widening

Construction of new streets
stre

Construction
uction
tion of new highwayy ramps.
r ps.

DOT Highway
way Design
D
and
Constr
onst
on
Construction
DOT Highway
Hig
Highw Design and
Construc
onstru
Construction
DOT Highway Design and
C
Co
Construction
DOT Highway Design and
Construction,
NYS DOT (for State-owned highways)

Street Design Manual
Street Design Manual
Street Design Manual
Street Design Manual

514. Enforcement
Enforcem
Measures
sures
Traffic eenfo
enforcement agents
ents
nts

NYPD

515.
15. Trip
Tr Reduction
duction
tion or
o Travel
rav Demand Management Measures
Carpoolingg and
Car
d vanpooling
vanpoolin
Staggered
red work hours aand flextime programs
Improved
ved bus service
s
New transit services
Telecommuting
Bicycle facilities
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MTA New York City Transit
DOT Highway Design and
Construction (if geometric changes
are proposed)
MTA New York City Transit

Street Design Manual
(if geometric changes are
proposed)

DOT Office of Bicycle and Pedestrian
Programs
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Mitigation analysis would typically start with the identification of low-cost, readily implementable measures and
proceed to the higher cost measures. It is recommended that TDM or similar measures that would promote efficient means of travel, reduce auto dependency and encourage transit, pedestrian and bicycle modes be considered to the extent practicable concurrently with the low-cost measures.
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511. Low-Cost, Readily Implementable Measures
These mitigation measures typically include signal phasing and timing modifications, parking regulation modifications, lane restriping and pavement marking changes, turn prohibitions, street direction changes, and
nd
other traffic-signage-oriented changes. DOT approval is required for the acceptance and implementation
ion of
these measures.
SIGNAL PHASING AND TIMING MODIFICATIONS

The goal of signal timing modifications, which is often the first traffic
affic mitigation measure
ure considered,
rly sufficient
sufficien capacity
ity to those
thos that
t
is to shift green time from intersection approaches that have clearly
need additional green time to accommodate their traffic demand.
emand.
and. Signa
Signal phasing
ing modifications
dificatio are
considered when a specific movement at an intersection
time
n requires
uires exclusive
exc
exclu
ime
me for
fo its movement to
be completed. For example, northbound left turns at an intersection
may
proceed together
intersect
intersec
ay often pr
proce
with all other north- and southbound traffic. Provision
signal
sion
on of a separate
separ
gnal
nal phase for left
le
l turns would
generally allow them to move conflict-free and, thus, at a better
Care should always
bett level
el of service. C
be exercised that provision of such an exclusivee phase would
not significantly impact other traffic
wo
w
movements at the intersection. Should a left-turn
phase
warrant analysis is
left-tu
eft-t
pha be proposed,
posed, a left-turn
left
lef
required for DOT review and approval. Seee the Appendix
Ap
App
forr the left-turn
t-turn warrant
t-tur
w
analysis.
vision
sion of a se
Signal phasing modifications need nott only be th
the provision
separate phase for a particular left
n advance phase
phas for an entire appr
appro
turn volume. It could also be an
approach to an intersection or a combination of different movements
ents that do not
no conflict.
flict. Phasing and
a timing modifications may also be
destrian
rian crossing
crossin problems
ms at par
partic
helpful in mitigating pedestrian
particular intersections. Application to DOT
must be made for signal
al phasing and/or
and/ timing modifications.
ficatio In addition, should the proposed signal
timing changes exceed
seconds of green
time
eed four secon
gr
ime rreallocation, a signal progression analysis may be
required. The lead
whether such analysis is needed.
ad agency
gency should
shou
sho consult
nsult
lt DOT
DO to
o determine
de

Evaluation of signal timing measures
their implication on pedestrian crossings and
sures
ures also considers
con
co
waiting areas as well as
signal progression along a corridor or through a CBD area. It
a on the
he overall signa
should be emphasized
thatt time needed for
emphasize
emph
f pedestrians to safely cross the street must be maintained
if a reallocation
An average walking speed of 3.5 feet/second (fps) should
real ation
rea
n of
o green
n time is proposed.
propo
bee used if the elderly and
proportion is less than 20 percent of the population, othnd school children
ch
erwise a wa
walking speed
peed of 3.0 fps should be used. If the study intersection has a school crosswalk or is
located in
Focus Area, a walking speed of 3.0 fps should be used. The minimum
i a Senior
enior Pedestrian
Pedest
Pede
time
e rrequired
d for
or pedestrians
pedestr
pedestria should be estimated using the following guidelines:
Equation
uati 16-10

where,
WI (Walk Interval) = minimum of 7.0 seconds,
W
PCT (Pedestrian Clearance Time) = PCI + BI = crosswalk length/average walking
P
speed,
PCI (Pedestrian Change Interval aka Flashing Don’t Walk) should not be less than
6.0 seconds, and
BI (Buffer Interval aka Don’t Walk) is the same as the amber plus all-red time and
should not be less than 5.0 seconds.
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PARKING REGULATION MODIFICATIONS
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The goal of this measure is to restrict, remove, or relocate parking (including bus stops) by modifying
curbside regulations along streets where additional travel lanes are needed for traffic capacity reasons, or to reduce conflicts between cars involved in parking maneuvers and through traffic. In adding capacity by removing on-street parking, the analysis also evaluates impact on bus service and
whether there is sufficient parking space within the study area to accommodate those parked cars
that have been displaced. It should be noted that relocation of bus stops would require NYCT/MTA
TA
Bus review and approval of such mitigation measures.

LANE RESTRIPING AND PAVEMENT MARKING CHANGES

The objective of these measures is to make more efficient use of a street's
et's width,
width eitherr in providing
an exclusive turning lane, restriping the lane markings to give greater
that
eater width to tthose movements tha
need them, etc. For example, an intersection approach characterized
right-turn
haracterized
terized by
b a very heavy
eavy rightrigh
movement and moderate through and left-turn movements
currently provide
ents may curre
rovi a 10-foot
rovide
10-foo wide
right-turn lane and two 12-foot wide lanes for the other
herr movements.
movement Restriping
estriping
striping the approach to
provide a 12-foot wide right-turn lane and two 11-foot
may prooot
ot wide lanes for
f thee other movements
moveme
movem
vide right-turning vehicles with the capacity theyy need.
ed. It should
shou be emphasized
mphasized that
tha any proposed
lane widths modifications should follow the DOT
guidelines. Onee other objective
OT guideline
guidelines
objectiv
objecti would be to improve pedestrian safety by widening crosswalks
wal at critical iintersections.
walk
ections.
ctions.
STREET DIRECTION AND OTHER SIGNAGE-ORIENTED
ENTED
ED CHANGES
CHANGE

At times, it may be advisable, or necessary,
cessary,
sary, to con
convert a two-way st
street to one-way operation or vice
versa, or convert a pair of two-way
-way streets into
in a pair of one-way
one-w
one-wa streets. This tends to provide
greater traffic capacity since it removes
typically inhere
inherent in two-way traffic operation, parmoves conflicts
con
ticularly from left turns vs.
movements
high volume intersections. It should be
s. oncoming
ncoming traffic
ttra
vements aat h
noted that the one-wayy operation could
also resultt in und
undesirable safety impacts due to higher veco
un
hicle speeds. Any street
treet
et direction cchanges require
ire re-analysis of all potentially affected intersections
in the study area (and
for traffic and safety impacts, pursuant to the
d outside the
th area,
a, if appropriate)
a opriat
op
methodologiess described
chapter.
escribed in eearlier in this
his chap
Other traffic
ffic mitigation measures
ures include the
th prohibition of left- or right-turns, or signage that requires all vehicles in a given
n lane
ne to turn left or right or to only proceed through the intersection.
Since
ce it generally
enerally
ally takes
t
more time and capacity for vehicles to make turns than to proceed straight
through
often offer substantial capacity benefits. Again, the traffic
hrough
rough an
a intersection,
nte
n, these measures
meas
would need
the diversions of traffic and their impacts to other streets and
analysis
nalysis wo
wou
ed
d to
t assess
ssess carefully
care
car
intersections.
intersecti
intersectio

parking regulation
modification,
lane striping, pavement marking, street direction, and other sigAnyy p
ulation m
mo
nage-related
n
na
ated
ted changes
hanges
anges rrequire the preparation of scaled schematic drawings depicting existing and
proposed
osed
d conditions
condi
con
ns for DOT’s review and approval. In addition, the schematic drawing should include
number of lost parking spaces.
ude the numbe

512.
Moderate-Cost, Fairly Readily Implementable Measures
2. Moderate-Co
These
measures typically involve a level of capital costs somewhat higher than those defined above, yet which
e measur
measure
are generally
eral considered moderate overall, such as intersection channelization improvements, traffic signal
installation, and others.
•

Intersection channelization improvements. Channelization improvements are intended to provide
traffic movements with greater clarity or ease of movement. They may include minor widening of
the approach to an intersection to provide an increased curb radius for right-turning vehicles, a median separating the two directions of traffic flow on a two-way street, or islands for pedestrian refuge
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or to delineate space for turn movements through an intersection. In addition, any proposed channelization would require the preparation of scaled schematic drawing depicting existing and proposed
changes for DOT’s review and approval.
•

Traffic signal installation. At times, it may be necessary to propose the installation of a traffic signal
where an unsignalized intersection does not possess sufficient capacity to process cross-street traffic
volumes or where it would mitigate vehicular or pedestrian safety impacts. Recommendation of this
mitigation measure also requires the completion of a signal warrant analysis—this is a set of volume
and safety evaluations needed to determine whether a signal is warranted.
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DOT requires the preparation of traffic signal warrant analyses if a new signal is proposed
at the draft
pr
pro
ft EAS or
EIS stage (see the Appendix for “Intersection Control Analysis“). The analysis should
uld include
in
projected
cted future
volumes, the appropriate modal split, and future volume flow maps. There
State, and
govre are
re City, Sta
St
d Federal go
overnment guidelines on the conduct of signal warrant analyses. The DOTT guidelines
should be utilized
idelines sh
ilized in conco
ducting a warrant analysis to determine the likelihood that a signal is warranted.
DOT would
ranted. DO
d approve the
t new
signal once the warrants have been satisfied.
513. Higher-Cost Mitigation Measures
In general, this category of mitigation measures includes
widening, construction
es street
treet widen
onstruction
nstruction of new streets, construction of new ramps to or from an existing highway,
implementation off a sophisticated
y, implement
implementat
sophisticat computerized traffic control system, and other measures that are typically
y
yp
y physically
physic
physica oriented
ented and not readily implementable.
These measures would require review and approval
oval
al from
fro byy DOT.
DO
D
GEOMETRIC IMPROVEMENTS

A variety of methods are availablee to change th
the physical
sicall configur
configurat
configuration of the street so as to improve
vements to improve
ove
ve flow. These include curb extensions, medians,
safety and rationalize traffic movements
traffic calming treatments, and
described in
d other elements
ele
elem
i DOT
D publications such as the Street Design Manual.
STREET WIDENING

When implementation
ntation
on of capacity
capa
cap
improvements
mprovem
rove nts such as signal phasing and timing changes, curb
parking prohibitions,
stop relocations,
ibitions, bus st
ocations, and
an others are not sufficient to provide the required capacity within
hin the existi
existing streett width,
dth, it may be possible to widen the street, to provide wider travel
lanes orr additional travel
tra lanes.
anes.. However, wider streets may result in detrimental effects related to
safety
quality off the walking environment
and should be avoided in existing built-up areas.
etyy and
d thee qua
qu
e
pedestrian,
The
he effe
effect on
np
an, bicycle, and
an surface transit movements in the area would be jointly anameasure.
lyzed
zed with tthis mitigation
igat
ga
measur
measure
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRU
ONST
OF NEW STREETS
STRE
STREET

At ti
times, it may
ay be advantageous
advan
to either reopen a closed, or demapped, street or construct a new
sstreet leading
st
eading
din to a development
dev
site. This access improvement could thus potentially provide a new
access
ess route
oute to the site and alleviate projected congestion on existing routes. It is a relatively uncommon
ommon
mon measure
measu that is occasionally available to large projects in settings where existing street
access is rather
rath limited.
CONSTRUCTION OF NEW HIGHWAY RAMPS
CONSTRU

The
h objective
he
o
of this measure is to provide an additional means of access from the primary regional
route(s) leading to a project site. When access to the site is via an existing highway ramp that leads
to an already congested local street en route to the site, construction of a new ramp could relocate
traffic to another street better able to accommodate it. Since many of the City's highways are under
NYSDOT jurisdiction, coordination and approval from that agency, in addition to DOT, is required.
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514. Enforcement Measures
These measures generally involve costs that accrue to the City over a period of time, rather than as one-time
construction costs, and include the deployment of traffic enforcement agents (TEAs), or certain types of physical improvements that are variable by time of day.
TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT AGENTS
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TEAs are often deployed by the New York City Police Department (NYPD) at critical locations where it
is important to minimize spillback through an intersection, and thus avoid potential gridlock. Att
times, by virtue of their being stationed at busy intersections, the TEAs also manually override the
traffic signal timing patterns to improve traffic operation for intersection
n aapproaches experiencing
encing
cing
congestion. The recommendation of deploying TEAs at a significant impact
may be apprompact
ct location
loc
lo
appr
priate where: a) an intersection is unsignalized and a TEA could ensure
sure that minor
mino
min street
ett traffic gets
the enough gaps needed to pass into or through the intersection;
intersection
sevn; or b) an inte
inter
on requires sev
se
v
eral different timings to function optimally at different times off thee day ((e.g.,
(e.g.
e.g. during peak exit periods
peri
p
from a sporting event).
In addition, TEAs may be deployed by NYPD to ensure that
are obeyed
at on-street parking
ngg regulations
regula
and that the required number of moving travel lanes—and
ess—and thus capacity—is
ca
y—is maintained
maintaine
maintain during critical time periods. Within the traffic analyses, it may be insuffici
insufficient to
the mere replaceo assume
ssume that
tha th
ment of an existing curb parking regulation with
restrictive
h a more re
res
ve one would aautomatically ensure
that the curb lane is fully free of parked cars
needed for moving traffic.
ars
rs at
a times
mes when
wh its capacity is nee
At critical locations, the deployment of TEAs
As would
wo
wou assist in
n ensuring
e ring that the lane's capacity would
be available.
It should be noted that the use of enforcement
enforcemen agents
nts as mitigation
mitigat
mitigatio is not a preferred measure due
to their recurring annual cost.
t. Historically, enforcement
cement agents have been considered only for citysponsored projects as a matter
er of city policy.
p
However, for construction-related impacts that are
temporary in nature, enforcement
agents may be an appr
appropriate measure. In addition, if a private
nforcement
rcement ag
age
applicant recommends
ndss the use of TTEAs, then thee lead
d aagency/applicant must secure approval from
NYPD.

515. Trip Reduction
Demand Management
Measures
n or Travel Dem
anagement M
Trip reduction or TDM measures
seek
the volume of vehicular trips generated by a project,
measu
ek to reduce either
e
divert them to higher-occupancy
autos, or divert them to hours that are not as
higher-o
higher-occu
y vehicles than single-occupant
s
critical ass the hours
were identified. These measures include carpooling or vanh rs forr which significant impacts
imp
pooling,
ng, staggered
staggere work hours or flextime
flextim programs, new transit services or transit subsidies, telecommuting,
and
other measures.
d a range of oth
easures
sure
CARPOOLING
CARPO
PO
AND
ND VANPOOLING
VANPOOLIN

TThe objective
ctiv here
ere is to
t promote the formation of carpools or vanpools that would draw people out
of their
vehicles or otherwise increase the average occupancies of all vehicle traffic
eir single-occupant
singleingle
up
generated
nerated
ed by the site.
STAGGERED W
WORK HOURS AND FLEXTIME PROGRAMS

The objec
obj
objective of these measures is to stagger the times at which people drive to and leave their
workplace so as to reduce the volume of vehicular traffic on the road during the affected area's peak
workpl
commuting hours. With staggered work hours, employees work somewhat different shifts; under
flextime, employees are free to arrive at work at any time within a given range (say, 7:30 a.m. to 9:30
a.m.) and leave within a given range (say, 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.).
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IMPROVED BUS SERVICE

This measure may include the provision or expansion of dedicated bus lanes to improve the operation of major bus routes in the study area by introducing the elements of Select Bus Service (i.e.,
high-speed boarding, limited-stop service, off-board fare collection, etc.). Because most bus service is
provided by MTA and its member agencies, coordination and approval from NYCT/MTA Bus is required.
NEW TRANSIT SERVICES
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This measure may include provision of a company shuttle bus linking the workplace with the nearest
est
th
mass transit stop, initiating shuttle bus or jitney service for noontime trips to local retail areas, orr the
extension or enhancement of existing bus routes to the site, with the objective
bjectiv
ecti of promotingg transit
usage to the maximum extent possible. Because most bus service is provided
rovided
ided by MTA
M and its member
agencies, coordination and approval from NYCT/MTA is required.
TELECOMMUTING

With telecommuting, employees may work a specified number
mber
er of days per
pe week
ek or
o per
p month either
centralized set of comat a telecommuting center where they may complete theirr assignmen
assignments on a centra
puters or work stations, or at employer-provided installations
home.
is to restallations in their
th
t
ome. The objective
obje
obj
duce the volume of trips being made.
BICYCLE FACILITIES

The objective of this measure is to promote
ote the use
u of bicycles
b
ass a mode of ttravel to work by providing bicycle facilities such as secure indoor
storage
areas,
rooms, and showers, when not
oor bicycle sto
st
reas, locker
er ro
roo
already required by zoning. Studiess have
up
percent of those who would normally
ve shown that
t
p to 3.9 pe
per
use an automobile or taxi to travel
bicycle facilities were available. If it
vel to work would
wou usee a bicycle if b
bic
is anticipated that a portion of projected
ojected users
use
us of the site would use bicycles instead of automobiles,
then the number of projected
be reduced by up to 3.9 percent for sites
cted automob
automobile person trips could
coul b
such as offices and industrial
ustrial workplaces.
workplac
For example, if a proposed
person
have 12 percent auto share based on a previously
posed project’s
projec
proje
ers trips
ips ha
researched or approved
modal split, and
development would provide bicycle facilities,
pproved
ved moda
d the proposed
opo
in this case the
to approximately 11.5 percent (12.0% * (100% he person auto sharee could be reduced
re
red
3.9%) = 11.5%).
1.5%
1.5%).

MANAGED
A
DELIVERIES
VERI

This
his measure
mea re would
me
wo
commit
mmit the project
proje owner/operator/tenant to reducing or eliminating deliveries
require scheduling deliveries and ensuring that staff is available on the
during
uring peak periods.
s. It would requ
req
off-peak
hours
(i.e. evening and overnight).
receiving eend during
ring
ng of
offak ho
h

Although th
the measures
uress describe
described above may be implemented individually, their implementation may also be
sought as a collective
ect menu of
o ttrip reduction options—referred to as TDM.

should bee noted,
that embracing TDM as mitigation means that the project developer, sponsor,
It sho
oted, however,
ho
h
and/or tenant
an
and
enant
nt need to make a binding commitment to measures that may to some degree affect the way
their business is conducted
(e.g., altering work schedules, commitment to vanpools, etc.). For any proposed
con
TDM
measures no
not described in the above list, the lead agency should consult with DOT as early as possible
M measure
regarding
of this strategy as mitigation. Additionally, any commitments to mitigation and TDM measures
ding use o
should bee memorialized
in the Statement of Findings.
m
516. Traffic Monitoring Plan
A Traffic Monitoring Plan (TMP) is recommended for medium- to large-scale developments that have identified unmitigatible impacts as well as projects that propose capital improvements such as widening of roadway, curb extension (neck-down/bulb-out), raised median, signal installation, etc. The TMP would help DOT
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verify the need and effectiveness of the proposed mitigation measures identified in the EIS or similar measures through use of traffic data collection and analyses when the proposed project is built and occupied. The
TMP should include both locations for which mitigations are identified and locations that are determined to
be unmitigatible in the EIS. The monitoring commitments should be acknowledged either in the FEIS and/or in
the DOT sign-off letter. A detailed TMP scope of work should be submitted for DOT review and approval prior
to commencing any data collection and analysis. The lead agency, in consultation with DOT, should determine whether a TMP is required and, if so, what technical areas (i.e., traffic, parking, pedestrian, etc.) and locations should be included in the TMP.
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520. RAIL TRANSIT MITIGATION
There is a range of rail transit measures available to mitigate certain types off significant
gnifican impacts that
at may be propr
jected for a proposed project. These measures are primarily related to the
e station
tion elements
eleme that
hatt are analyzed
analyze and
could be affected by a proposed project. Significant line-haul impacts, on the
may be extremely
he other hand,
h
extreme difficult to mitigate.
521. Stairways
Stairway widening are the most common form of mitigation
projected
impacts, providing that
ion
on for projecte
project significant
nificant impacts
impact
NYCT deems it practicable, i.e., that it is worthwhile to disrupt service on an
stairway
n existing sta
stairw to widen it and
that a given platform affected by such mitigation is widee enough to accommodate
widening.
mmodate
modate the stairway
st

It may also be possible to mitigate stairway impacts
the vicinity of the impacted
acts
ts by adding
ing vertical capacity in tth
stairway, rather than widening the stairway itself.
stated earlier,
approval is needed. Stairway wielf. As sta
st
lier, NYCT
N T appr
ap
dening or new stairways must conform to the NYCT Statio
Station Planning
Design Guidelines.
nning and D

Where the calculated WIT triggers a significant im
impact and potential m
mitigation, actual stair widening are
planned with NYCT guidance. Typically,
of one 30” pedestrian lane. Thus,
cally,
y, stair widths
widt are considered in terms
t
a stair that is 100 inches wide and
nd has a WIT of
o 6 inches should be
b widened to 120 inches to create four 30inch pedestrian lanes. New stairs
ideally built in 30-inch
tairs are also id
inch increments.
522. Station Passageways
ays
The consideration of appropriate mitigation
m
tion
on measures
measure for station passageways and corridors is very similar to
that for the station
ion stairways.
stairways Here, too,
o, widening of a congested passageway or the construction of a new
passageway to divert some passenger
away from the existing one may be considered. Both of these
nger activity aw
types of measures
They are likely to be considered only for severe impacts. Where
meas es are
re extremely
e
ely costly. The
physical
constraints p
permit, passageway
be constructed or widened to create a passageways based
al constrai
const
passageways should
s
on 36”
6” pedestrian lanes.

There is a close physical
analytical relationship between stairways connecting station platforms with passical and analy
an
sageways over
platforms. For cases where both stairways and passageways would be characteo
ov or under
nder
er the plat
rized by significant
cant
ant impacts,
pacts, the
t provision of widened stairways might increase the pedestrian flow rate into
the
passageway,
exacerbating congestion there. Mitigation analyses for all these elements need to
he pa
p
eway,
y, thereby
there
the
be conducted
simultaneously.
ucted
ed simultane

523.
Exits, Escalators, and Elevators
3. Turnstiles, High-Wheel
Hi
H
The most logic
logical and readily available measure to mitigate projected turnstile or high-wheel exit shortages is
to add more
mor turnstiles or high-wheel exits, providing there is sufficient space within the station, to accommodate them. A measure to mitigate projected escalator or elevator shortages is to add appropriate vertical processor capacity, preferably an escalator or elevator. As mentioned above, transit station mitigation should
consider the entire station as a system and make sure that improvements in one area do not affect operations
in another.
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524. Station Agent Booths and Control Areas
Mitigation of excessive queuing and/or delays at booths and MetroCard vending machines may entail the
provision of additional machines, where space permits. As mentioned above for turnstiles, the analysis of mitigation measures may need to consider potential effects on other elements of the station as well.
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525. Platforms
Mitigation of platform impacts is a difficult exercise since the lengths and widths of existing platforms are
generally fixed. There are relatively minor measures that may be considered, including the relocation of trash
rash
ash
receptacles and other platform furniture that reduce platform width at critical locations. It is also possible
ossible
that the opening of new stairways could alleviate problem conditions at the congested
geste
est location. NYCT
CT may alal
so consider widening side platforms where congestion is severe.

526. Line-Haul Capacity
Generally, the generation of significant line-haul impacts can only be mitigated by
b operating
at additional
additiona trains
over a given subway line, which may not be operationally or fiscally
practicable. It iss gen
generally acce
accepted that
cally practicable
genera
the determination of significant line-haul capacity impacts is made
purposes
de for disclosure
disclo
rposes rather
rath than to provide mitigation; these impacts usually remain unmitigated.

530. BUS TRANSIT MITIGATION
Significant bus impacts generally may be mitigated
the frequency o
of service on existing bus lines.
ated
ed by
b increasing
rea
reas
This must be approved and implemented by thee operator
subject to
operational and fiscal constraints. In
operato and is subje
o op
oper
addition, the mitigation measures below should
d be considered
cons
d if impacts
impac are identified. As some of these measures are more applicable outside of thee urban core, it is important
with NYCT/MTABC/LIB to determine
portant
ant to consult
consu
con
the appropriate mitigation measure.. For
developments served by an existing
bus the following should be consior developm
e
dered:
If the main building entrance
following options are available for considerantrance is near to the street, the
he fo
tion:
•

Inclusion
pedestrian entrance
on of a pedestr
trance
nce on the
t side of the building facing the bus route;

•

Inclusion
curb-side
bus
allow buses to pull out of traffic and discharge and
clusion of cur
curbus stop
top that would
wo
w
passengers; and/or
pick-up passen
/or

•

Inclusion
bus-shelter for passengers.
clusion
on of
o space
ce for a bus-she
bus-sh

building entrance
If the main b
e ance is not
no near to the street, two options are available for consideration:
Routingg thee bus th
through the project site, with:
R
o

Inclusion of a bus turnaround area;

o

Inclusion
of a bus stop; and/or
nclus

o

IInclusion of a bus shelter.

Stopping the bus on the street adjacent to the Project Site with:
Stop
o

The same mitigation measures listed above; and optionally,

o

The inclusion of a lit, sheltered pedestrian walkway between the building’s entrance
and the bus stop.

If the development is not served by an existing bus route, MTABC/NYCT/LIB should be consulted
about possibly extending a bus route to serve the site with the above-mentioned mitigation measures being considered along with the following modifications:
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•

Space provided at a bus stop adequate for bus operational needs.

•

Access for bus drivers to the rest-rooms at terminals.

If a significantly large number of bus passengers are expected to be generated, a covered, secure location for fare-vending machines could be considered for inclusion in the project’s site-plan.
The developer should also consult with NYCT about locating a designated space for Access-A-Ride vehicles adjacent to the accessible entrances of the development to the extent practicable.
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This listing of possible mitigation measures is not meant to be exhaustive, and other appropriate mitigation
mitigatio
measures with respect to transit impacts should be considered. NYCT/MTABC/LIB
IB should be consulted.
ed.. As some
of these mitigation measures have the potential to impact available sidewalk space,
coordination
ace, close
c
nation
ation with the
pedestrian analysis is integral.

540. PEDESTRIAN MITIGATION
Identification of feasible and practical mitigation measures should
with
ld be consistent,
consisten to the extent
ex t practicable,
prac
DOT’s 2009 Street Design Manual, the detailed guide to the City’ss transportation
policies.
measures to
transport
transporta
olicies. Available
Ava
mitigate significant pedestrian impacts may include:
•

Providing additional green signal time or new signal phases, ssuch ass a leading pedestrian
interval, for
ped
p
pedestrians crossing at signalized intersections. Signal timi
timing changes
tim
anges
es should still
st leave vehicular traffic with sufficient green time without causing
trafficc impact.
sing
ing a significant
nific
nifican

•

Widening intersection crosswalks to
pedestrian
capacity. Care must be
o provide
ovide additional
add
pedes n crossing
pedest
cros
cr
taken so that turning vehicles have
ve time to react
reac
rea to pedestrians
edestrians iin all areas of the crosswalk. Crosswalk widening typically should not extend pa
past thee building line o
of the adjacent sidewalk to maintain
visibility.

•

Relocating street furniture,
newsstands, or otherr obstacl
obstacles that reduce pedestrian capacity at sideture, newsstan
obstacle
walks or corner reservoirs.
rvoirs.
voirs.

•

New traffic signal
intersection
measures
for uncontrolled pedestrian crossings.
al orr other inte
in
on control
con l mea
m

•

Providing curb
urb extensions, neck-downs
downs
owns or lane reductions to reduce pedestrian crossing distance.

•

Widening
ng the sidewal
sidewalk or other
herr pedestrian path.

•

Providing
refuge island w
where analysis indicates that pedestrians would not have enough
ovid g a pedestrian
pede
pedes
time
ime to cross
ss the
th street.
et.

•

mid-block
crossings
Creating m
ockk cr
cro
ngs and
an cut-throughs (i.e., arcades, plazas, etc.) on long blocks.

•

Providing direct
connections from adjacent transit stations to major proposed projects that reduce
Provid
irectt connec
connecti
patrons to traverse overtaxed pedestrian street elements.
the need for transit
ansit patr

•

Constructing
bridge to separate pedestrian and vehicular flows.
structing
cting a pedestrian
ede
d

•

intersection operations by aligning/normalizing the intersecting streets close to a ninety
Simplifying
plifying inte
angle, where practicable. It may include modifying/closing the existing channelization (slip
degree angl
angle
roadways)
and/or little used street approaches.
roadways
w

•

Creating a part-time or full-time pedestrian mall by closing streets to vehicular traffic.
Creat

•

Creating high visibility crosswalks to alert motorists of the pedestrian crossing and improve pedestrian
safety

Again, the relationship between traffic, transit, and pedestrian needs must be fully considered in developing
and evaluating alternative mitigation measures.
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550. PARKING MITIGATION
The range of measures that could generally be considered to alleviate projected parking shortfalls or mitigate significant parking impacts includes the following:
Provision of additional parking spaces as part of the proposed project, including such provision off-site but
within a convenient walking distance from the site.

•

Modification of existing on-street parking regulations in an appropriate manner—for example, where a
less restrictive parking regulation would not affect the capacity of the street to process adjacent vehicular
hic
traffic demands.
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•

•

Paid commercial parking or ParkSmart (a DOT initiative to increase metered
parking rates during
tered
red p
uring peak peperiods) may also be effective measures. DOT has found that these measures
the availability of
easures improve
iim
parking by encouraging drivers to park no longer than necessaryy in locations w
where high
gh turnover iis desired.

•

Implementation of new transit services (e.g., bus routes or bus
initiaus route ex
eextensions)
ons) or
o trip
ip reduction
red
tives that would change the projected modal split or reduce
number of vehicle
to (and parkduce
ce the numb
num
vehicles traveling
tra
ing at) the project site. The addition of bicycle facilities
secure
ties such as indoor
ind
in
ecure storage aareas, locker rooms
and showers would encourage the use of bicycless to
the workplace.
o travel to th
kplace.
pla

In general, where a parking shortfall or significant impact
project must strive to
pact has been
bee identified,
ntified,
ied, a proposed
propos
propo
provide the amount of parking it needs as part off the
th
t proposed
ropose project
roposed
ct rather than
th relying on available off-site
parking supplies.

600. DEVELOPING ALTERNATIVES

610. DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES
ES
The alternatives analysis section
tion of the EIS is intended to depict
depi and analyze alternatives to the proposed
project that are likely to eliminate
significant
impacts expected to be generated by the proposed
inate or reduce
re
sig
ant im
project. Since traffic, transit,
and
impacts
ransit,
t, pedestrian
pedestri
pedest
d parking
parkin
a
mpac are often among those determined to be significant, there are attributes
proposed project tha
butes
tes of a pro
that, if changed, may result in a reduction of expected impacts. Guidance regarding the d
development
follows.
pment
ent of such alternatives
a

611. Reductions
ti s in Size
The firstt and mo
most logical
down of the size of the proposed project, e.g., reducing the
m
logi alternative
ernative is a scaling
sc
amount
proposed
its overall trip generation. This approach would generally lead
unt of propos
propose square
are footage
tage to reduce
r
to
of trips generated, but not necessarily in the magnitude of the imo a proportional
proportiona reduction
ction
on in the
t amount
am
would occur.
if a significant impact is projected under the proposed project that repacts that w
wo
ccur.
r. For example,
exam
exa
widening
this proposed mitigation measure may not be warranted under the alterquires a wi
ng of the
he crosswalk,
cros
crossw
native tthat would
ould
ld red
rreduce
cee the size of the proposed development. Similarly, an unmitigated impact in the proposed project
pos
pose
ject may now be mitigated under the lesser density alternative.

612. Different Uses
Use
A second
of alternative involves replacement of a high trip-generating land use component of the proecond
cond type o
posed project with a lesser trip generator. Care would be needed to make sure that the times in which trips
are reduced are those times at which significant impacts are expected. For example, potential replacement of
office space with retail space may reduce the volume of trips generated by auto in the AM when retail activity
is light, but not at midday when retail uses are very active. Should the preceding With-Action analyses determine that there would be a significant traffic or pedestrian impact in only the midday peak hour, this replacement alternative would not be beneficial.
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Consideration of this category of alternative must also recognize that different types of land uses may tend to
have different modal splits as well, and that a land use that has a lower overall trip generation rate may not
necessarily generate fewer trips by all modes. For example, framing an alternative that responds to a significant traffic impact under the proposed project with a less-intensive overall trip generator that has a higher
auto-plus-taxi use percentage may not result in a removal of the impact. The alternatives analysis would consider the type of impact found significant and consider alternatives that reduce that impact during the specific
significant impact hour.
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613. Changes in Access and Circulation
Another type of alternative revolves around physical site changes that do not nece
necessarily
reduce the
ec
e overall
volume of trips generated or the number of trips generated during a specific
ific impact
impac hour, butt that affect
access and circulation patterns and effectively move traffic to locations or routes
outes that would not be signifisignif
cantly impacted. There are several examples of this.

Relocation of a project's proposed parking facility or the facility's entrance
traffic pattrance may positively
ve affect
ffect tra
traf
terns and divert traffic away from significant impact locations. Provision
additional
vision of parking—or
pa
—or add
nal parking—
may reduce the undesirable circulation of vehicles on-street in search of ha
hard-to-find
-find
nd parking
parki sspaces. This is
especially true for proposed projects that either do not include
nclude
lude parking aas partt of their project,
proje or where the
amount of parking is appreciably short of the demand. For major pro
projects that include lar
large parking garages
(e.g., 500 or more parking spaces), it may be advantageous
eous to split the parking
arking
ing into two sites rather than one,
to disperse traffic and pedestrians to different routes
outes
ute rather
her than
tha having
ng all of it con
cconcentrated at a single entrance and exit location and a single primary access
route.
ccess
ss rout
route

Relocation of a project's main entrance may also alter aaccess patterns fo
ffor both vehicular, transit, and pedestrian access. A proposed project that generates a substantial
su
ntial volume of
o vehicular drop-offs, such as a hotel
in Midtown Manhattan, for example,
shift
to a location on the site that ree, could
uld potentially
potent
hift its main entrance
ent
duces significant traffic impacts at critical locat
locations or that minim
minimizes conflicts between vehicles engaged in
loca
minimiz
picking up or dropping off passengers
vehicles driving past the site. Such "front door" relocation
ssengers and other
o
may also make pedestrian access
nearby subway stations
more convenient, alter pedestrian patterns or
cess from ne
st
sta
increase utilization of a particular
subway station
entrance over another one, and reduce congesticular su
subw
tation or station
st
statio
tion at key crosswalkss orr corner reservoir
spaces
re
rese
ces in the
th affected area.
Relocation of a project's loading
could also have similar benefits in moving the
loadi docks,
ks, orr their reconfiguration,
reco
goods delivery function to a location
on that
hat does not
n significantly impact traffic or pedestrian flow. Reconfiguration of a proposed
dock
operation to one in which the trucks may pull directly into
p
pro osed loading
loa
load
ock from a back-in
bac
the delivery
ivery
very area
ar would
ou also relieve pressure
pressu on traffic and pedestrian movements. It should also be noted
that DOT has indica
indicated
a strong
preference
for front-in and front-out truck operations.
indic
str
stro
prefere
preferen

both in the early planning for a project as well as during the analIdeally, these options
o
s should
ould be considered
c
ysis of impacts
impa of the
he project and while it is possible that they may constitute an Alternative, it is more logical
analysis.
to include
inclu this in
n the
th future
uture
ture With-Action
W
614. Other
614
er Alternatives
ernatives
Theree may be other alternatives that are tailored to a specific proposed project at a specific site that could be
developed.
to be effective, they should either (1) reduce the overall level of trip making, shift trip
veloped.
loped. In general,
ge
making
hours or to noncritical modes, or (2) alter the physical design of a project to relocate
ng to noncritical
non
trips away
ay from identified significant impact locations. However, all alternatives must be approved by the
lead agency.

620. EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
In evaluating the impacts of the alternatives relative to the impacts previously determined for the proposed
project, it may not be necessary to conduct a full analysis of the traffic and parking systems conducted as part of
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the With-Action analyses. However, regardless of the technical approach taken, conclusions made from the analyses of alternatives must have a degree of confidence reasonably comparable to that for the analysis of the proposed project.
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For alternatives that reduce the size but not the land use mix of the proposed project, it may be possible to scale
down the proposed project's trip generation projection and then pro-rate the findings of the traffic and parking
analyses accordingly. Yet, while the scaling down of volumes may be appropriate, the pro-rated evaluation of vehicle delay time and other level of service analyses may not. Therefore, those locations determined to have significant impacts under the proposed project should be reanalyzed and those findings (i.e., the magnitudee of imi
pacts and any subsequent changes to the mitigation measures), along with the overall trip reduction that
hat wou
would
occur under the alternative, should be reported.
For alternatives that alter the mix of land uses within the proposed projectt or replace a more
intensive
m
ntensive trip genege
rator with another less intensive trip generator, it would generally be necessary
ecessary
sary to first quantify
tify the magnitude
magnit
magnitu of
changes in the projected trip generation by travel mode for the peak analysis
hours, and then
the likealysis hours
en determine
determ
lihood that new impacts could be created from those determined for the proposed
propose project.
ojec Afterwards,
oject.
terwar the techterward
nical analysis approach could follow the guidelines provided immediately
above.
mediately
ately abo
abov
For alternatives that contain physical design changes that alter
lter access and circulation
lation pattern
patterns, the analysis would
evaluate the likely access routes expected under the alternative,
changes would positively and
ternative, and where
e these
hese change
chan
adversely affect traffic conditions. If this review indicates
increases
occur along routes and at
ates that traffic
traf
tra
creases
eases would o
locations that likely would not be significantly impacted,
this evaluation
If it encompasses locapa
pac
ev
on is documented.
docum
document
tions that have not been analyzed earlier in the
those conditions are not currently
he EIS,
S, and
an it iss readily
ly apparent
parent tho
problematic nor are they likely to be problematic,
matic,
ic, that evaluation
ev
eva
n would
woul suffice
ffic but is reported. If this evaluation
ffice
cannot be made with a reasonable degreee off certainty, other
sources
of data would be sought to make a
o
available
vailable so
sou
preliminary evaluation. If this preliminary
problematic levels of service currently exist,
inary
nary evaluation
evaluatio indicates
cates that pro
prob
or that significant impacts may occur
and the project-generated trips faccur in the future
futur with
h background growth
g
tored in, these findings would bee documented
cumented based on the
he data at
a hand.
In general, the evaluation off alternatives documents
thee following:
d
f
w
wi
•

Would the alternative
or decreased
trip making by travel mode during the peak analyrnative
ve result in increased
eased o
ecrea
sis hours? This finding is ty
typicallyy quantified.

•

Would the alternative result in the reductio
reduction or elimination of significant impacts, and by what amount?
It is preferable
determine
eferable to de
ine whether all significant impacts would be avoided or reduced under the alternative,
proposed projects a representative set of significant impact locations may
ative but
ative,
ut forr ve
vvery large-scale
ge-scale propo
may present its conclusions in a comparably confident manner to
suffice as long
ng as the technical analysis
ana
a
project.
An assessment of the implications of the analyses on this representative set
that
hat of the proposed
osed
sed p
ject. A
locations iss presented
of locat
sente for the overall study area.

•

Would any new
Wo
w significant
significa impacts be expected to occur under an alternative? This would be especially
germane
that alter travel patterns within the study area.
ane
e fo
for alternatives
ternat
ternati

700.
00.
0. REGULATIONS
LATIONS AND COORDINATION

710. REGULATIONS
ULATIONS AND STANDARDS
There are
no specific regulations governing the conduct of transportation analyses. Therefore, the procedures
re n
and methodologies that are described in this Manual are intended to provide assistance in the structuring and
conduct of EIS and EAS transportation impact analyses.
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711. NEW YORK CITY LOCAL LAW 24 (CRIA)
Effective September 2005, Local Law 24 amended the administrative code of the City of New York in relation
to creation of a review process in the event of the closure of a publicly mapped street. The Community Reassessment Impact Amelioration (CRIA) statement is required if a street is closed for more than 180 consecutive
days for which a permit from DOT is needed. As a result, a CRIA (or EAS/EIS in lieu of CRIA) must be issued to
the Council Member and Community Board prior to the 210th day of the closure. In addition, one public forum must be held prior to the issuance of the CRIA/EAS/EIS where the applicant/project sponsor assists DOT
in conducting the forum. DOT makes entities applying for permits to close streets for more that 180 days the
responsible party for producing the CRIA and assisting and helping to lead the public forum. The CRIA or EAS
would:
•

State the objectives of the closure and why the closure is necessary to attain objectives;
obje
ob

•

Identify alternatives, including the least expensive one, the cost
alternative and explanation if
st of the alterna
no alternative is available;

•

Assess impacts of the closure on access, traffic, parking,
businesses,
ng, pedestrian safety,
y, busine
bu
s residences,
re
community facilities, emergency services, public transportation
and school
ransportation
sportation including
i
ingg para-transit
para-tran
para-t
buses, etc.; and

•

Provide recommendations/solutions to mitigate
and increase
gate adverse on the
hee above referenced
refe
refere
access to the area.

720. APPLICABLE COORDINATION
Lead agencies should be aware that it is necessary
approvals
mitigation measures from agencies that
cessary to seek
s
pprovals
rovals for m
would be responsible for implementing
In these insta
instances, the lead agency should confer with
ngg those measures.
meas
instan
the appropriate agencies, namely NYCT
mitigation/improvement measures and DOT for
CT for rail, subway,
s
y,, and bus miti
mitig
traffic, parking, and goods delivery
measures. DOT is also revery analyses and
a pedestrian
rian mitigation/improvement
mitiga
miti
sponsible for the designation
n of bus stops
stop in the City. It is also advisable to confer with DCP regarding its policy
guidelines, and NYC Parks
approval
would
ks and
nd Recreation
Recreati
Recreat
pro
wou be required for mitigation measures involving parkedge sidewalks and pedestrian/bicycle
destrian/bicycl
rian/bicyc greenway
enway
way systems.
sy ms. It is also important to note that coordination with the
analytical needs off other environ
environmental
all categorie
categories (e.g., air quality, noise, neighborhood character) may be
needed; other chapters
Manual
referred to regarding those needs.
hapters of this M
al should
ould be refe
ref
730. REQUIRED
DOCUMENTS
DD
DO
MENTS
NTS FOR REVIEW
To ensure
suree a timely
tim review, the lead agen
agency should submit the following documents to DOT (for traffic, pedestrians
and
MTA
d parking) or MT
M (forr transit):
tran
trans
•

EAS fforms (if applicable);
pplicable

•

Transit,
Pedestrian
and Parking sections/studies;
TTraffic,, TTra
it,
t, Pedest
Pede

•

Electronic
ectronic
onic and hard copies of back-up material (i.e., ATR, TMC, physical inventory, official signal timing,
pedestrian
destrian and bicycle counts, queue observations, three-year accident history, etc);

•

for travel demand factors (TDF) including source information and surveys, if conducted;
Back-up
ck-up material
m

•

Electronic files and hard copies of the Levels of Service analyses (or similar DOT/MTA-approved software)
Electr
for all peak hours and scenarios;

•

Documentation identifying any modification(s) to the HCS (or other software) default factors as well as all
quantifiable and verifiable field information to support the change(s);

•

Parking analysis, including field survey, parking utilization and related text, figure(s) and table(s);

•

Traffic signal warrant analysis if a new signal or left-turn signal is proposed;
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•

Signal coordination and progression analysis if timing reallocation in excess of four seconds is proposed;
and

•

Scaled schematic of existing and proposed conditions if geometric improvements are recommended.
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740. LOCATION OF INFORMATION
Much, but certainly not all, of the information needed to conduct the traffic and parking analyses may be available within the technical libraries and files maintained by city and State agencies. For the transit analysis, NYCT
CT has
most information needed. Although it is likely that a significant amount of data will need to be collected
field
d via fie
fiel
surveys and traffic counts, contact should be made with MOEC, DOT, NYCT, MTA
TA Bus, DCP, and other
herr agencies
that may possess information that would be helpful and could save time and resources.
In some cases, use of a
resource
ourc
specific set of available data may be preferable to conducting new counts or new surveys.
Thiss may be true, for
survey
surve
example, where a recent similar study has been completed in the samee or neighboring
neighborin area,
a, and
nd it is important
imp
for the data and findings of that study and the analysis of the proposed
ed project
roject to be consistent.
ent.
An initial listing of the location of primary sources of available traffic
and folffic and parking data is presented
pres
p
ed below,
be
lowed with an indication of those technical areas in which original
required. This list
ginall research or
o surveys
eys
ys are often
o
may be revised or augmented from time to time.
741. Sources of Available Traffic Data
• EISs and EASs that contain original volume
to be valid for the
me or
o survey
rvey data
da thatt are recent enough
en
area surveyed. It is strongly preferred
d that
at traffic
traff
traf count data
ata nott be more than three years old at the
time the draft EIS is certified as complete.
may be possible
older data, but only
mplete.
ete. It ma
ossible to
t use
se somewhat
s
for areas that have undergone veryy little change
chan
chang and
d for
or which the
th data still validly represent conditions in the area.
o

Sources: MOEC,
Broadway, 14th Floor, Manha
Manhattan, NY 10038; DCP, Environmental AsC, 253
53 Broadw
Broadwa
Man
sessment and
Street, Manhattan, NY 10007
nd Review Division, 22 Reade
Re
(http://www.nyc.gov/planning);
ww.nyc.gov/plan
.nyc.gov/pla
DEP, Off
Of
Office of
o Environmental Planning, 59-17 Junction Boulevard, Elmhurst,
Queens, NYY 113
11373 ((http://www.nyc.gov/dep);
hurst, Quee
ht
http:/
and DOT, Traffic Planning Division,
Street, Manhattan,
n, 55 Water Str
hattan, NY 10041 (http://www.nyc.gov/dot).

tudies with o
orig
olume
me or survey
surve data that satisfy the guidelines above.
• Traffic studies
original volume
o

DOT, Traffic Planning
Division, 55 Water Street, Manhattan, NY 10041
Sources:
ource
Plann
(http://www.nyc.gov/calldot)
http://w
://
nyc.gov/calldo or DCP, Transportation Division, 2 Lafayette Street, Manhattan,
nyc.gov/calldot
NY 1
10007 or Environmental
Assessment and Review Division, 22 Reade Street, Manhattan,
N
Environm
Environmen
NY 10007
N
07
7 (http://www.nyc.gov/planning).
(ht
(ht //www

• DO
DOT 24-hour
ur automatic
automati traffic recorder (ATR) counts or other intersection counts, with the same
tim
oted above.
abov
abo
time framess noted
o

Sou
Sourc
: D
Sources:
DOT, Traffic Planning Division, 55 Water Street, Manhattan, NY 10041 or DCP,
Transportation
Division, 2 Lafayette Street, Manhattan, NY 10007 or Environmental AssessTransp
ment
men and Review Division, 22 Reade Street, New York, NY 10007.

and tunnel volume information, including screenline volumes, peak hour volumes and growth
• Bridge
ge an
trends, which may help in developing trend line projections and understanding seasonal fluctuations
trend
in traffic volumes.
o

Source: DOT, Traffic Planning Division, 55 Water Street, Manhattan, NY 10041.

• DOT Truck Regulations, which define the designated truck routes to be used for traffic analyses.
o

Source: DOT, Traffic Planning Division, 55 Water Street, Manhattan, NY 10041.
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• DOT signal operations information, which provides signal phasing and timing information needed to
conduct the traffic analyses.
o

Source: DOT, Signals Division, 34-02 Queens Boulevard, Long Island City, Queens, NY 11101

• DOT parking regulations inventory, which provides a computer listing of all approved parking regulation signs throughout the City, for use in the traffic analyses should field surveys indicate that signs
have been vandalized or stolen.
Source: DOT, 28-11 Queens Plaza North, Long Island City, Queens, NY
(http://www.nyc.gov/calldot).

101
11101
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o

ion (latest
(late
(lat
pro• Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation publication
edition), which prormining
ning the volume
v
vides a comprehensive summary of trip generation rates for determining
of trips that a
proposed project would generate. These rates are based on nationwide,
than
onwide, rather
rath
rat
an local,
ocal, surveys
survey
surve
which may not be appropriate for New York City conditions in
n many
any cases.
o

Sources: DOT, Traffic Planning Division, 55 Water Street,
Manhattan,
Str
Man
Manha
n, NY
n
N 10041
(http://www.nyc.gov/dot); ITE Headquarters, 1099
99 14 Street,
Street NW, Suite 30
300, W
Washington, DC
sportation
portation Divis
Division, 2 Lafayette Street,
Stre Manhattan,
Str
20005 (http://www.ite.org); or DCP, Transportation
NY 10007 or Environmental Assessment
nt and Review Division,
ion,
n, 22 Reade
Rea Street, NY 10007
(http://www.nyc.gov/planning).

• Trip generation and temporal distribution
in Urban
for Pedestrians by Pushkaon
n data
dat
da published
ubli
ublish
rban Space fo
rev & Zupan (1975).
o

Sources: DOT, Traffic Planning
Division, 55 Water Street,
lanning
ning Divisio
Str
Stree Manhattan, NY 10041 or DCP,
Transportation Division,
on,
n, 2 Lafayette Street,
t,, Manhattan, NY
N 10007 or Environmental Assessment and Review Division,
Reade Street,
10007.
ion, 22 Rea
reet,
eet, NY 10007

• The following publications
data and
ions provide bicycle
bic
nd research:
resear
resea
o

DOT, 2010 NYC
Map (Regular Updates);
YC Cycling M
Up
Upd

o

DOT, New York City B
Bicycle
(1997);
e Master
aster Plan
n (1

o

DPR NYPD,
DOHMH, DOT, D
YPD,
D, Bicyclist FFatalities and Serious Injuries in New York City (1996 –
2005);

o

Street Design
(2009);
DOT,
T, St
Stre
sign Manual (2

o

DCP, Greenway
New York City (1993);
D
ay Plan fo
for N

o

DCP, New
w York
Yo Bicycle
cycl Lane and Trail Inventory (Regular Updates);

(2009). The New York City Street Design Manual provides policies and de• DO
DOT Street Design
esign Manual
Manu
Man
ssign guidelines
uide
id ess to city
cit agencies, design professionals, private developers and community groups for
the improvem
improvement
of streets and sidewalks throughout the five boroughs. It is intended to serve as a
prov
nt o
comprehensive
rehensive resource for promoting higher quality street designs and more efficient project implementation.
plementatio
plementation
o

SSources: DOT, Traffic Planning Division, 55 Water Street, Manhattan, NY 10041

• Add
Additional information may be downloaded here.

• DOT Library contains DOT Policies and reports, Traffic Rules and laws, Street Furniture and Street
Lighting Rules, community presentations and plans, Transportation and Traffic Data, DOT Research
Papers and Presentations and Specifications and Drawings. This information may be obtained here.
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• DOT Sustainable Streets (2008) (Regular Updates) is the strategic plan for DOT that focuses on safety,
mobility, world class streets, infrastructure, greening, global leadership and customer service. Additional details may be found here.
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• It is also possible that additional surveys or original research are needed to provide either the most
up-to-date representation of conditions where available data are too old to be used or where the data required simply are not available. Moreover, recently collected original survey data are typically
preferred, providing they are obtained in a proper manner and reflect the specific nature and geographical setting of the proposed project.
742. Sources of Available Rail Transit Data
• EISs and EASs that contain appropriate ridership or capacity utilization
The
ation
n information.
informa
inform
he key guideguid
line rests with how representative the counts or data are of existing
tingg conditions.
conditions Historically,
torically,
ically, this has
ha
included data not more than three years old at the time the draft
completed,
ft EIS was co
ed, but it could
cou include somewhat older data for areas that have undergonee very
and
ery little change
cha
ch
nd forr which the
tth data
still represent conditions there.
o

Sources: MOEC, 253 Broadway, Manhattan,
DCP, Environmental
Assessment and
n, NY 10038; D
nvironmental A
nvironmenta
Review Division, 22 Reade Street, Manhattan,
hattan,
tan, NY 10007;
1000 NYC
C Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP), Office of Environmental
Boulevard, Elmhurst,
mental Planning,
Plann
Plannin 59-17
9-17
17 Junction B
Queens, NY 11373 (http://www.nyc.gov/dep);
ny ov/dep); aand DOT,
OT, 55 Water Street, Manhattan, NY
10041.

• Transit studies with volumes or analyses
alyses
es that are relatively
vely recent.
rece
o

Source: MTA, 347 Madison
New York,
dison Avenue, N
ork, NY 1001
10017 (http://www.mta.info).

• New York City subway system
which detail the volume of riders entering
tem
m turnstile registration
re
tion counts, wh
nstile bank
each subway station byy turnstile
bank.
o

YCTT Operation
Operations Planning, 2 Bro
wa 17th Floor, New York, NY 10004
Source: NYCT
Broadway,

ey of system riders
rrid
ndicatin
cati the
he number
h
n
• Biannual survey
indicating
of subway riders entering the central business districtt byy line.
o

Avenue, New York, NY 10017
Source: MTA,
MTA 347 Madison
ison Avenue

743. Sources
of Available
ces
es o
abl Bus Transit Data
• EISs tthat contain bus ridership information
for the specific study area and bus routes affected, proin
vided
d the data aree reasonably
re
rea nably recent and bus service has not changed appreciably.
o

Sources:
MOEC, DCP, or DOT, as cited above.
urces:
es: MOEC

Bus studies
enough to be valid.
• B
udie
d that
hat
at are recent
rre

• MTABC
Operations Planning, 2 Broadway, 21st Floor, New York, NY 10004 (www.mta.info/busco).
TABC
C Opera
Operat
• NYCT Op
Operations Planning, 2 Broadway,
Ope
(http://ww
ttp://ww
(http://www.mta.info/nyct/index.html).

17th

Floor,

New

York,

NY

10004

NYCT/MTABC/LIB Bus Guide, bus maps, and websites for bus routes, hours of operation, and fre• NYCT
NYCT/
quency of service.
qu
o

Source: NYCT/MTABC/LIB, as cited above.

• Bus ridership, or load levels, for the maximum load points on each route. This information is helpful
in identifying the bus stop at which bus occupancy levels are highest, thereby also defining the
amount of bus capacity remaining for additional riders.
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o

Source: LIB/MTABC, NYCT as cited above. Also, franchise bus operators who provide public
bus service within the City.

744. Sources of Pedestrian Data
• EISs that contain pedestrian volume information and/or pedestrian level of service findings for a particular study area, providing such information is reasonably recent.
o

Source: MOEC, DCP, or DOT, as cited above.
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• Pedestrian volume is generally one of the more difficult technical areas in which to obtain readily
ily
ly usu
able data, and new pedestrian counts are almost always needed for detailed
aile analyses.
ailed

745. Sources of Available Parking Data
• EISs or EASs that contain parking inventory or occupancy information
rmation
ion that is reasonably
onably
nably representarepresen
tive of current conditions.
o

Sources: MOEC, DCP, DEP, or DOT, as cited above.
ve.

• Parking studies that contain such data.
o

Sources: DOT, Traffic Planning, 55 Water
or DCP, Transportater Street, Manhattan,
Man
n, NY 10013;
10013 o
tion Division, 2 Lafayette Street, Manhattan,
Assessment and
nhattan, NY 10007
7 or Environmental
Environm
Environme
Review Division, 22 Reade Street,, NY 10007,
07, as cited above.
bove.

• DOT parking regulations inventory.
o

Source: DOT, 28-11 Queens
Island City, Queens, NY
ueens Plaza
Plaz North,
rth,
h, Long Is
(http://www.nyc.gov/calldot).
/calldot
calldot).

11101

• ITE Parking Generation publication,
provides
maximum parking supply needed to serve a
ication, which
wh
w
vides the m
max
eea
generat
proposed land use. As discussed earlier
for trip generation
data, it should be noted that data contained in the Parking
nationwide sources of survey data that may not
ng Generation Manual is based
se on n
sed
be fully appropriate
riatee in New York
Yo City.
y.
o

Sources:
Water Street, Manhattan, NY 10041; or ITE Headquarters,
urces:
es: DOT, Traffic
Tra Planning,
anning,
nning, 55 W
DC 20005 (http://www.ite.org).
1099 14 Stre
Street, NW, Suite
e 300, Washington,
Was
Wash

• Parking
ng capac
capacities aand licensing
ensing
ng information.
informa
o

ource New
w York City Dep
Sources:
Department of Consumer Affairs, 80 Lafayette Street, Manhattan, NY
10013 (www.nyc.gov/consumers);
or DCP, Transportation Division, 2 Lafayette Street, Man10
1
ww nyc.gov/co
nyc.gov/c
hattan,
10007
h
n, NY 10
7 or Environmental Assessment and Review Division, 22 Reade Street, NY
10007
007 ((http://www.nyc.gov/planning).
http://w
http://ww
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